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PREF ACE.

SCANTY as are the authentic data from which this biography

was compiled, they (orm, nevertheless, a connected narra

tive of the chief events in the life of a remarkable man of

science,. who, although a foreigner, never published any

thing but in the English tongue. Few, if any, foreign

savants have been honoured by Englishmen as he was;

a fact to which the memorial standing over his grave

bears ample testimony.

It is hoped that the reader will follow with sympatby

the details of an ardnous scientific career, the best years

of which were offered to the service of the British

Government, and will agree with us also in thinking that

Alexander Csoma de Koros attained in some measure

the reward he looked for, in so far that his name will

never be omitted from any work bearing upon Tibetan

literature or Buddhistic learning.

This biography is herewith presented to the reader in

the sincere hope of a generous indulgence for its many
b
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shortcomings, although the production of it, imperfect as it

is, has, in the circumstances under which it was prepared,

necessitated the attention of many years before it could

be brought to its present state of completion.

When the late Mr. Nicholas Trubner first saw the

manuscript of this book, he at once kindly expressed his

readiness to undertake its publication, and even sug

gested the desirability of editing a complete collectiou

of all the works and essays of Csoma tIe KDrDs, which,

at the present time, are only to be found scattered

over many volumes of publications, extending over a

period of more than thirty years. Perhaps Mr. Triibner's

successors may see their way to carry out the' project

he had in view, and to rescue, for the benefit of European

students, the important work in mannscript which is

noticed in the Appendix xvi. at page 207 of this

volume.

The reader will observe·that a certain latitude has been

permitted in the spelling of Indian names and Tibetan

words occurring in this work In the text Dr. Hunter's

system has been generally followed, but in the quotations,

both from print and manuscripts, the ancient forms of

spelling have iu most cases been retained. As to the

Tibetan words Csorna's authority was decisive; moreover,

instead of adhering invariably to the strict rules of Tibetan

orthography, with its frequent use of mute letters, the

abbreviated forms have been preferred. The strict ren-
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deting of accents and diacritical marks seemed hardly

requisite in a work like this.

The author desires to express his acknowledgments to

Mr. Frederic Pincott, M.R.A.S., for important assistance

rendered by him in reviewing and passing through the

press the Sanskrit and Hindi part of the vocabulary at

the end of thE> volume.

LONDON, 55 NEVERN SQUARE,

SOUTH KENSINGTON, February 1885.
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LIFE OF

ALEXANDER CSOMA DE KORO&

CHAPTER I.

Introduction-Osoma'a birthplace, parentage, and early childhood
Studies at Nagy Enyed in Transylvania, and at the University
of Gottingen in Hanover-Plans and preparations for the jour.
ney-Departure for the East.

TOWAllDS the end of 1843 Dr. Archibald Campbell, the
Government Agent of British Sikkim, wrote as follows:
". Since the death of Csoma de Koros I have not ceased to
hope that some member of the Asiatic Society (of Bengal)
would furnish a connected account of ihis career in the
East. It is now more than a year and a half since we lost
him, but we are as yet without any such record in the
Journal of the Society, to show, that his labonrs were valu
able to the literary Association, he so earnestly studied to
assist in its most important ohjects."

It was Dr. Campbell who, in April 1842, watched the
closing scenes of Csoma's life at Darjeeling, and his was
the friendly hand, which performed the last services at
his grave.

The 4th of April 1884 was the hundredth anniversary
of Csoma'. birthday, and the Hungarian Academy of
Sciences thought this a fitting occasion to render homage
to that distinguished man of science, who was a Fellow
of their Society. The method of commemoration which

A
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suggested itself was the publication of a collected edition
of his scattered works and essays, translated into the
Hungarian language, and accompanied by a biographical
sketch. In the compilation of this sketch, advantage has
been taken of the disjointed and imperfect data which
have as yet appeared on the subject; and at the same
time important facts have been brought forward which
had previously remained unknown.

In the archives of the Foreign Office in Calcntta, many
letters are to be found which refer to Csoma de Karas and
to his Tibetan labours, during the prosecution of which he
enjoyed the support of the Supreme Government of India.
Copies of these letters have been placed at the writer's
service by the conrtesy of Mr. Durand, under-secretary of
that department. Six original letters of Csoma have also
been found in the library of the Asiatic Society of Bengal,
which will be noticed in due course.

The narrative as it now stands will, it is hoped, make
those interested in philological science better acquainted
with the details of Csoma's early years, and enable them
to follow without interI'llption the steps of his long
and arduous wanderings. These were for the most part
accomplished on foot, and extended from Europe across
Central Asia, Eokhara, through Afghanistan, the Panjab,
and Kashmir towards the borders of Chiua, and afterwards
into Tibet and Hiudustan down to Calcutta.

The motives which led him to devote himself to these
literary aud historical researches, and the causes which
induced him to sacrifice so many years of his life to the
study of the Tibetan language and literature, will be set
forth on the authority of hitherto unpublished data; and
it is confidently expected, that they will clear up many
still obscure points in the career of this remarkable student,
and dispel the erroneous, and sometimes even unjust,judg
ments which have been formed regarding his works and
merits.

Of Alexander Csomis early years but few data exist.
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According to the parish register he was born on the 4th
of April 1784, in the village of Koros, in the county of
Haromszek, in Transylvania. Raros is situated in a beau
tiful valley below the town of Kovaszna, and its inhabi
tants carry on a flourishing trade in the manufacture of
sieves (for which there is a special demand), and vari
ous articles of fancy woodwork. Koros is a pure Szekely
village, where the occupier and the proprietor are one
and the same, where landlords and subject-cultivators
of the soil were never known. It is the only frontier
community in which no Wallachian ever settled.' The
house in which Alexander first saw the light was destroyed
by fire, but it is known that the dwelling which at present
bears the number 143 on the village register, was built on
the same plot of ground as the house stood in which
Osoma was born.' His father's name was Andrew, and the
mother's Ilona Gocz. His family was poor, but belonged
to the military nobles called Szeklers, a tribe which had
for centuries guarded the frontiers of Transylvania against
the invasions of the Turks. Osoma's family is still known
there; one of his nephews, also called Alexander, fell as a
Honved in the War of Independence during a street fight
at Nagy Szeben 3 in 1849. Gabriel, his only hrother, left a
son, also Alexander by name, who survives. A cousin,
Joseph Osoma, was Protestant pastor in the small village
of Mono, in the county of Middle Szolnok. The proprietor
of the village, Baron Horvath, whilst. residing there, met
him almost daily. We learn from this source, that our
Osoma's near relations, and those friends who knew him
in early life, are all dead, and we are therefore unable
to gather much information of the incidents of his
boyhood. Baron Horvath, however, tells us, on the
authority of J oseph Osoma,' that Alexander, even as a
boy, showed a keen desire for knowledge, and was of a

1 The bulk of the people on that
frontier are Walla.chians.

2 St'le Orban Balil.zs: Szekel~'fold

kirdsa.

8 Herma.nstadt, in German,
" Nemzet, 17th April 1884.
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restless disposition, whicb, "like a swallow, is impelled on
a distant journey when the autumn arrives." He was
endowed with a strong body and a sound constitution, and
by continual exercise became fitted for extraordinary feats
of endurance, such as we witness in the course of his life.

" He was of an elastic nature, and a Szekler of powerful
frame, resembling me to a certain extent/' was the remark
of J oseph Csoma, a r.mark which he made with evident
satisfaction; "but yet we were not quite alike," the pastor
added with a smile, "because if 1 walk much, 1 like to
rest betimes, but my cousin Alexander, if once started
off, did not stop till the end of his journey was attained.
As boys, we could never compete with him in walking,
because when he happened to reach the top of a hill, that
did not satisfy him, but wished to know what was beyond
it, and beyond that again, and thus he often trotted on for
immense distances."

Alexander Csoma's early education began at the school
of his native village, and it appears, that iu or about the
year 1799 he entered the College of Nagy Enyed as a
student. One of his masters, afterwards a faithful
friend, Professor Samuel Hegedus1 always took a warm
and kindly interest in the lad; and the memoir which he
has left regarding Csoma, being bnsed on personal know
ledge, will ever remain a valuable source of informa
tion respecting nwma's early career. Professor Hegedtis
haa described in yivid terms the parting scene when
Csoma set out on his life's destiny. "I knew him," the
Professor said, "from his childhood, and I may say I lived
in most intimate friendship with him. We held a long
conversation up to the moment of his departure; and I
can therefore conscientiously say, from all I know of
him, I do not recollect, that he ever gave his superiol's
or teachers cause for reproof, or his fellow-pupils an
occasion for a complaint. I include Csoma among those
fortunate and rare individuals, against whom nobody
has ever had a grievance, nor have I heard him make a
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complaint about others. He bore work and fatigue to a
wonderful degree, a power which he owed to temperate
babits and purity of life and condnct.

"He was of middle stature, with dark hair and com
plexion; his face was oblong, the expression of his coun
tenance full of sympathy, his eyes replete with thoughtful
melancholy. He spoke little. If he happened to he
of a contrary opinion to those around him, he never
pressed his own point obstinately. I do not helieve,"
says Hegedtis, "he could ever be very angry with any
body, a trait in his character which secured him friends
and sympathy everywhere."

In dress he was neat and simple, easily satisfied, and
economical; aud he was particularly careful in mouey
matters. The small saving~ which as a senior student
he was enabled to effect, from fees paid to him by his
juniors for private tuitian, he stored so carefully, that he
was considered one of the richest in the school.

The generality of Szekler students, except the higher
and well-ta-do nobles, have to undergo many hardships
during their years of public school'life. The College of
Nagy Enyed has, however, always lent a helping hand to
the sons of tbis nationality. Some of the Szekler boys
perform menial services for their richer fellow-pupils, and
in return obtain food and lodging j others are employed
to keep the lecture and public rooms clean and tidy, for
which food is given them at the college-board. For
others again, if there are sufficient funds, provision is
made free of all payment. The nnmber of such poor
students amounts often to two hundred and more.

Csoma's education at the College of Nagy Enyed was
obtained under the arrangements bere described. Hege
dus knew him first as a pupil-servant 1 in the lower form,
and afterwards in the npper school, wben he gave
Csoma private lessons in ancient literature and mathe-

1 Pupil-seM:ant, occupy a position similar to that of sizaJ'1I a.t the English.
colleges in past times.
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matics, and was in the habit of correcting his Latin
and Hungarian compositions. As regards intellectual
powers, Csoma was not considered in any way a genius,
but rather looked upon as an example of industry and
perseverance.

In 1807, Csoma finished his career at the Gymnasium,
and was promoted to the higher course of academical
studies. At this time the desire to travel in Asia was
kindled in him. As, while attending lectures at the
collcge, history happened to be a favourite branch of
study, owing to the popularity of Professor Adam Herepei,
the teacher of this subject, it was natural that frequent
and interesting debates and conversations should arise
among the students regarding the ancient history and
origiu of the Hungarian people. It is recorded tbat
Csoma and two of his fellow-pupils had made a vow, to
undertake a scientific journey, with the object of dis
covering some trace of the origin of their nation. Ten
years later, we find Csoma at the German University of
Gottingeu animated by the same desire. Here he came
uuder the influenc~ of Professor Eichhorn, the cele
brated historian and oriental scholar, and under him,
the student's long-cherished design was fully matured.
Csoma used to say that he heard from Eichhorn state
ments about certain Arabic manuscripts which must
contain very important information regarding the history
of the Middle Ages and of the Hungarian nation when
still in Asia, and that much of these data remained
unknown to European historians. This induced Csoma
to devote himself to the study of Arabic under Eichhorn's
guidance, and made him resolve not to proceed on his
travels until he had studied at ConstantillOple all the
available Arabic authors on the subject.

Theophylaktes Simocatta, the Greek historian under the
Emperor Mauritius, declares, in the course of his aunals of
the war against Persia, that, after dispersing the Avar
horde~, iu A.D. 597, the victorious Turks subdued the
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Ug~rs, a brave and numerous nation. On this supposi
tio~J certain writers have come to the conclusion that, as
there is a similarity in the sound of the words Ugor,
lJhgri, Hungar, Unger, Hongrois, &c., this long-forgotten
trjbe might possibly be the aucestors of the Hungarians
of the present day. Other writers, again, according to
~vie, have maintained that the Hungarians are an off
slloot of the ancient nation of Kiang, which took its
wttndering steps westward. l

IWe shall find, in Csoma's own account, the special
reasons which induced him to decide on prosecuting his
9j>ecific object. He was made of the right stuff for such
~n enterprise, fOf, having once taken the resolution, he was
ready to face all the trials and struggles in the way, of the
magnitude of which he was duly warned. He deliberately
prepared himself for the task, by systematic scientific
studies continued over many years, without patronage
or pecuniary .aid of any kind, beyond Councillor Ken
deressy's promise of support, amounting to ODe hundred
florins a-year. The entire sum of his other resources
amounted to little more than two hundred florins. "Rely
ing solely," as Hcgedtis says, "on Divine Providence and
on the unalterable desire to sacrifice his life in the service
of his country, he started towards the distaut goal," regard
ing which Csoma pointedly remarks that he "cannot be
accounted of the number of those wealthy European
gentlemen who travel at their own expense for pleasure
and curiosity; being rather only a poor student, who was
very desirous to see the different countries of Asia, as the
scene of so many memorable transactions of former ages;
to observe the manners of several peoples, and to learn
their languages, ... and such a man was he, who, during
his peregrinations, depended for his subsistence on the
benevolence of others." 2

But we have still to add a few details to the history of

1 uRevU(l des d(luX Moodes," VQ!. :t Preface to the 'fTibetan Die-
xix. p. 50 et .eqq. tionary."
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his life at Nagy Enyed. After completing his studies
there, he was elected Lecturer on Poetry, in which 'p
pointment he acquitted himself with credit, to the entire
satisfaction of his snperiors. On the pages of a man~

script Vocabulary in the library of the Academy pf
Sciences at Budapest (Appendix XVII.) there are some
verses in Hunga.rian, which tend to show bow versificatio~
remained always a favonrite occupation with him; and his
skill therein doubtless cheered the dreary hours duriD\>
his long sojourn in tbe Buddhistic monasteries. I

We find similar relics of Csoma in the shape 01
several Greek and Latin distichs, and a French quota
tion. They are in his handwriting, and found on th~

back of a portrait of Professor Mitscherlich of Gottingen.
This picture, now in the possession of the Hungarian
Academy of Sciences, he gave as a memento to his friend,
Szab6 de BOl'gata, who, it is said, was instrumental in
inducing Csoma to undertake a journey to the East.

The characteristic quotations are as follows:-

1.

Felix, qui potuit rerum cogno8cere causas.- Virgiliu8.

11.

~lJ,W MfiUI1Cl/, I .,.rl "'f~'1r,a xai t"U 'j'huxia

rl~E.,.al 'ft"avt"u {3g0'l'O~

El 110~O', ei "0:).0,, Er '1'1; Q:,).cd,

'A,i}e·
-Pind. Od. xiv.

llJ.

:!,u.'ltfO, fW d,u."'go'k, p.,<')'", i, P.f'lUAOI,
Earl.

-Pind. Pyt1/,. Hi.
IV.

C'est par le plaisir et par la vertu que la nature nous
invite au honheur.

v.
Omne tulit punctum qui miscuit utile dulci.-Horatius.

1 "(hop vp.i". Recensione Reyne. Londini, .823.
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VI•.

Omnia deficiant, virtus tamen omnia vineit
Per quodvia praeceps ardua vadit iter.

-Ovidiu3.

VII.

Sit tibi, quod nunc est, etiam minus; at tibi vive.
Quod 8npCl'eBt aeviJ ei quid 6upere68e 'Volunt D1.

-H01'atiu8.

Scribebam dulcis recordationis ergo,
Gottingae, die 100 Aprilist anni 1817.

ALEXANDER KOROSI,l

Tra" 8!fl'l;ano-Sicul'U~,2

9

Part of his holidays Csoma was wont to spend aB a
private tutor. In 1806 his friend Regedtis left Nagy
Enyed to take up clerical duties elsewhere; hut after an
absence of eight years, on returning to his former pro
fessorial chair at the old College, he was greeted, on the
part of the students, by Csoma, who then held the
position of Senior Collegian. Hegedtis noticed then,
with much satisfaction, that besides an acquaintance
with general literature, Csoma had made marked pro
gress in the Latin and Greek classics, and had become
familiar with the best works of French and German
authors. In, 1815 he passed the public" rigorosum"
in the presence of Professor Regedtis, by which Csoma
became qualified to continue his studies at an University
abroad.

This is a fitting place to mention a circumstance, of
which probably few Englishmen are aware. It may be

1 The full name in HungariAn ls
K(jrii8i CI01IU£ &:ndo1", which meAns
in EngliOlh, Alex:wder Csoma. of
KorOs. The family name is CSOm4,
and the word Korosi, meaning of
Ki5riis, stands as A designation, to
show tba.t he is a. noble of K<:iroll-

Korosi, although all adjectivel
may be used either alone or as
above, after Alexander, but in tbaot

case CSQma muat hA omitted; that
is to say. Alexander Csoma. KOrOlli
would be a mistake.

The terminal i in ROrOsi means
of, hence de cannot stand before
Korosi. When de is used, K<:iroB
mus tCollow.

~ Siculw in La.tin, Szt.kety in
Hungarian, 8ztkl$r in German and
other continentallangua.ges.
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looked upon as another link in the bond of sympathy
which still exists between Hungary and England. His
tory tells us, that in the year 1704, dnring the Hnn
garian civil wars, the town of Nagy Enyed and its
flourishing college were almost razed to the gronnd, the
students were cut down, and one of the professors was
mortally wounded. Not merely the public exchequer
bnt private individuals and the municipal corporations
became completely exhausted and ruined, by the long

. continued struggle against the Imperialists, under the
national leader, Rak6czy, between the years 1703 and
1711. This calamity was the reason why nothing could
be done at that time by the Hungarians themselves for
Nagy Enyed, and yet the necessity of taking some steps
became more urgent day by day. Students in large
numbers were applying for admission, but the College
authorities were not even in a position to put a roof
over the ruins which remained standing, stilI less to
afford that assistance which is so much needed by the
Szekler youths. The prevailing distress was brought to
the knowledge of Queen Anne of England and of the
Archbishop of Canterbury, and throngh them to the
English nation. And the cry for belp was not in vain.
The aristocracy and the citizens of London came forward
most liberally, the Archbishop caused collections to be
made in the churches for the relief of the distressed;
and the result was that a sumJ exceeding eleven thousand
pounds, was collected and deposited in the Bank of
England. A great part of the money remains to this
day invested in the 3 per cent. Consols for the benefit
of the college, and is managed by the banking firm of
Messrs. Herries, Farqnhar & Co.

This contribution from England was tbe basis on
which the fnture material prosperity and intellectual
progress of the College of Nagy Enyed was reconstructed
after the great national disaster which befell Hungary
at the commencement of the eighteenth century. We
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may add, that the funds have been most conscientiously
administered, enabling the managers of the College to
found two travelling scholarships in 1816. Csoma de
Koros was one of the first scholars to whom an annual
subsidy of fifteen pounds sterling was allotted, to assist
him whilst studying at the University of Gottingen.
The director of the university boarding-house - the
Alumneum-was then the above-named Professor Eich
horn, and it was from this gentleman's hands that Csoma
used to receive his modest stipeud. In that manner, Csoma
was brought into nearer acquaintance with Eichhorn, and
this doubtless had considerable influence over the future
career of the enthusiastic student.

Josef SzabO de Borgata was a fellow-undergraduate
of KOlosi in Gottingen, and the two students lived in
intimate friendship with each other. This gentleman is
still alive (May 1884), and from him we learn that
they frequently interchanged ideas on their favourite
subject. He recollects that on one oocasion Csoma de·
clared before him, that he longed to attain celebrity and
renown.

In the course of this biography we sball repeatedly
have occasion to notice his striving after this worthy
aim, but nowhere more pointedly is it expressed, than in
the lines we finci jotted down, in his manuscript Vocabu
lary already alluded to, where we read as follows:-

"Ardeo cupiditate incredibili, neque enim, ut ego
arbitror, reprehendum est, nomen ut nostrum illustretur
atque celebretur literis Tuis.

" A viro laudato laudari pulchrum est." &c.
We can never hope to discover what particular incideut

suggested the above characteristic quotation; it BeeIDS to
refer to circumstances which occurred in later years of
his life, and it is probable that a correspondence with
Wilson, Remusat. or Klaproth. may have furnished the
occasion. .

The study of the English language Csoma began at
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Gottingen under Professor Fiorillo. "On leaving the
German U niversity,ll says Szab6, " I made over to Korosi
my English Grammar, Chatham's Letters, and even my
hat, because his was getting rather worse for wear; but as
he would accept nothing gratis, I sold it to him for ten
k1'euurs." What Szab6 tells us is an illustration of Csoma's
studious habits and his spirit of independence.

This occurred in the summer of 18 I8. Towards the
latter part of 1818, Csoma returned from Germany to
Transylvania. On the 1...,t Saturday of that year he met
his late master and faithful friend, Professor Hegediis, at
Nagy Enyed. Here two appointments were waiting for
him,-one, a private tutorship in a nobleman's family, and
the other, a professorial chair at the school of Sziget, to
which he was appointed by unanimity of votes. But he
declined both.

On the 7th of February 1819, Csoma made known his
final determination to Pr0£essor Hegedtis, and a.t the same
time informed him that he meant to leave for Croatia,
to learn first the Slavonic language. Hegediis tried in
vain to dissuade him from this purpose, by placing before
his youug friend, not only the promise of the useful ser
vices he would be able to render to the cause of science
and education in his native country, but the sure prospect
of obtaining a first-rate professorial chair in the College,
and securing for himself fame and reputation similar to that
wbich his own celebrated uncle had earned at Nagy Eayed
before him. "But when I saw," says Hegedus, d that he
would not yield to arguments, I placed before him· the
obstacles and inevitable dangers of the intended journey."
"If I wished to start for London," were the Professor's
words, "I could do so with safety with a walking-stick in
my hand,' and nobody would hurt me; but to travel in
Central Asia is hardly a problem for a single individual
to solve. Bnt when I noticed that my remarks were dis
pleasing to him, I ceased to bring forward any further
objections.') "I mention this," says HegedusJ u to show
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how determined Csoma was in his pnrpose. Neither the
alluring prospects at home, nor the almost certain dangers
of a long journey, nor friendly remonstrances, were able
to turn him aside from hi' path:' Seeing this, his friends
refrained from further disturhing him hy their well
meant objections. The friendly feelings, however, con
tinued as before, and they went so far on the part of
Korosi as to ask the Professor, to favour him with certain
written instructions for the journey; but Hegedii~' answer
was, that he needed them not, his knowledge being already
equal to that of his Teacher, on matters COllnected with
Central Asia, and when once those countries were reached
by him, he would know more than anybody else on the
subject.

Csoma's first plan was to travel vid Odessa, and thence
through Moscow, where he might find a favourable oppor
tunity to join a caravan for Irkutsk, and from that place
endeavour to reach the northern border of China. With
thi9 view, therefore, he undertook, during the early spring
of 18[g, a journey on foot to Agram, in Croatia, to study
the Slavonic language. and he remained several months
there. For this Croatian journey, Councillor Michael
de Kenderessy gave Csoma one hundred florins, arid, as
was mentioned already, promised the traveller a similar
sum every year, till he should rctum from Asia. Csoma's
grateful heart never forgot this unsolicited help, Money
was subsequently raised for him by public subscription in
Transylvania in 1836, hut this he returned to found at
Nagy Enyed a scholarship, which to this day goes hy the
name of Kenderessy-Csoma Scholarship.

The circumstances of the farewell, Professor Hegediis
1,as minutely recorded as follows :-" It was Sunday
afternoon, that Csoma came to see me saying, 'Well, with
God's help, I am leaving to-morrow.' The distant time
has not effaced from my memory that expression of joy
ful serenity which shone from his eyes; it seemed like
a beam of delight, which pervaded his soul, seeing
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he was wending his steps towards a long·desired goal.
We spent some time in friendly conversation, and
drank our parting glass in some old tokaji. Next day,
that is Monday, he again stepped into my room, lighUy
clad, as if he intended ",erely taking a walk. He did not
even sit down, but said, 'I merely whhed to see you once
more.' We then started along the Szeutkiralyi road,
which leads towards Nagy Szeben. Here, in the country
-among the fields-we palted for ever. I looked a long
time after him, as he was approaching the banks of the
Yaros, and feelings roused by the words, t Mentem mor
talia tangunt/ filled my anxious heart."

In the thirty-sixth year of his age, not in a fit of, excite
ment, but armed with the result of special scientific pre
paratory studies, pursued over a period of ten years, Csoma
entered on the memorable journey of his life. He saw
clearly his object, and knew what he meant to attain.
We may well say that Csoma belongs to the rank of those
noble minds who devote their lives unselfishly to a worthy,
though apparently thankless object, yet in the pursuit of
which nothing but death will stop their efforts. And if
a pioneer on the unbeaten track meets his fate, as Csoma
did, before reaching the end of his arduous path, what is
due to him from posterity is the laurel wreath, and not
commiaeratWn, for which a man of his stamp always enter
taws a noble disdain.
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CHAPTER n.
Biographical (sources - English and French authorities - Baron

HligePs data exalnined-First news of c',;oma in India-His
appearance at the frontier-Detained at Sabathu-Csoma's first
letter to Captain Kennedy-Moorcroft's introduction.

WE have two main sources on which to rely for data
referring to the details of our traveller's career, after he
started for the East, apart from what he wrote himself on
the subject.

The first source of information comprises the notices
published by his English friends and by Monsieur Pavie
in the "Revue des deux Mondes" for 1849. The most
important among them is doubtless that, which we owe to
Dr. Horace Hayman Wilson. It appeared in·the " Journal
of the Royal Asiatic Society" in 1834, and consists of an
abridgment of the letter which Csoma addressed to Cap
tain Kennedy in January 1825. This communication was
frequently cited by his own countrymen as the earliest
authentic source of information from India, concerning the
Tibetan scholar, and has again recently been noticed (con
jointly with Dr. Archibald Campbell's report of 1842)
in one of the leading weekly journals, "The Vas,hnapi
Ujsag" of Budapest, when reviewing Mr. Ralston's
"Tibetsn Tales." 1 The preface of this book contains a
letter from the celebrated orientalist, Professor Arminius
Vamb"ry, dated 20th Febrnary 1882, "addressed to that
author, to which we shall have occasion to refer at a later
period.

1 "Tibetan Tales," by W. R. S. RaMon, M.A. Trtibner &: CO'J

LondQu, 1882.
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With regard to Dr. Wilson's above-quoted article in the
" Royal Asiatic Society's Journal," Dr. Archib.ld Campbell
wrote in 1843 as follows :-

"The autobiographical sketch of the deceased which
appeared in the 'Joumal of the Royal Asiatic Society'
many years ago, was corrected by the subject of it shortly
before his death. The number of the journal containing
the sketch, with the author's manuscript corrections, was
made over to me, according to the intentions of the
deceased, as expressed previous to his illness." The
volume referred to, we regret to say, is no longer avail
able, but we shall give the original letter of Csoma, from
which that sketch was compiled, without abbreviations.

The second source of information is of a more re~

cent date, and originates from the celebrated Austrian
traveller, Baron Charles Hugel, who, starting from Cal
cutta for !\fussurie, arrived at the latter place on the 21st
of June 1835. On the 25th of September the Baron
visited Simla, where, on the 6th of the following month,
the Maharajah Ranjit Singb's permission to travel in the
Panjab reached him. We find that a referenee is made
on three different occasions to the Tibetan scbolar, in
connection with Baron Hugel's name, from which it
appears, that Csoma and tbe Baron were in Calcutta at the
same time; but we have no record stating how often they
met, if at all. HUgel mentions Csoma's name tu..we in
his book which he wrote on Kashmir, and we also find
the Baron's name appear in a speech on CsomaJ delivered
by Baron Eotvos before the Scientific Society of Hungary,
in Pest, in 1843. J ndging from these it seems, that
Hiigel possessed but a very imperfect knowledge of
Csomals life, circumstances and labours; and owing to
the erroneous and imperfect information furnished by
Baron Hugel, mistaken conclusions have been arriV"e4 at
regarding Csoma. For the sake of the latter's memory,
therefore, we propose to examine those records as they are
presented to us, hoping for the reader's indulgence, if we'
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appear to dwell longer on this particular subject than
would otherwise seem to he necessary. We shall qnote
Baron Hiigel's data seriatim.l

First, in the original German edition of his book, pub
lished at Stuttgard, 1848, part ii. p. 165, that author writes
as follows :-

"Czoma de Koros, a TransylvanianJ who spent eleven
years in a Buddhist monastery, in the province of Kanaur,
in the Himalaya, with the view of learning Tibetan, in
which he perfectly succeeded. But when, later, he arrived
in Calcutta, and then beca1M aware that he had stndied
a dialect only (untergcordnete Sprache), he afterwards
devoted himself to its primary source (Ursprache), the
Sanskrit" (I!)

Secondly, the following quotation from Baron Eotvos's
speech contains the second allegation made by Baron
Htigel:-

"After finishing these works (the Tibetan Grammar
and Dictionary), in order to publish them, and also that
he might consult other savants, Csoma left at last his
sombre abode in the Monastery, and commenced his jour
ney to Calcutta via Simla and Sabathu. This is the
period/' remarks Eotvos, Cl from which I have some more
details of information of our Fellow; although scanty still,
tbe perfect authenticity thereof is !1uaranteed by the cele
brated traveller, Baron Charles Hugel, who, having tra
velled in India, was well acquainted witb Csoma, and has
been kind enough to communicate these data to me."

Eiitvos goes on to explain how Csoma, on bis first arrival
in British India, was detained at Sabatbn, bnt afterwards
received permission to continue his travels; that the
" Governor had put him up in his own house, and at his
host's request, Csoma discarded the Indian dre.. he wore,
and appeared instead in the costume of his native country
namely, with Hungarian trousers, waistcoat, and a tailcoat 1

1 An abrid~d Engti!:ib edition of B. Htigd's works, with Major Jerrul''':
annoWoioU6, appeared in. 1845. .

B
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which costume he wore at Sahathu, aud ever afterwards,
the hot Indian snn notwithstanding."

Eotvos continues to communicate other details on the
strength of his information, and concludes:

If A great trial, however, was in store for Csoma in his
new sphere of action at Calcutta. After having communi
cated the result of his labours to others, and heard from
them that the Tibetan language, to the study of which he
had sacrificed the best part of his life, was but a corrupt
dialect of the Sanskrit, his heart was filled with undescrib
able anguish, and the strong man, who suffered so many
privations cheerfully and without complaining, was pros
trated on a hed of sickness by this new discovery."

It will be our duty to show that these allegations have
no foundation whatever in fact. The same must be said
of what we read furLher on in Eotvos's speech, namely,
"that Csoma had prepared his extracts from Tibetan
works in Latin.))

Baron Hugel, we know, was in Calcutta in 1835. Csoma's
Dictionary and Grammar were published in 1834; if,
therefore, Baron Hugel had thought of it, he might easily
have gathered correct information regarding the progress
of Oriental literature. Csoma's merits were then fully
acknowledged by the Government and by the learned
world.

The statement that Csoma spent eleven years in a
Buddhistic monastf.1·y at Kanaur is quite inaccurate, as
appears from the following data:-

In the monastery at Yangla in Zanskar, Csoma lived
from 20th June 1823 to 22J October [824-

In the monastery at PlIkdal or Pukhtar, also in Zanskar,
he remained from 12th August I825 to NO'Vember I826.

At Kanum, in Upper Besarh, also written Bussahir,
Besahir, from August [827 to October 1830.

It is also an error to say that Tihetan is a subordinate
dialect of Sanskrit. It belongs to the Chinese group of
languages. This has been poinLed out already by Giorgi,
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about the middle of the last century, in his work the
"Alphabetum Tibetanum," 1 and this was precisely the
book which Moorcroft gave into the hands of the Hun
garian traveller in 1823, from which Csama obtained his
first glimpses of that language.

Csoma arrived in Calcutta at the end of April 1831.
In his letter to Captain Kennedy, which will be found
further on, dated 25th January 1825, para. '7, we fiud in
regard to the Tibetan works and literature the following
remark: ., They ALL are taken frmn Indian Sanskrit, and
were translated into Tibetan." This disposes of the charge
against Csoma and his alleged ignorance as to the linguistic
relationship hetween Tihetan and Sanskrit, the discovery
of wbich, eight years later, is said to have caused him a
11 dungeroU& illness in Calcuita."

The mere mention of Csoma's dressing himself up at
Sabathu, at the" Governor's 11 request, in his national cos
tume, will elicit a smile, and we may well ask how a poor
wanderer th:r9ugh the immense distances of Central Asia
and Tibet was able to earry with. him on a journey, already
of five years'-duration, his Hungarian costume, in which to
appear on festive occasiONS 1

But on the matter of CBoma's dress we l,ave. the
following statements:-

In the oft-quoted letter to Captain Kennedy, para. 7,
be writes j U From Tehen~n I travelled a8 an Armenian" (in
1821). Moorcroft, in his Diary, edited by Dr. Wilson,
meations on the 16th July 1823, "On my journey to
Dras, I was met by Alexander Csoma de Kurus, an Enro
pean, in the go,rb of an Armenian. who had travelled from
Hungary to Tibet. 1l Dr. Gerard, writing from Kanum in
September 1829, says, "Csoma i. poor and hnmbly clad,
and dresses in the coarse blanket of the country." See
also letter from Captain Stacy to Dr. Wilson, dated 3d
August 1829. In Dr. Campbell's report on Osoma's

1 See .1 Alphabetum TibetanuTIl, studio et la.hore, }'t. Augustini Antonii
GeDrgii." Romle. 1762, pag. Sw.
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death, we read that he had" a suit of blue clothes, which
he always wore, and in which he died." Dr. Malan writes
as follows, dated 8th December 1883: "I remember
Csoma's dress quite well. I never saw him in his best (if
he had one), bnt I always met him in the Library of the
Asiatic Society of Bengal, of which I was Secretary during
my stay in Calcutta. He wore a jacket very much like a
loose shooting-jacket with outside pockets, of the common
hlue cotton cloth of Iudia; he wore a waistcoat of figured
red, brown, black, or yellow stuff of Indian manufacture,
and trousers of a kind of light-brown stuff, cotton stock
~ngs, and shoes."

This disposes of the question of Csoma's dress.
Row as regards his studies. The reason which induced

Csoma to devote his best talents for so many years toTibetan
will become evident ill due course, but it was certainly not
the mistaken fancy attributed to him of having discovered
a resemblance between it and the Magyar tongue.

Thirdly, we have the statement contained in Part n. of
EarC?n Rugal's work, p. 165, where we find Csoma's name
mentioned in a foot-note. Hiigel calls him there his.
" friend;" but if we understand the Baron rightly, his
remark will be taken rather as a reproach against Csoma
for not furnishing the Baron with information regarding the
names of the two Tihetan mountains Mer and Sel', which
Osoma, always ready to impart all he knew, must have
found himself unable to supply.

There is all incident described in Baron Rugal's work
(vo!. i. p. 303) which appears to us strange. It l'efers to
the occurrence of the 18th of November ,835, when the
Baron was at Srinaggur and met two Englishmen there.
The Baron writes thus:-

" I proposed to my English friends that we should erect
something like a monument in memory of the travellers
who preceded us in Kashmir.•.. The following inscrip
tion was proposed by me :-

'" Three travellers in Kashmir, the Baron Charles
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Hiigel, T. G. Vigne, and Dr. Henderson, have caused the
names of all the travellers who preceded them in Kashmir
to be engraved on this black stone, namely, Bernier, 1663;
Forster, 1786; Moorcroft, Trebeck, Guthrie, 1823; Victor
Jacquemout, 1831; ,Toseph Wolff, 1832.'''

Csoma's name is not mentioned here; yet we have
proofs that Csoma travelled iu and through Kashmir on
three different occasions before Hugel: first, immediately
after he overcame the dangerous route through Central
Asia aud Afghanistan to the Punjab, namely, in 1822, in
April and May; and again, on returning from Leh in
July; and, for the third time, in the winter of 1822-23.
Csoma reports in the letter to Captain Kenoedy (para. 12),
" I left Kashmir on the 2d May 1823, after I had passed
five months and six days with Mr. Moorcroft."

These details-~give an account of Csoma's travels in
1822 and 1823, showing that he spent very much more
time in Kashmir than the Baron ever did, who devoted three
months only to his journey in that country, twelve years
after Csoma. Yet Csoma's name does not appear in Baron
Rugel's list. We bring this forward for no other reason
but that of adding another proof of the defective nature
of Baron Rugel's data.

We have, therefore, been compelled to treat with sus
picion the statements made by this author, there being
much evidence to show that they are not made with tbe
necessary exactitude. Corroborated statements, which
happen to be found in the Baron's notices of Csoma, in
cluding those contained in the Spic1cer'sche Zeitu7lil. cited
by the" Chronick der gebildeten Welt," Band. Ill. (Carls
ruhe, 1842), have been taken from tbe original English,
and probably also French sources, by wbich alone we
have been guided in tbis part of the biograpby.

Critics do not omit to mention, that· Csoma was quite
ignorant of Sanskrit whilst engaged in his Tibetan studies.
It is quite true that wben, in 1822, he travelled tbrough
Kashmir, and reached Leh, intending to penetrate by way
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of Yarkand to the borders of China, and there to become
acquainted with the Mongolian languages, he thought that
these latter wonld serve his pnrpose better than any other.
He certainly was not then a master of Sanskrit, his original
or final aim of research not being India, but China, espe
cially Mongolia. But when he seriously commenced the
study of Tibetan, and had also come across numerous
elementary SanskrH and Tibetan works, of which we find
special mention in his writings, can it be reasonably
supposed, that the ever-eager and indefatigable student,
would have neglected such opportunities as presented
themselves to him, and have remained entirely ignorant
of the Sanskrit language for so many years, whieb, as he
tells us at the outset of his new study, was the basis of
all Tibetan learning? So far from this being the case, his
letters to Captain Kennedy furnish ample proQfs to the
contrary. }~or instance" in his second letter to Captain
Kennedy, para. 12, we read as follows :-" Besides the
vocabulary which I have now by me, ... I have another
large collection of words in Sanskrit and Tibetan." This
clearly establishes our surmise, that long before 1825
Csoma devoted serious attention to Sanskrit; indeed,. how
otherwise could he have written his report of 1825 to
Government, through Captain Kennedy ?

Csoma's principal trait of character was his regrettable
diffidence-almost, we might say. an overstrained vaunt
ing of ignorance-and his own too modest estimate of
himself. This has often served as justification for dis
paraging his unique accomplishments. Of this, Prin
sep, Gerard, and Oampbell bear frequent testimony; and
even Henry Torrens, who knew him less thau those just
mentioned, notices that" Csoma.'s exceeding diffidence, on
subjects on which he might have dictated to the learned
world of Europe and Asia, was the most surprising trait
in him." 1 Under these circumstances, to avoid misunder-

1 "Journal of the A8iatic Sooiety of Benga,l." "ot ii.) 1844, note to
Dr. Campbell's paper.
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standing and to correct false impressions which have pre
vailed, it seems necessary that, instead of mere extracts,
we should lay before our readers some of the correspoud
ence and other docnments without curtailment.

In November 1824, our traveller appeared on the north
west frontier of the British possessions, and reported his
arrival to Captain Kennedy, the commanding officer at
8abath1l. The correspondence which passed at that time
between the authorities and the traveller is of much
interest.

Captain Kcnnedy wrote to the Assistant Political Agent
at Umbala, on the 28th of November, reporting that" an
European traveller, who gives his name as Alexander
Csoma de Roras, a subject of Hungary, has arrived at
this post. He is particularly introduced to my notice by
Mr. Moorcroft, whose letter I herewith enclose. Mr.
Csoma de Kiiriis remains here at present, and waits the
arrival of a Lama, whom he expects in a few days, to pro
ceed with him towards Tibet. I request your instruc
tions regard!!!g this gentleman's movements."

To this the following answer was received the next
day:-

n Be good enough to detain the European traveller at
Sabathu until instructions of the agent to the Governor.
General at Delhi can be received regarding him."

From the following it will appear that Lord Amherst
gave orders that CsomR be requested to give a complete
account of himself and of his plans, and to submit the
same through Captain Kennedy.

Csoma's letter, dated SabatM, 28th January 1825, will
be found below; it is tbe same as that which, in an
abridged form and in a different shape, was published
in the first number of the" Jonrnal of the Royal Asiatic
Society of London" in 1834, to which allusion has already
been made:
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" 1'0 Captain C. P. Kennedy, Asswtant Political Agent
and Commanding Subathoo.

fr Sm,-I beg leave to acknowledge your communication
of the Secretary to Government's answer to your letter
reporting my arrival at Subathoo, through the Gover
nor-Genera!'s agent at Delhi, dated Fort William, 24th
December 1824; and since, by the Government's order, it
is required from me to give in writing a full and intelli
gible account of my histo~y and past proceedings, aud of
my objects and plans for the future, as also of the length
to which I propose to carry my Travels and Researches,
I ha"e the houour to state, for the information of the
Governor-General of India, as follows:-

2. "I am a native of the Siculian 1 nation (a tribe of
those Hungarians who settled in ancient Dacia in the
fourth century of the Christian era) in the boreat princi
palityof Transyl"ania, subject to his Majesty the Emperor
of Austria.

3. "Ha"ing finished my philological and theological
studies in the Bethlen College at N. Enyed in the course
of three years, from 1st August 1815 to 5th September
1818, I visited Germany, and by his Imperial Majesty's
permission, at the University of Gottingen in Hanover, I
frequented several lecture. from 11th April 1816 to the
last of J nly 18 18; and on my request to the Government
of Hanover, I was also for one year favoured there with
Lt'1Jen:£ iRe/Ma regia.

4. "As in Transyhania there are no Scla"onick people,
and the learned men of that country are generally un
acquainted with that language, although it would be
necessary for consulting Sclavonian authors on the ancient
history of the Hungarians that are surronnded from all
parts by nations of Sc1avonick extraction-after being
acquainted with several ancient and modern languages, I
was desirous to learn the Sclavonick also.. For this purpose,
after my return from Germany, I went to Temeswar,

1 Szeklel', military nobles.
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in Lower Hungary; where. from 20th February to 1St
November 18'9. I was occupied with this language, mak
ing also a journey to Agram, in Croatia, for the acquirement
of the different dialects.

5. "Among other liberal disciplines, my favourite studies
were philology, geography, and history. Although my
ecclesiastical studies had prepared me for au houourable
employment in my native country. yet my inclinations for
the studies mentioned above, induced me to seek for a
wider field for their further cultivation. As my parents
were dead, and my only brother did not want my assist
ance, I resolved to· leave my native country and to come
towards the East, and by some means or other procuring
subsistence, to devote niy whole life to researches which
may be afterwards useful to the learned world of Europe
in general, and, in particular, may illustrate some obscure
facts in our own history. But as I could not hope to
obtain, for this purpose, an Imperial passport. I did also

~

not beg for it. I took a printed Hungarian passport at
N. Euyed to come on some pretended business to Bucharest,
in Wallachia. and having caused it to be signed by the
General Commandant in Hermanstadt, in the last days of
November 1819, passing the frontier mountains, eutered
"'VaUachia. My intention in going to Bucharest wa., after
some acquaintance with the Turkish language, to proceed
to Constantinople. There was no opportunity for my
illstruction, uDr could I procure any rooue, to go directly
to Constantinople, therelore:

6. "The 1st of January, 1820, I left Bucharest. and on
the 3d, passing the Danube by Rustchuk, I travelled with
some Bulgarians, who having brought cotton from }..{ace
donia to that place, returned with unladen horses. After
travelling for eight days in rapid ,marches, we reached
Sophia, the capital of Bulgaria, whence, with other Bul
garians, I came in five days to Philipopolis, in Roumelia,
or Tbr.ce. I wished now to proceed by Adrianople to
Constantinople, but tbe plague in that place forced me to
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descend to Enos, on the coast of the Archipelago. Leav
ing that place on the 7th of February, I passed in a Greek
ship by Chios and Rhodes, and on the last day of February
I arrived at Alexandria, in Egypt. My plan was to stop
for a certain time either l't Alexandria or in Cairo, and to
improve myself in the Arabic, with which I was already
acquainted in Europe, but on a sudden eruption of the
plague I left Egypt, aud proceeding on a Syrian sbip I
came to Larnica, in Cyprus, thence to Sidon, Beyruth, and
then, on another vessel, to Tripoli and Latakia, whence,
travelling on foot, on the [3th of April I reached Aleppu in
Syria. I left that place on the 19th of May, and travelling
with yariou.s caravans in a simple Asiatic dress, ou foot,
by Orfa, Merdin, and Mosul, whence by water on a raft.
On the 22d July I reached Baghdad. Thence, in Augnst,
I addressed a letter, written in Latin, to Mr. Rich, the
English resident, who was at that time in Kurdistan, about
eight days' journey from Baghdad, giving him intelligence
of my arrival and design, and begging his protection. His
secretary, Mr. Bellino, assisted me with a dress and with
some money, through his friend, Mr. Swoboda, a native of
Hungary, with whom I was then lodging, and to whom I
was recommended from Aleppo. I left Baghdad on 4th
September, and travelling in European costume, on horse
back, with a caravan, passing by Kermanshah (where, in
the service of Mahomed AIi Mirza, the eldest SOn of Fateh
Ali Shah, king of Persia, were several European military
officers), by Hamadan, on 14th October 1820, I arrived at
Teheran, the present capital of Persia.

7. "On my arrival I found no Europcans in Teheran, but
in the English residence a Persian servant received me with
kindness, gave me lodging and some other things that I re~

quired. On the 3d of Novembel' 1820, in a letter, written in
English, addressed to Mr., afterwards Sir Henry Willock, on
his return from Tauris, or Tebriz, I represented to him my
situation, and acquainted him with my circumstances and
intentions. I begged him also for assistance. I am infi_
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nitely indebted to Messrs. Henry and George Willock for
tbeir kind reception and generosity at my departure (and
to them I beg to refer for my character). Through their
complaisance I sojonrned four months in the capital of
Persia, became acquainted grammatically with the Per
sian, improved myself a little in English, perused several
treatises for my purpose, examined many ancient silver
coins of the Parthian dynasty. When I left Teheran I
left also the European dress, and took the Persian. I de
posited there all my books and papers, among others, my
testimonial from the University of Guttingen, my passport
from Transylvania, and a certificate in Sclavonick on my
progress in that language. I gave also to those gentlemen
a letter written in Hungarian, addressed to N. Enyed, in
Transylvania, for Mr. Joseph Kovats, Professor of Mathe
matics and Physics, with my humblest reqnest, in case I
should die or perish on my road to Bokhara, to be trans
mitted. Mr, Willock favoured me with Johnson's Diction
ary in miniature, and I travelled hereafter as an Armeuian.

8. "The 1st of March 1821, I bid adieu to my noble
benefactors, and the I 8th of April arrived at Meshed, in
Khorassan. On acconnt of warlike disturbances in the
neighbouring countries, it was the 20th of October ere I
could leave that place to proceed in safety, and on the 18th
of Novembel' I reached safely Bokhara, but, affrighted by
frequent exaggerated reports of the approach of a nnme
rous Rnssian army, after a residence of five days I left
Bokhara, where I intended to pass the winter, and with a
caravan I came to Balk, Kulm, and thence by Bamian;
on 6th of January, 1822, I arrived at Kaboo]'

9. "As that was not a place for my purpose, and being
informed by the 'Armenians that two Enropean gentlemen
were with Mahomed Azim Khan, between Kabool and
Peshawur, and in the same time finding an opportunity to
travel securely with a caravan, I left Kabool 19th January,
and came towards Peshawnr. At Daka, the 26th J annary,
I met two French gentlemen, Messrs, Allard and Veutura,
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whom afterwards I accompanied to Lahore, because it wall
not the proper se"son to go to Kashmir and to cross the
mountains into Tihet. We arrived at Lahore the II th
of March 1822, and on the 23d of the same I left it, and
going by Amritsir, J amoo, I reached Kashmir the 17th
of April, where I stopped, waiting for proper season and
companions, till 9th May; when leaving that place, and
travelling with four other persons, on the 9th June I
arrived at Leh, the capital of Ladak; but I ascertained
the road to go to Yarkand was very difficult, expensive,
and dangerous for a Christian. After a sojourn of twenty
five days I resolved to return to Lahore.

10. It I was, on my return, near the frontier of Cashmere
when, on the 16th of July 1822, I was agreeably snrprised
to find Mr. Moorcroft at Himbabs. ' He was alone. I
acquainted him with all my circumstances and designs,
and by his permission remained with him. I accompanied
him on his retnrn to Leh, where we arrived on the 26th
Augnst. In September, after Mr. Trebeck's arrival from
Piti, Mr. Moorcroft gave me to peruse the large volume
of the Alphabetum Tibetanum, wherein I found much
respecting Tibet and the Tibetan literature, and being
desirous to be acquainted with the structure of that curious
tongue, at the departure of Mr. Moorcroft from Leh to
proceed to Cashmere, in the last days of Septemher, I
begged leave to remain with Mr. Trebeck, who obtained
for me the conversation and instruction of an intelligent
person, who was well acquainted with the Tibetan and
Persian languages; and by this medium I obtained con
siderable insight in the Tibetan.

11. "At Mr. Moorcroft's request, betore his departure
from Leh, I translated into Latin a letter written in Russian
characters and language, procured by Meer Izzut Oollah of
Delhi, the companion of Mr. Moorcroft, dated Petersburgh,
17th J auuary 1820, and addressed to the chief prince of the
Panjab (Ruujeet Singh), which, as Mr. Moorcroft informed
me after his arrival at Kashmir, he sent to Calcutta."
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NB.-This was the letter of Count Nesselrode; sent
through the Russian Emissary, Aga Mehdi Rafael.

12. "During the winter in Kashmir, after my return
with Mr. Treheck, considering what I had read and learned
on the Tihetan language, I became desirous to apply my
self, if assisted to it, to learn it grammatically, so as to
penetrate into the contents of those numerous and highly
interesting volumes which are to he found in every large
monastery. I communicated my ideas respecting this,
matter to Mr. Moorcroft, who, after a mature considera
tion, gave me his approbation, favoured me with money
for my necessary subsistence, and permitted me to return
to Ladak; nay, he recommended me to the chief officer
at Leh, aud to the Lama of Yangla, in Zanskar. Being
prepared for the journey, I left Kashmir on the 2d May
1823, after I had passed five months and six days with
Mr. Moorcroft.

'3. "After my return to Ladak I arrived at Leh on the
1st of June 1823, delivered Mr. Moorcroft's and Meer
Izzut Oallah's letters and presents to the Khalon. This
Prime Minister recommended me in a letter to the Lama
of Yangla; gave me a passport, aod favoured me with
ahout eight pounds of tea. From Leh, travelling in a
south-westerly direction, on the ninth day I arrived at
Yangla, and from 20th June 1823 to 22d October 1824
I sojourned in Zanskar (the most south-western province
of Ladak), where I applied myself to the Tibetan literature,

, assisted by the Lama.
'4. ~'During my residence in Zanskar, by the able

assistance of that intel1igent man, I learned grammati
cally the language, and became acquainted with many
literary treasures shut up in 320 large printed volumes,
which are the basis of ill Tibetan learning and religiou.
These volumes, divided in two classes, and each class
containing other subdivisions, are all taken from Indian
Sanskrit, and were translated into Tibetan. I caused to
be copied the contents of these immellse works and
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treatises in the same order as they stand in the printed
indexes. Each work or treatise begins with the title in
Sanskrit and Tibetan, and ends with the names of the
author, translators, and place wherein the author has
written or the translation was performed. As there are
several collections of Sanskrit and Tibetan words among
my other Tibetan writings, I brought with me a copy of
the largest, taken out of one of the above-mentioned
volumes, consisting of 154 leaves, every page of six lines.

l5. "As I could not remain longer in that country with
advantage to myself I left it, having agreed with the
Lama to pass the winter, 1824-25, with him at Sultan
pore, in CooUoo 1 (whereto his relations, also the wives of
two ehiefs of Lahool, commonly descend for every winter,
and whom he was desirous to visit there), and to arrange
the collected materials for a vocabulary in Tibetan and
English. The Lama was detained by some business, and
prevented for some day~ leaving Zanskar.

[6. "As the winter was daily approaching, by his
counsel I continued my march to pass the snowy mountains
before the passage would be obstructed by the fall of any
heavy snow. I arrived at Sultanpore, in Coolloo, withont
any danger, and from thence, passing to Mendee, Suketee,
Belaspore, on the 26th of November of the last year I
reached Subathoo. On my arrival I expected the Lama
would follow me in about ten days. He came not, and at
present I have no hope he will join me, as the pass in the
Himalaya is now closed against him.

[7. "At my first entrance to the British Indian terri
tory I was fully persuaded that I should be received as a
friend by the Government, because I supposed that my
name, my purpose, and my engagement for searching after
Tibetan literature, were well known in consequence of
Mr. Moorcroft's introductions, to whom, before my return
to Tibet iu the last half of April 1823, when I was in Cash
mere, on his writing and recommending me to the secre·

1 RuIu.
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taryof the Asiatic Society in Calcntta, and requesting him
also to forward me some compendious works on the stated
subjects, I p"omised 1Yy my hand-writing in the same letter,
whieh I beg to refer to, that I would stand faithfI.d to my
engagements, to study and to be diligent in my ,·esearches.

18. U I think I have given, as it was required from me,
an intelligible account of my history and past proceedings.
For the future, as also the length to wbich I propose to
cnrry my travels and researches, I beg leave to add, the
civilised and learned world is indebted to Great Britain
in many respects for useful discoveries, inventions, and
improvements in arts and sciences. There is yet in Asia
a vast terra incognita for oriental literature. If the Asiatic
Society in Calcutta would engage for the illuminating the
map of this terra incognita, as in the last four years of my
travelling in Asia I depended for my necessary subsistence
entirely upon British generosity, I shall be happy if I can
serve that houourable Society with the first sketches of
my researches. If this should not meet with the appro
bation of Government, I beg to be allowed to return to
Mr. Moorcroft, to whose liberality and kindness I am at
present entirely indebted for my snbsistence; or, if it
pleases the Governor-General of India, that I shall be
permitted to remain under your protection until my
patron's return from his present tour to Bokhara.

'9. "After my arrivlil at this place, notwithstanding
the kind reception and civil treatment with which I was
honoured, I passed my time, although in much doubt as to
a favourable answer from Government to your report, yet
with great tranquillity, till 23d inst., when, on your com
munication of the Government's resolution on the report
of my arrival, I was deeply afrected, and not little troubled
ill mind, fearing that I was likely to be frustrated in my ex
pectations. However, recollecting myself, I have arranged
my ideas as well as my knowledge of the English lau
guage will admit, and I humbly beseech you to receive
these sincere accounts of my circumstances, and if you
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will be pleased to forward them for the better information's
sake and satisfaction of His Excellency the Governor
General in Council, and with my humblest acknowledg
ments for his lordship's regard respecting the manner in
which I shonld be treated.

20. ~'I beg leave for my tardiness in writing, for the
rudeness of my characters, and for my unpoUte expres
sions, if sometimes I used not the proper terms.-I
have, &c.

(Sd.) "ALEXANDER CSOMA DE KOROs.

"SUBATHOO, 28th Janu.ary 1825."

From the above we gather that our traveller started
from Transylvania on November I, 1819, aud at the end
of that month crossed the frontier into Wallachia, the
present Roumania) and reached Bucharest.

1820, on the 1st of January, he left that capital, and
on the

3d of January, crossed the Danube into Macedonia.
11th January, he arrived at Sophia.
16th January, he reached Philippopolis, and thence pro

ceeded to Enos.
February 7th. Left Enos in a Greek ship, and sailing

by Chios and Rhodes, on
February 28th, he arrived at Alexandria, in Egypt.
In March, he took passage in a Syrian ship to Cyprus,

thence to Sidon and Beyrut, and thence on another raft
by way of Tripolis he arrived in Latakia.

In April, at the beginning, he left on foot for Aleppo,
where he arrived on the 13th of that month.

On May 19th, he left Aleppo, again on foot, and travelled
by way of Oria, Mardin, Mosul, arriving on July 2zd at
Baghdad.

September 4th, he left Baghdad, travelling on horseback
through Kermanshah and Hamadan, reaching on

October 14th Teheran.
1821, Mareh 1st, left Teheran, and arrived April 18th
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at Meshed, in XhorassaD, whence, owing to rlimours of
war, he started on October 2otb, and reached Bokhara on
November 18th.

November 23d, he left Bokhara, and, travelling via Balkh,
Kulum, and the Bamian Pass, arrived

1822, January 6th, at Kabnl, the capital of Afghanistan.
January 19th, he lelt Kabu!.
Janua,'Y 20th, at Daka, met Generals Allard and Ven

tura, French officers in the service of Ranjit Sing.
March 12th. he arrived at Lahore.
March 23d, he started via Amritsir and J amu, and on

April 14th arrived at Kashmir.
May 19th, he lelt Kashmir, and on June 9th arrived at

Leh, the capital of J.adak.
July 3'1, he left Leh on a return journey to Kashmir.
On July 16th, he met Mr. Moorcroft on the banks of

the river Himbabs, in the Dras Valley, and retraced his
steps towards Leh with Mr. Moorcro/t.

On A ".gw;t 26th, he reached Leh a second time. At the
end oJ September Moorcroft returned to Kashmir, and
Csoma remained at Leh with Mr. Trebeck, whom he after
wards accompanied to Srinaggur, where they arrived on
November 26th, and Csomajoincd Moorcrolt and remained
with him for five months and six days.

1823, May 22d, he took leave 01 Moorcrolt in Kashmir,
and on June 1st he arrived at Leh for the third time.

June 17th, he lelt Leh, and
On June 26th, he arrived at the Monastery 01 Yangla,

in the province of Zanskar, where he spent sixteen months.
This is the place where, as we shall find more fully de
scribed later on, Csoma laid the foundation of his acquaiut
ance with the language and literature of Tibet; it was
here that he resided, being confined (with the Lama, his
teacher, and an attendant) to an apartment nine feet
square. For more than four months they were precluded
from stirring out hy the state 01 the weather. Here he
read from morning till night, sitting enveloped in 8 sheep-

C
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skin cloak, with his arms folded, and without a fire. After
dark be was without a light; tho ground forming hiB bed,
and the walls of the huilding his proteotion against the
rigours of the climate. Ho was exposed here to " privation.
such as have been seldom endured" without complaining.

1824, October 2 2d, he left Yangla, and on November 20th
arrived at 8abathu.

If we glance at the map we shall find that Csoma's
route was the same which, forty-two years later, was fol
lowed as far as Bokhara by his famous and enterprising
countryman, Arminius VambCry. Csomalcft 110 record of
the hardships which he necessarily had to overcome in
Central Asia; but if we scan the interesting pages of
V:iJnbery's autobiography, we may surmise in some degree
what sufferings, dangers, and bairbreadth escapes were the
accompaniments of travolling in those inhospitable regions.
Csoma's lamentable reticence on the subject of his exploits
and of what he experienced, deprives his biography of
much that would have been most attractive. The still
available correspondence. and the casual remarks of his
friends and admirers, give us sufficient information a.s to
the character of the man; but the full details, which other
wise make up the charm of the story of a life like his, are
lost, and can never be made good.

In his letter to the political agent at DmMla, dated
the 28th of November, quoted above, we find Captain
Ktmnedy stating that a special introduction was bJ:ought
by CBoma from Mr. Moorcrolt. That letter was forwarded
to tho Government, and is datod Kashmir, the 21st of
April 1823. This letter is worthy of being preserved, if
only as a memento of the ill-fated writer. Mr. Moorcroft
writes thus :-

" To the Commandant at Sabathu.

"8I!l,-The object of this address is to bespeak your
good offices for Mr. Alexander Csoma, or 8ekunder Beg,
of Transylvania. whom I now take the liberty to introduce.
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"z. I have known this gentleman for five months most

intimately, and can give the strongest testimony to his
integrity, prudence, and devotedness to the cause of
science, which, if fully explained, might, in the opinion
of many, be conceived to border on enthusiasm.

" 3. As well in pursuance of original plans of his own
for the developm<nt of some ob8&ure points of Asiatic a.nd of
European history, as of some suggestions stated by me.
Mr. Csoma will endeavour to remain iu Tibet until he
shall have become master of the language of that country,
and be completely acquainted with the subjects its litera
ture contains, which is likely, on many accounts, to prove
interesting to the European world.

"4. Although no substantial grounds exist for suspect
ing that he will not succeed in accomplishing the object
above stated, the recent date of European intercourse with
the country of Ladakh may justify the adoption of sub
stituting other measures, should the }'e,'ult of the plans
contemplated not meet the present sanguine expectations
of success.

" 5, If, therefore, events should arise to prevent Mr,
Csomacontinuingin Ladakh until he may have effected the
matter alluded to, I beg leave respectfully to request tbat
you will so far oblige me as to afford him such assistance
as may be required to facilitate the prosecution of his
studies, along with some well-informed Lama in the
northern part of Resarh, as the Superior of the Gompa or
Monastery of Palso, near Leh.

" 6. It is possible tbat the contingency of my death,
or of delay of the present expedition beyond a cer
tain .period mentioned to Mr, Csoma, may induce the
Government to desire him to proceed to Calcutta, in whieh
case I shall feel myself personally obliged jf you will be
kind enough to furnish him with two hundred rupees,
to meet which I now euclose my draft at sight on my
agents at Ca]cutta."

This letter fnrnishes very important information in
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respect to circumstances which matured into a formal
compact between these two travellers. Csoma makes
mention of the first meeting between them in his letter
to Captain Rennedy (para. lO). Mr. Moorcroft refers to
it in his jonrnal, and adds,' "Csoma remained with me
some time, and after I bad quitted Ladakh, I obtained
permission from the Rhalon for him to reside in the
Monastery of Yangla, in Zanskar, for the pnrpose of
acquiring a knowledge of the Tibetan language," &c.

The two preceding letters settle, therefore, those points
regarding which so much uncertai~ty a.nd 80 maoy mis
taken ideas bave prevailed.

We know now that Csoma's original plan" for the
development of some obscure points of Asiatic and
European history," conceived in Hungary, was to pro
ceed through the northern regions of Central Asia, as
Hegedtis pointedly remarks, towards the" borders of the
Chinese Empire and towards Mongolia; 11 and we can trace
his sleps from Persia to Khorassan and Bokhara, throngh
Balkh, Kulm, Bamian, across tbe Hindu Rush, in that
direction, till he reached Kabul on the 6th of January
1822. Thence, via Lahore, be travelled into Kasbmir,
where he arrived on tbe 14th of Apl'il. The journey
towards China led via Turkestan, and he travelled as far
as Leh on his way thither; but having ascertained, when at
Leh, that the road to Yarkand was" very difficult, expen
sive, and very dangerous for a Christian," as he did not
attempt to travel in disguise, he resolved to return toward.
Lahore. On this journey he met Moorcroft, who enter
tained him ho.pitably, and lent him Giorgi's "Alphabetum
Tibetanum." Thi. book Csoma .tudied through, and
was thus induced to propose to Mooreroft that he would
thoroughly master that language. if, during his studies) his
daily wants could be provided for. The supposed reason,
therefore, that Csoma devoted himself to Tibetan merely
because he had observed a similarity between the Magyar

1 M()orcroft'e "TravEls," edited,by H, H, Wilson, vol i. p. 338.
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IInd tbe Tibetan languages, is not supported by any proofs.
At tbe time we speak of, tbe British power was feeling its
way slowly and exteuding its influence towards Central
Asia: doubtless the Government officers on the frontier
perceived the advantages that could be gained by a
thorough acquaintance with tbe language of Tibet, whicb
tben indeed was a real terra ineo[Jnita to Europeans. Dr.
H. H. Wilson points out clearly this aim when be says:
U To establish an accurate knowledge of the nations
around us, and to promote a friendly intercourse with
them. This will not only promote tbe commercial and
political prosperity of Great Britain and bel' Indian pos
sessions, but may effect the still more important end of
teaching to yet semi-barbarous tribes the advantages of
industry and civilisation." 1

Csoma was ready to become a pioneer on this difficult
road, IF his terms were accepted. A solemn agreement,
therelore, was entered into between Moorcroft and Csoma:
the former supplied the requisite funds, of which he gave
an account to the Government.. and Csoma promised, by
" his own handwriting," that he would faithfully abide by
his engagement. No proof whatever' exists ill corrobora·
tion of the opinion that, previous to his meeting witb
Moorcroft, Csoma ever contemplated making Tibetan the
study of his life. Nor is there any authentic proof to
warrant the assertion that Csoma ever declared himself to
be a believer in any special affinity between his mother
tongue and tbe Tibetan.

The concluding paragraphs of Csoma's letter will be
read with sympathy even at this distant time; great was
his anxiety as to how his fate would be decided by Govern
ment. The power of Ranjit Singh was still paramount
in the Punjab. Csoma's detention at Sabathu was but a
natural precaution on the part of the English that any
European stranger should, as a matter of prudeIlce, be

1 Preface to Moorcroft's "Travels," edited by H. H. Wilson.
J See Prinaep's Report, dated 5th Janua.ry 1834, in chap. IX.
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watched; especially after the proof the Indian Govern
ment had in their hands 01 the intrigues of the Russian
Government, thl'ough emissaries like Aga Mahdi Rafael.1

Csoma's pride and highly honourable leelings were
nevertheless deeply touched on finding that he had been
suspected, which to the end of his life he never forgot.
He had to wait for three long months before an answer
reached him, as will be seen from his second letter,
written in May. That letter touches on some points now
out of date, but its general contents will doubtless be
read with much interest. It furnishes proofs also in
several passages of the fact, that Csoma was not altogether
ignorant of the Sanskrit tongue when, in accordance with
the order 01 the Governor-General, he wrote his second
letter, addressed to Captain Kennedy.

1 Moorcroft'li Tl'.Il.\'elB, vol. ii. p. 38J.
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CHAPTER In.

Government onlers respecting C~oma's stipend-R€'port as to his
Tibdan studies in the past and plans for the future.

CSOMA.'S first letter to Captain Kennedy was dated the
28th of January 1825. Owing to the distance and other
incidental delays, it was not till the month of May follow
ing that an answer to it, from the Calcutta Government,
reached Sabathu. This decided Csoma's fate. The Govern
ment granted a regular stipend of fifty rupees a month,
which enabled him to prosecute the Tibetan studies, and,
as regards his own position, to perpetuate his name in the
domain of science and literary research.

In the second letter, addressed to Captain Kennedy,
Csoma made known in detail all he had already learnt
of the language of Tibet, and of the religion of Buddha,
and explaiued his future plans, particularly in paragraphs
27 and 28. He gave a promise that he would devote
himself entirely to that special study; he kept to the de
termination, and spent some of the .best years of his life
(between 1825 and 1834) in the attainment of his object.
When once his task was finished, he remarked with melan
choly emphasis to Dr. Gerard, as they met at the Bud
dhist monastery, he would then be "the happiest man
on earth, and could die with pleasure, seeing that he had
redeemed his pledge." On examining what Csoma has
written, we nowhere find the slightest trace to justify the
assumption that he believed in any particular resemblance
between the Tibetan language and his native tongue.
This, therefore, could not be the reaSOn that urged him to
study it. Except in the case of one Tibetan word,-
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khyod, anglice, you,. in Hungarian, kend, kegychned,
we find no other marked out by Csoma for comparison as
to any supposed similarity between these two languages.
There were, however, weighty motives which induced him
to devote himself to the literature of Tibet. The first was
donbtless the wish of a grateful heart to do some service, if
he could, to his English patrons. Re felt that already, at
the University of Gottingen, he was supported from the
scholarship founded by English benevolence; and it was
there, we may add also, that he first began to study English
under Professor Fiorillo. When Csoma set out on his
venturesome journey, he always found help and patron
age, when in need, from Englishmen; and now again,
when at 8abathu, he saw clearly that without English
protection and liberality he could never hope to succeed.

Secondly. He believed, no doubt, to be some day in
a positiou to furnish a key to the learned of Europe
for further exploration of an almost terra incognita, and
this, indeed, he subsequently accomplished. Moreover, he
hoped to promote his original objects, if, fortified with
newly-acquired knowledge, he could reach Lassa, where
the library of the Grand Lama would be accessible to him,
and where he would b. in a position to explore thoroughly
those Tibetan works which elsewhere he sought for in
vain, and which, according to his infonnation and belief,
contained the early history of the Mongols and the Huns.

The Tibetan tongue, moreover, is the most genel'ally
known among nations professing the Buddhist faith.' It
is the channel of communication between the educated
and influential classes in the state and society, especially
where the Dalai Lama of Lassa is the acknowledged head
of the faith. This, therefore, is evidently the channel
through which the civilisation of the West could most
easily penetrate into those distant regions.

Csoma's second letter i. dated the 25th of May 1825.
In the previous oue, we possess already a sketch of his

'. ~-:. ... -:. i" l .

1 See Yule's ~'.MarCD Po1o/' vol. i. p. 209, regarding Buddhist ritual in
Chin~. . . ',' '," ,.,.".,.>. .
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personal history and earlier studies. Mauy interesting
points are toucbed upon in his second letter, throwing a
light on the discoveries and progress of that department
of Oriental literature which Csoma was exploring. Para
graphs 29, 32, and 34 will be especially interesting to his
countrymen, even at the present day, and the letter will
not, it is hoped, be unacceptable to the general reader as
well, who will generously make allowance for the some
what imperfect English of the writer.

"SrR,-I beg to acknowledge the receipt of a copy of a
letter to the address of the Governor-Genera!'s Acting
Agent at Delhi, C. Elliott, Esq., dated Fort William,
25th March r825, communicated to me by you, contain
ing the Government's orders respecting my further pro
ceedings; and since his Lordship in Council has vouch
safed to absolve me from the suspicion I imagined I was
under at my arrival at this place, and to approve my re
search for Tibetan language and literature, and to grant
me generously pecuniary aid, I accept with the highest
respect and acknowledgment the offered assistsnce, and
in obedience to Government's request for a summary
report of the contents of the Tibetan works in m;r posses
sion, I have the honour to state as follows:-

2. "I am very sensible that during the last six months
I could make no further progress in the Tibetan, being
separated from that intelligent Lama, by whom, while in
Zanskar, I was assisted, through Mr. Moorero!t's liberality
to him, in my literary pursuit, he remaining behind for the
arrangement of his affairs) and afterwards not following
me. In this manner, left alone, as I have not yet the
practice of Tibetan writing, and sometimes, in dubious
cases, I ought to consult an intelligent man for that lan
guage, I was not able to arrange the collected materials
as I had planned.

3. "At my first application to this language I prl?P,?stW.
in myself to collect whatAYl'ldmutm<! JIlt. Ilioz~~ilr.r-C
tion of a grammar, a voc~'Oural:x..!!!'<llhg~"'~:"~~i1f,'
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Tibetan learning and literature. How far I succeeded in
my purpose, I beg leave first to give a short emuneration
of the materials which I have now in my possession;
secondly. of tbe insigbt I acquired into tbe Tibetan; and,
lastly, of my intention for the future. Then, firstly,

4- "It was by the medium of tbe Persiau language that
I learned so mucb from the Tibetan, that, after my return
to Ladak. I could communicate my ideas to the Lama, and
engage him to assist me in my undertaking. He writes
very well both the capital and the small characters, is
acquainted with the grammatical structure of the Tibetan
language, with arithmetic, rhetoric, poesy, and dialectic.
Medicine, astronomy, and astrology are his professions;
about twenty years ago, in searching atter kuowledge, he
visited in six years many parts of Tibet, Teshi lhunpo.
Lassa. Bootan. &c., and also Nepal He kuows the whole
system of their religion, has a general knowledge of every~

thing that is contained in their books, and of customs,
manners, economy, and of the polite language used among
the nobility, and in the sacred volumes; speaking respect
fully to superiors. He acquired a great deal of geography
aud history respecting the Tibetan countries. He is now
about fifty-two years old; he is not a resident in a mon
astery. hsving married about twelve years ago the widow
of the Yangla Raja. He is the chief physician of Ladak,
and sometimes the chief secretary employed by Govern
ment in writing to Teshi Ihunpo, and Lassa.

5. "It was this man I spoke of who, in the course of
three months after my arrival at that place. wrote down,
at my request, some thousand words arranged after certain
heads, and since hehad many books with him containing
collections of words, and cOllld easily procure others from
the neighbOUring monasteries, he gave me such account of
technical terms used in arts aud sciences, that I acquired
sufficient information to be interested in the Tibetan
literature, and to pursue in certain order the study I was
engaged in.
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6. "In the first place, he enumerated the names or
attributes of the Supreme Intelligence, the first person in
the Tibetan Trinity, in more than one hundred and ten
terms, which frequently occur in their religious books, and
are highly expressive of the Supreme Being respecting His
perfections, and are the same as we have in our own theo..
logical systems, or in the works of the ancient Greek and
Roman poets. There are~ besides many others. seven chief
emanations or incarnations (Nirmanknyu, in Sanskrit) of
this Supreme Beiug, called commonly Buddhas, of whom
Sakya (who has more than twelve names, is addressed
in the sacred volumes frequeutly as Gotama, priucipally
by Brahmins), which is a very ancient family name of
his ancestors, was the last in appearing in the world, and
probably was the same with the most ancient Zoroaster,
and must have lived some centuries before the age of
Ninus, the great king of Assyria. Champa (the Clemency),
Maitreya in Sanskrit, is to come hereafter.

7. "The Lama proceeded afterwards on the Second Per
son of the Trinity, which is called the' Chief of Morality,'
and gave me thirty names of the moral doctrine, upon
which there are many treatises in the sacred volumes.

8. "The Third Person of the Trinity is called' the Chief
Collector or Promoter of Virtue' (the Holy Ghost, agree
ably to our faith); such promoters of virtue are all the
teachers of moral doctrine or religion. Among these the
most perfect are styled in Tibetan' Byang-chhub Sems
d'pah '; in Sanskrit, Bodhisatva, a saint. They are repre
sented to be of ten different degrees of perfection; to be
immortal; free ~rom passive metempsychosis; and to
possess great powers or faculties of mind for the pro
motion of universal happiness in the world. There are
many appellative or common names, as also proper or
peculiar ones, to express such imagined or supposed
beings, which all have the signification of excellent
qualities or virtues. There is also a list of other saints of
inferior abilities.
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9. "After these follows a full register of all the gods,
goddesses, and their families, heroes, good and bad
spirits in the upper and lower regions, with names of their
habitations, of their offices, &c. There are mauy appel.
lative names for the expression of a god or angel; also
many attributes or names of every peculiar divinity in
their mythology. The Brahma of the Indians (UraIlOS,

Crelum of the Greeks and Romans) in the Tibetan has
more than twenty names. Vishnoo (Chronos, Saturn),
twenty-five, among which is Narayana, the most be
loved son; Titan, his brother, has ten. For Iswar or
Iswara (Zens, Jupiter), thirty; and so on for Indra and '---
the other imagiued guardians of the ten come.. of tbe
world. For the Rirap (Sumeru, Olympus) and the whole
system of the ancient mythology there are hundreds of
names; also for the phenomena or meteors in the atmo
sphere; among the planets, the sun has more than one
hundred and twenty names or attrihutes; and so on the
others also have many appellations, which in poetical
works and astronomy are often introduced. There is also
an exact description of the twelve zodiacal signs, of
twenty-eight. constellations, and of everything belonging
to astronomy. Further-

10. "He has given a complete account of the human
body, specifying every member, articulation, ftuid sub
stances and distempers thereof, so fully as it is required
for an iutelligent physician to know the structure of our
body. Tbere is a full enumeration of all tbe good quali.
ties, as also of all the defects and diseases. Afterwards
follow the faculties or powers of our mind, with their
opposite defects; then arc classified the virtnes and vices.
There is also a very copious enumeration of everything
relating to our dresses, furniture, victuals, family. parent.
age, &c., &c.-

I I. "Then follows the enumeration of all quadrupeds,
birds, amphibious animals, fishes, conchs or shells, insects,
and worlDS, with several uesignations. Vegetables and
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trees, shrubs, plants, all sorts of corn, pulse, Bowel's, hel'bB,
&c. Miner.ls, and different kinds of earth or soil, stones
(common and precious), salts, metals, &c. &c. Words for
all sorts of instruments employed in farming, manufac
tures, and every kind of workmanship; arms and every
thing relating to war. All sorts of pronouns, numbers,
adjectives, with their opposites. Inward and outward
properties of bodies, colours, £gures, technical terms,
with several distinctions in arts and sciences. Names of
officers, civil and military. Ecclesiastical persona, orders,
dignities, and different sects in Tibet; their great names
and their titles; monasteries or convents, and their build
ings; respecting religion and superstition. Verbs, parti
ciples. In a word, there is a full enumeration of whatever
we can meet within the region of the elements, as they
are called, namely, the earth, water, fire, air, ether, and in
the intellectual kingdom. These all were arranged after
my direction and plan.

12. "Besides this vocabulary of the most necessary
words which I have now with me, written all by the
same Lama in tbe Tibetan capital character, I have
another large collection in Sanskrit and Tibetan (the
Sanskrit also being written in the Tibetan capital cbar
acter, as they early adapted their alphabet to express
properly every Sanskrit word), copied from the Stangyur
Do division, 90 volume, from the 223d leaf to the 377th,
consisting of 60 sheets of cummon Cashmerian paper,
having writing but on one side, and having on every page
32 lines. This vocabulary, arranged after certain matters
or subject.'! nnder general heads, contains many thousand
words of every description; several distinctions and divi
sions highly interesting in order to nnderstand better the
whole system and principles of the Buddhistic doctrine.

13. "As there is frequent mention made both in the
'Kahgyur' and 'Stangyur' of the five sciences of the greater
class as: sgra~rigpa,gtantziks-rigpa, bzo-rigpa, sman-rigpa,
and naDgdon~rigpa, corresponding to our philology or
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grammar, sabda in Sanskrit; philosophy or logic, hetn in
Sanskrit; technology, silpa in Sanskrit; medicine, vaidya
in Sanskrit, and divinity; the five small ones of the
lesser class, as §nyanilak, sdebsbyor. nonthol~ dasgar and
skar-rtsis (rhetoric, poesy, lexicography, dance music,
and astronomy). The same person, at my request, wrote
me a short account on grammar, and on the five sciences
mentioned in the last place. On about /lve sheets the
history of medicine, and the contents of its eight branches,
arranged in chapters after the system of the most cele
brated physicians, also in two sheets an account on astro
nomy, to find the places of the sun, moon, and planets,
and to calculate eclipses. I have also in about ten sheets
an acconnt of the whole religious system of the Buddhists,
written, at my request, in fine capital characters by a
Lama of great reputation, a relative and friend of the
Lama whose pupil I was. For an account respecting
learning in general, and logic in particular, I have the
answer of a celebrated Rab-hbyams-pa (doctor of philo
sophy), who was twenty-five years at Lassa, and now is
sixty-five years old.

14- U Although in modern times, in Tibetan cQuntries,
there aTe several works on different branches of science,
but the bases of them all are the' Kahgyur' and 'Stan
gyur' (Commandment's version, and Instruction's version,
on account of their being a version or translation from the
Sanskrit); they correspond in signification to Bed and
Sbastra in Sanskrit. The first contains the doctrine and
moral precepts of Shakya, in accordance as after his death
his principal disciples arranged them. The second, written
by ancient Indians and a few Chinese learned men or
Pundits, is filled with treatises containing commentaries
on the first, many original works Oll relif:,riou8 rites, cere
monies, arts, and sciences.

15. H The ~ Kahgyur I family, in. manuscript exemplars
(copies), were divided according to the size of paper, char
acters employed in copying, into more or less, but generally
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in 100 volumes. They form now in printed exemplarB
90 volumes, with an additional one, containing, on 124
leaves, a prolix and historical account on several subjects,
not reducible under one general head. I have now in my
possession an exact copy, word for word, of tl,e last 42
leaves, specifying the contents of the above-mentioned 90
volumes, with all their divisions and subdivisions, mention
ing the names of the translators, the number of chapters
and leaves in every volume, written in c1.pital characters
by a good writer, on common Kashmirian paper, hearing
ink but on one side, in 30 sheets. It is impossible for me
to give now a detailed account of the contents. I shall
mention, therefore, the principal parts.

16. U According to this Register} the 'Dulva' (educa
tion, Vinaya in Sanskrit), in f 3 volumes, in a very easy

.and agreeable style, gives interesting historical accounts on
wars, particularly between the kings of Magadha and Anga,
in Paks-yul (arya iu Sanskrit, the highland); and for
moral instruction relates many hundred fables, apologues,
and parables. The She's-rab-kyi-p'ha-rol-tu-p'hyin pa, by
contraction' Sher-p'hyin' (evergoing or everlasting wisdom;
Pra.jna' paramita in Sanskrit), written on moral subjects,
contains, in 12 volumes, many excellent mora] precepts.

17. u The fDo~de,' or merely' Do' (rule, treatise, &c.;
Butra in Sanskrit), in 30 vols., contains much from naturnl
philosophy, divinity, and astronomy. I have with me two
specimens of this class on thirty pages, elegantly copied
by the Lama himself. The first is taken from the 30th
volume of the • Do,' signed with tbe A, the last letter of
the Tibetan alphabet, beginning on the 364th leaf. This
is against the holding so scrupulously on castes. When,
on a certnin occasion, the King of Kosala and a chief
Brahmin, who frequented tbe meetings of Shakya, in a
great assembly had expressed their disapproval, that his
(Sbakya's) nephew, Kungavo, although of royal family,
should marry the daughter of a common man. Shakya
tells a story how, anciently in India, such and such a
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chief of the Sudra caste, by his learniug and address,
obtained the beantiful daughter of a Brahmin of high
rank, for his well-educated son. This story, in the above
mentioned volume, consists of sixty leaves. and gives in·
teresting accounts of the four castes, their origin, and a
summary report on the arts and sciences. The second
specimen is taken from the 2d volume of the' Do: signed
by 'Kh,' beginning on the 120th leaf, and is against
the covering of the face of women. The principal, newly
married wife of Shakya, ' Satsuma: being solicited by her
maid-servants to keep her face covered while sitting with
others, expresses her sentiments against the veil in a few
elegant verses, with which her father-in-law was· so well
pleased, that he bestowed on her a greaf quantity of pre
cious stones of all sorts.

18. Cl The' Gyud-de,' or' Gyud J (line, canon, original
work, &c.; Tantra in Sanskrit), in 21 vols., treats on dif
ferent subjects,-natural philosophy, medicine, astronomy,
astrology, charms, secret pra18es (snyags) to imaginary
spirits, prayers, &c. For a specimen of this class I have a
correct copy of that same piece which, in 1722, in the last
century, excited the curiosity of the learned in Europe. It
is taken from the ninth volume, signed by. T., beginning on
the 336th leaf.-Vide P. Giorgi, Alphab, Tibet, p. 665.

19. "I will not go further in specifying the other divi
sions of works or treatises in the remaining twenty-two
volumes. It is enough to state: they contain, collectively,
ample stores on the political state and genius of the ancient
Indians, from the Sita (Sihon, Jaxartes), on this side of
the great snowy mountains, downwards to Ceylon.

20. "There is frequent mention made, almost in every
volume of the' Kahgyur' aud 'Stangyur,' of an opposite
religions sect, styled in Tibetan' Mo-stegs-chan,' Tirthika
in Sa"nSkl'it, of which there are many different branches.
Judging from the proper meaning in the Tibetan, and
according to their principles, they were Determinists or
:Fatalists, and the Buddhists Indeterminists or Libertinists,
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which distinction we find also among the ancient Greek
and Roman pllilosophers. We know very well at present
that the Mohammedans are generally addicted to the
doctrine of Fatalism. The Buddhists declare we have
free-will in our actions, and, consequently, we can be
punished or rewarded for our bad or good deeds. Hence
the Hell and the Paradise, the place of punishment and
reward after death, and the good and bad metempsychosis,
with their several distinctions in their religious system.
They are all ignorant of our principles and religioll, and
think we are all of the same principles as the Moham
medans (vide P. Giorgi, Alph. Tib., p. 501, the letter of
the Pro Lama, at Lassa, while the Dalai Lama, Bezah-zar
boba, was exiled in China, written 1730, to P. lioratius,
to be transmitted to Rome to the Pope).

21. "The' Stangyur' (in 224 vols., 76,4°9 leaves, of
about two feet long, on each side seven lines of middle
sized characters) contains the works of several ancient
pundits in Asia, Kashmir, Sindhu, Ujain, Bengal, Nepal,
and other countries. According to the register (which in
144 leaves makes the last volume), one volume, signed by
theletter K, contains many praises and hymns to several
divinities and saints.

22. "The I Gyud Class,' in 36 volumes, contains more
than 2600 treatises on several Sllbjects, such as natural
philosophy, astronomy, religious rites, ceremonies, prayer~,

charms, superstitious sentences, &c.
23. "The' Do J Class, in ] 36 volumes, contains science

after certain divisions. Ninety-four volumes are filled up
with theological subjects, dogmatic, polemic, or contro

.versial and moral. The following 2 I volumes treat on
philosophy, theoretical and practical, on logic, dialectic,
metaphysics, and ethics. It is very probable that, what
ever exercised the speculative mind of the ancient philo
sophers in Greece and Rome, respecting the origin and end
of the world, or of the human soul: we meet wit,h all
those or like subtleties in these 115 volumes last mentioned.

D
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24- "'The next two volumes contain grammar, rhetoric,
poesy, and synonymy, afterwards five volumes, medicine.
In the next volume there are several treatises on different
arts-on alchemy, the mode of preparing quicksilver,
ether, &c. The rest, mostly written by ancient Tihetan
scholars, contain treatises on grammar', collections of voca..
bularies in Sanskrit and Tibetan, of which I have now
with me a copy of the largest mentioned above.

25. "As I have copied specimens for the st.yle and
contents of the 'Kahgyur,' I have taken also from the
I Stangyur' some pattern-pieces. The first is on divinity,
and gives an explanation of the ten moral precepts. The
second is taken from technology, and enumerates what
must be the proportion in feet, inches, lines of a statue
representing Buddha or Shakya. The third, from medi
cine, is written on temperaments, viz., sanguine, choleric,
and phlegmatic, &c. The fourth is from philosophy, on
the elements of right knowledge. The fifth, from ethics
(niti sha8tm). a collection of apophthegrns, prudential
and moral. From grammar, a treatise on twenty Sanskrit
particles, Which, if compounded with nonns and verhs,
change their siguification in several manners. Every par
ticle is illustrated by examples in Tibetan. The twenty
Sanskrit particles are the following :-Prl1, pard, d, sam,
anu, apa. m''j", antar, vi, ava, ni, adhi, api, ati, su, 'ltt, abki,
prati, pari, upa. It was written by a celebrated ancient
pundit or professor, Chandra Komil in Bengal, from
whom, according to historical accounts contained in the
, Stangyur,' the modern city of Chandernagore (near Cal
cutta) ohtained its name. From this learned man there
are in the ( Stangyur' principally) mlUlY excellent treatises
on grammar. All these specimens here enumerated fill
thirty-two pages, written in large capital characters. The
volumes and pages are quoted.

26. "The whole contents of the' Kahgyur' and' Stan
gyur,' with the pattern pieces copied by the Lama and
by another good writer, make a volume of 277 pages, in
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folio, on kasbmirian common paper, bound in leather at
K....hmir, which Mr. Moorcroft had the kindness to give
me on my return to Tibet. This and all other papers on
Tibetan literature now in my hands belong to Mr. Moor
croft (consequently to the British Government), to whose
liberality I am infinitely obliged.

27. (l But since the Governor-General in Council favoured
me with pecuniary aid, I beg leave to communicate my
wish and plan for the future. The Tibetan literature
merits, without doubt, to be fully explored. In return of
my aeknowledgment for the reeeived liberal assistance, if
Government pleases to permit me to be under the protec
tion of the commanding officer at Sabathoo, and to devote
myself again to the Tibetan, I hope that if I could join
either the same Lama, to whose intelligence I owe now
my insight into this class of Asiatic literature, or be able to
procure another intelligent person, I shall be able to finish
what I have eommenced in the course of one year; and then

28. "I shan have the honour to present to the Govern
ment in English (a.) a large theoretical and practical
grammar of the Tibetan language, on the five principal
parts of tbe grammar, viz., Orthography (very difficult in
the Tibetan, but sufficiently regulated by the best gram
marians, in their collections of many words for the same
purpose), Orthoepy (variable according to different pro
vinces-can be fixed for the European students), Etymo
logy (very simple and cupiuus), Syntax, and Prosody (will
not take much room). Specifying in etymology every
part of speech, giving perfect patterns of declensions for
personal, possessive, demonstrative, interrogative, relative.
and reciprocal pronouns; for numbers, cardinal, ol'dinal,
and adverbial; for adjectives and nouns of every kind;
patterns of conjugations for verbs, neuter, active, in
transitive, transitive, passive, causal, &c.; a complete
catalogue of adverbs, prepositions, conjunctions, and inter
jections, and the proper use of them in the syntax. (b.)
A vocabulary of more than 30,000 words in Tibetan and
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English, introducing all technical terms used in arts and
sciences, leaving alone every conjecture respecting the
relation of Tibetan words to any other language. (c.) A
short account on the Tibetan literature. (d.) A succinct
history of Tibet, in Tibetan language, taken from the
works of native historians1 word for word, accompanied
by a short geography and chronology in Tibetan. (e.)
Selected specimens M every kind in Tibetan.

29. "If there is no objection, I beg you will do me the
favour to obtaiu the Goverument's leave for me, to proceed
with my literary labours to Calcutta, as soon as I have
completed them.

30. "In support of the possibility to accomplish my
engagement, I beg leave to state that I am acquainted
with several ancient and modern European and Asiatic
languages, and that my mother-tongue, the Hungarian
idiom, is nearly related, not in words, but in structure,
with tbe Turkish, Indian, Chinese, Mogul, and Tibetan
languages. In every language of Europe, except the
Hungarian, Turkish, and those of Finnish origiD, there
are prepositions like in the languages of Hebrew or Arabic
origin, but in our tongue, like in the Indian, Chinese, and
Tibetau, we have postpositions, aud for the formation of
different cases in declension, we have affixes with which
to form from the same root several sorts of verbs. Our
idiom 1 is not inferilYl' either to the Sanskrit or Arabic, and
I beg leave to confess that r am not merely a 1iuguiBt-I
have lenrnt several languages to learn polite literature, to
enter into the cabinet of curiosity of remote ages, to acquire
useful knowledge, and to live in every age and with every
celebrated nation, as I do noW with the British.

31. "It is recorded in Tibetan books that the ruin of
the ancient Buddhists in the kingdom of Magadha,
happened by the Turks, who, taking the city of Otantra
pur, destroyed their colleges, killed many priests, and that
those who escaped from the common peril fled southwards

1 The Hungarian.
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to India; I cannot now say in what year. There is frequent
mention made of Magadha in Asia, the scene (according to
what is related) of the most illustrious actions and the home
of the most celebrated learned men. I have not yet had
sufficient time to search after curiosities: I must first learn
the language. I have read but few volumes as yet from
the 'Kahgyur' and fStangyur'; but if we consider the words
of a prophecy by Shakya recorded in the' Kahgyur' (pro
bably introduced thither in modern ageB from historical
evidences), that 'his religion or doctrine shall advance from
north to south, from south towards the north, and from
north to north,' as it verily happened, since historians
mention the Buddhists in Asia, Kashmir, Sindh, Malwa,
Ujain,Singhala, Kalingah, Malabar, GeyIon, Bengal, Burmah,
Ehutan, Tibet, and the Mogul countries in recent times:
we have every reason to suppose that this Asia (eminence,
the high country, which is a Sanskrit word, and its literal
translation in Tibetan is Pakspa; this also is a title of honour
for persons of high dignity, spiritual and secular, in the
Bame maDDer as we use the words ( highness,' 'eminence,'
, excellency'] is the same as the Asia of Ptolemy and of
other ancient geographers and historians, and is an appel':'
lative name for high countries in general, and comprehends
all the ancient Scythia on this side of the Imans, conse
qnently includes the Transoxiana, Khorassan, and Baotri..
In the same manner India or Hindia (from hin, hon, hinta
= lowness, or Hindes, low countries) must have been a
common or appellative name for many countries; which
appellation the ancients extended 80 far as Arabia and
Egypt, and mentioned sometimes three Indias.

32. "This opinion is confirmed by the splendid ac
count. of almost all the historians of antiquity who had
mentioned these countries; and among other Asiatic
authors by two Syrian historians, Abulferagius and Abul
fida, in their' Dynasties and Annals,' and consequently
must have been the Bame central country, whence, accord
ing to Sir William Janes's opinion, the Chinese, Tartars,
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Indians, Persians, Syrians, Arabians, Egyptians; Greeks,
Romans, Gauls, Goths, Germans, and the Sclavonians
derived their civilisation or cnlture in their arts and
sciences. There is also, according to Niebuhr, existing
in the inland countries of Arabia, an ancient tradition,
that they were civilised by a people which descended
from the environs of Samarcund.

33. "In the eastern and north-western parts of Enrope
thel'e are many vestiges of the ancient nuddhism and of
Sanskrit words among all the peoples, who bnt of late
(aftel' the tillle of Oharlemagne) were converted to the
Ohristian faith by means of the sword. Rnt the most
numerous monuments thereof afe Sanskrit words used by
Greek and Roman writers in theiI' accounts relating to
ancient Thrace (RumeHa), Macedonia, and the conntries
on both sides. of the Danube, Servia, Pannonia, and Dacia.

34. "I beg leave to give a few instances of my asser
tion. Pannonia is a literal translation of the Sanskrit
word' sarbiya: now applied to a province on the south side
of the Danube, of which Belgrade is the capital, formerly
belonging to Hungary, now 1 under, Turkish dominion,
Dacia, or, after Greek orthogl'aphy, Dakia (the modern
I..ower Hungary, Transylvallia, Moldavia, Wallachia, Bes
sarabia), was probably an appellative name for those
countries, on account of their being abundant in grapes,
from the Sanskrit word' dakh' OT ' dak,' 2 signifying' the
grape,' in the form of the adjective' dakhia/ or 'dakia,'
'the graped: This is confirmed by other historical facts.
Ancient geographers and historians mention the Aga~

thyrsi (in the same conntries probably I ennmerated
above). Thyrsus is Baeehns'rod with the winded vines,
and was an emblem of wine. The great river Dnieper, in
the sonth-western part of modern Rnssia, is called by the
ancients Borysthcnes. This is a Hungarian name signify~

ing 'the wine-godded' (the river being taken for the
country), from 'bor/ 'wine,' and 'isten,' 'god,' with the
adjective affix' es: eqnivalent to the English' ed:

1 1825. _:I DrAksM.
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-35. U Among the many names, in different languages,
designating wandering people, as, e.g., Scytha (probably
from the Sclavonian: Skitati, • to wander '), Heber, or Eber,
Aavor, Runger (all from the Heb,.ew or Arabic, Vandal,
&0., there is also a Sanskrit word, 4 Geta,' signifying walk
ing, going, wandering, the English (to go,' the German
'gehen,' are derived probably from the same source). The
GeUa are mentIoned and described by ancient writers
in Central Asia, the modern Chinese Tartary, near the
OXUB and the Caspian Sea, the Massaget"', farther on the
north-western shores of the Black Sea, in Thrace (now
Rumelia), on both sides of the Danube. Hence Ovid,
in his banishment at Tomi, near the Black Sea, in modern
Bulgaria, says, 'Jam didici getice sarmaticcqne loqui! J

• I have already learnt to speak the Getic and the Sar
maHc (Sc\avoniall) languages.' The modern Indians do
not use the word 'geta' as a participle noun; they have
changed it into' jata;' but tbey form the preterite of the
same verb, 'giya,' regularly from' jata' (the jat tribes in
India). Among the attributes of the Snpreme Being, or
his representative, the Buddha, the first llame is I Bhagvan J

(overcomer, a Sanskrit word), the second' Tatha - gata,'
walking on the same road, i.e., the r Just/ Both these
names also highly confirm every adopted opinion respect
ing Buddhism and the Sanskrit words in Europe. From
the frequent mention of the Bhagvan (God) by the Budd
hists, I think bigoted Christians, by way of contempt,
called them Pagall9, and the second word, I Tathagata,' con
firms the proper signification of ' geta,' mentioned above.l

36. "We know very little of the Parthians, the rivals

1 Deductions based upon the ety.
mology and similarity in the pro
nunciation of certain words, are not
safe grounds upon which to rest
scientific C<loclu.'Iions. . Osoma haa
frequently 6hown his distnust of
8uch. Yet sucb an objection need
not preclude our noting dt)WII any
striking examples which we may
have fallen in with.

What may have been the ftLith of
the Magyar ancestors is Dot yet de
cided; this subject demands yet
further investigation, especia.1ly in
the direction in which Csoma la·
I.JOUTed.
C~oma Ra.yS, with reference to the

study of Tibetan, ond especially of
the Sanskrit, th~t hiR countrymen
will find in it a. fund of informa.-
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of the Romans for empire through more than four hundred
~·ears. But since Justin, the Roman historian, calls them
the banished Scythiaus (exules Seytharum), and since, on
pnblic monuments and coins, there are many evidences of
their heing friends, admirers, and patrons of the Greeks,
we may take them to be the same leading people as the
Getre in Europe and in Asia. Historians mention several
princes of Parthian dynasty in Asia Minor (Mithridates, in
the Greek empire, at Constantinople, in Macedouia; vide
Gibbon's History). After the couquest of Macedonia by
the Romans, it is probable that the Parthian chiefs retired
towards the Danube to their relatives, and from animosity
and the great hatred they conceived against the Romans,
never afterwards ceased to infest the Roman empire with
all their auxiliaries. Hence Virgil in the Eclogue: 'Aut
Ararim parthus bibet aut Germania Tigrim: If we sup
pose that Alexander bimself was of Parthian extractioll,
we can easily explain his successes in conquering Asia,
and the subsisting for so long a time of the empire of the
Greeks in Breotia.

37. "We must not wonder that in the aneient Greek
and Roman authors we find but slender accounts respecting
PanlloniaJ Dacia, and the other countries on the Danube.
Carthage was before the sight of Rome, yet very little is
known now of its internal state. The Get", probably
descended successively from Asia (forced by Asiatic revo-

tion respecting their na.tionll,l origin,
manners, customs, and idioUL

Even among the early data of the
ancient history of the Hungarians,
there are words and names which
seem to point unmistakably to thcir
Buddbistie origin. Biha,r is an itn
portant county in Lower Hungary.
Rud4, the old capital of Hungary,
soun<b the same as the name which
is still worsbipped by hundreds. of
millions of the human race. Why
should it be a far-fetched conclusion
to assume that on the neighbouring
hills, ril>ing OD the banks of the
Danubfl, there stood in ancient times

a temple of Buddha,- perhaps a
Lama lDonastery! Below it, on the
opposite bnnk, stretching into thedis.
tant plain, was built Pest. "Pest,"
"past," is a Persian word, and ex
presses the topographical relation
which e~IiU ~tween the ancient
town of Buda. and the new town of
Pest. Whether this suggestion is
likely tor, lI.ttra.ct thtl attention of
those, who are more competent to
judge may be questioned, but the
coincidenoe is very striking, and it
If> perhap& not out of place to put it
on record here.
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lutions) towards Assyria and Egypt, on oue side, in a very
remote age, called by these people, from their passing the
great rivers Tigris and Euphrates, , Heber' (an appellative
name for wandering people), whence, about the time of
Moses, several principal persons, forced to leave Phrenicia
and Egypt, fled to the islands of Archipelago, Rhodes,
Crete, &c.-hence the Pelasgi,-and on the other side, by
Persia, Asia :Minor, and BD on to Thrace, Macedonia, and
Thessaly. The modern language of Thessaly, and of some
districts in Maccdonia, blended with many Latin words,
is the same as that of the Wallachians in Lower Hungary,
Transylvania, Moldavia, Wallachia, and contains many
Sanskrit words. It is totally different from the Hungarian
idiom both in words and structure. Thcre is a peculiarity of
that language in the use of definite articles. For instance,
, Damnu, Dominus' in Latin, I a lord I in English; with
the affixed definite article ul we have' domnul,' 'the lord'
in English. The feminine is (damna,' , domina' in Latin;
, a lady,' or 'the lady,' in Englisb.

38. "In the Jlungarian language the definite article a
(or az before words beginning with a vowel, like the
Hebrew ha, Arabic el, English the) is invariably put
before every case and number. The Greek, German,
:E'rench, Italian, Spanish, &c., languages also have definite
articles put before nouns, but they vary according to the
different genders. cases, and numbers. The Latin, Sclavonic,
and Turkish languages bave no distinct signs for the €X~

pression of a defiuitive or emphatic locution, like the the
in English. There are also in the Tibetan, Sanskrit, In
dian, Syrian, Wallachian, and Swedish languages certain
signs denoting distinction in gender, marking a. definitive
and emphatic locution, but all these languages have the
peculiarity of such particles being affixed to the nouns.
Such affixes in the Tibetan are for masculines, pa, po, va,
liJO; for feminine, 'fIUL, mo, e.g., philingpa, European man;
philingma, a European woman j rgyelpo. the prince, king j

rgyelmoJ the princess, the queen; lavo) the god; lama,
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the goddess; zlaba, the moon; nyima, the sun; contrary,
nya-rgyas, full moon. In Sanskrit, deo, a god; deva, the
god; devi, the goddess; raj, a prince, king; raja, the king;
gang, a river; ganga, the river. The sign for such an affix
in the Syrian is the same as in the Sanskrit; for the
Wallachian I refer to the above-mentioned example; for
the Swedish I cannot now cite an example. As in thc In
dian, Persian, Sanskrit, the word sil,;ed or sifed signifies
white, fair. I may conjecture that the Swedes have taken
their name from those Scythian peoplc who spoke the
Sanskrit language (the Getre) when they mixed with them
in Asia Minor and in the sonth-eastern parts of Europe,
and passed many centuries togethcr, like the Gauls, Ger
mans, and Saxons j and it was in that time and in those
regions that they all adopted many Sanskrit words, and
that peculiarity mentioned above respecting the definitive
article affix, like the Wallachians and Syrians, who have
taken all these peculiarities in their lanf,ruage from those
Scythians with whom they lived long since and formed a
people under one government.

39. "The ancient Greek and Sclavonic languages, by
their structure, particularly by the use of many particles,
aud of dunh, I:>oth in the declensions of nouns and in
the conjugations of verbs, show sufficiently that they were
formed after the ancient Sanskrit. Those Scythians
(Getoo) whose idiom was the Sanskrit, were few in num
ber, like the Europeans in modern times in America and
Asia; hnt as they were learned. well disciplined, possessing
wealth, and being expert in warfaring with elephants, cha
riots (retha in Sanskrit, reda in Latin), and on horseback,
with a few people displayed wonderful actions, in the
same manner as the first Europeans in America and Asia
with their artillery. I return now to Buddha.

40. "In the same manner as Europeans, Christians
formed the word Pagan from Bhagvan (the contemptnous
name to design a Buddhist); so also did the Asiatics, princi
pally the Mohammedans. They call both the Buddhists and
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the Rindoos Bud or Budparast, derived from the noun
Buddh, or with the affix a, Buddha, and from the Persian
verb perishten. to worship, whicb t therefore, signifies a
worshipper of Buddha, and is no contemptuous name by
itself. But the Mohammedans generally use it so by
way of contempt, and mean by it an idolater.

4 r. H There were in ancient times in many countries
of Europe and Asia several representations of Buddha
(Odeu or Wodeu of the Goths aud Germans, &c.) by
statues; but afterwards, owing to religions hatred, they were
all thrown down by the Christians and the Mobammedans.
There is yet in ancient nactria, at Bamian, DU the road
between Cabool and Balk, a large colossal statue, with
two others of smaller size at a certaiu distance from the
nrst, hewn in the mouutain-rock. It is very probable
this was a representation of Buddha, or Shakya, with his
disciples represented in paintiug on both sides of the wall.
The painting is in the same style as is usual amongst
Tibetans or amongst the Christians of the Greek Church,
to represent saints, with the radiant or solar circle round the
head. In a vocabulary, entitled'Amara Kosha ' (Immortal
Treasure), written by Amam Sinha (fmmortnl Lion),
translated into Tibetan at Yampu (Katmandhu), in
Nepaul, there is in a siugle line a short and exact ex
planation in Tibetan of the word 'Buddha'-' Buddha
rgad dang mkhaswpa yin; J literally in English, 'Buddha,
an old and wise man' (Buddha, senex sapiens). It was
so indeed, as he lived eighty years, and was a genins of
his age; but afterwards, his moral principles and his
doctrine being formed into an ideal system by his dis
ciples, his followers worshipped him like Christians do
Jesus. That the doctrine of Buddba must have been
diffused among many people, is evident from a similarity
of terms in denomination in many languages of a spiritual
head or chief ecclesiastic; thus •Buddha' in Sanscrit,
'peer I in Persian, 'sheik' in Arabic, (presbyter J in Greek
and other European languages. I mention all these
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facts to excite the curiosity of the learned to search after
the ancient state of the Buddhists, and to respect a re
ligion which is founded on the same moral principles with
our own, namely, on the love of all men. I heg leaye to
communicate here a verse in four lines, each of seven
syllables, containing a moral maxim taken from the
e Stangyur.'

"In Tibetan-
"hTams tsad chhos ni mn)'an par-bY8,

kTos nas rab tu gaung-bYll ste:
, Kang zhig bdak nyid mi hdoJ pa,
De dak bhan la mi baho.'"

U Literally in English-

" Hear ye all thi9 precept, hear,
Having heard do not fOl'get-
• Whatever 1 wish not to myself,
I never do it to another:"

'I The Mongols~ a. great and mighty natiQn in Central
Asia, whose ancestors were the companions of Gengiz
Khan in desolating the world, since the last four or fiye
centuries, after being converted to Buddha, are a quiet
and religious people, and faithful followers of Shakya.

42. "Although ignorance and barbarism have destroyed
the ancient favourite seats of learning and civilisation,
yet before this had happened: for the benefit of mankind,
many works of learned men-which so conspicuously
contribute in every country to public happiness, by forUl
ing the heart, illuminating the mind, and eJ;:citing to
industry-were rescued from the deluge of destruction, by
being transported to Tihet. This was the effect of the
conquest of Persia by the Mohammedans in tbe year 636
after Christ.

"43. According to M. de Guignes' account (vide P.
Giorgi, 'AlphabetuUl Tlbetanum,' p. 417), Fo - a - Xaca
(Shakya) waS born 1027 years before Christ. A Tibetan
annali'ilt. the author of ,,.Gyel rab. gsal-vahi me-long'
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(a clear mirror of royal pedigree), tells us that it is re
corded in the Chinese Great Depter (memoir), called' Zhu
Hu-hou; that, till the Emperor Thong and his contem
porary in Tibet,' there elapsed, since Shakya, 1566
years. TaikuD, the son and successor of Thallg, was
contemporary of Srongtsan Gambo, the son and successor
of Nami Srongtsan (in Tibet). After the concurrent
testimonies of all historians in Tibet, it was Srongtsan
Gambo who, through his two wives, married from Nepaul
and China, and by the ahility of his minister (who was
educated in India), Sembhota (which name was given to
him by the Indians, signifying 0 good or excellent
Tibetan), introduced into Tibet the doctrine of Buddha
or ShakyaJ and encouraged learning. Mr. Gibbon, in
his History, mentioned the king of Persia,' who, after the
conquest of Seleucia, the capital of Persia, 636 after
Christ, retired to the Emperor Katai Taikun, of the Thong
dynasty. In the Ohinese history of P. du Halde, Thong
commenced a new dynasty about the end of the sixth
century, succeeded by Taikun, his son, who favoured
the Ohristians. Now, from these data, we can say with
certainty that Srongtsan Gambo (the twenty-fourth in the
order of the Tibetan kings, and who is supposed to have
lived in the first century of our era, according to the
'AIph. Tib.' of Giorgi, &c.) reigned in the seventh
century after Ohrist; consequently there are many mis
takes in the above-mentioned' Alphabetum Tibetanum.'
With this now fixed epoch agree very well both M. de
Guigne. and the 'Zhu-Huhou; already alluded to;
consequently, Nami Srongtsan, the contemporary of
Thang, was reigning in Tibet about 539 after Christ, but it
is uncertain how long afterwards he reigned. It is enough
bis son and successor, Srongtsan Gambo, succeeding in the
thirteenth year of his age, lived eighty-three years. The
sixth after Srongt,an Gambo, in the ninth century, was
Khri Srong dehu tsan. He favoured learning and learned

1 Nami Srongtean. 2 Yezdegird, the last of the Susinia.n Dynasty.
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men, and contributed much to the establishment of the
Buddhistic religion in Tibet.

4+ "Many works in the Tibetan volumes end with
this wish of the author or translator (Sahi steng'ma nyi
zalltargyur chik), "Be it on the earth like the sun and
moon." They were a long time hidden from the curiosity
of Europe, and it is but of late that we have received
some accounts respecting the literary treasures in Tibet.
For an easy and agreeable way to the storehouse of this
interesting ancient literature, we are indebted to the
public-spirited zeal and liberality of Mivang, a regent or
king at Lassa, from 1729 till 1746 of the last century.
According to his order, wbatever time has spared from
the works of antiquity of foreign countries, were collected,
arranged in registers, and printed by types engraved in'
wooden tahles of hirch tree.

45. "The Kahgyur (in 98 volumes, with separate
index, every volume being z feet long and 8 inches
broad; on each side of the leaves are seven lines in
large capital characters; in every volume, taken on an
average, are more than 300 leaves) was fin:ished in 1731
before Ohrist, in about fifteen months.

"The Stangyur (consisting of 224 volumes, the whole
making 76,4°9 leaves, having OIl each side seven lines in
somewhat closer and smaller capital characters than those of
the 'Kahgyur') was finished in one year,in '742 after Ohrist.
There is at the beginning of each work an index or register
(karchak, in Tibetan), giving a detailed account of the ex
penses, both in kind and cash, names of people of every de
scription (more than 3000) who were employed on the work,
and of the gratuities and contributions towards it, both of
secular and ecclesiastical persons of high rank and wealth.

46. "The wooden typical tables yet in continual use,
deposited in Narthangl a large building or monastery near
Teshi lhun-po, are in the possession and disposition of
Pauchen Rin-po chhe, the great Lama residing at Teshi
lhun-po.
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47. "In Derghe, the capital of Kham-yul, or Potohenpo,
Great Tihet, about forty days' journey eastward from
Lassa, there is another recent and more correct edition of
the (Kahgyur,' which, I am informed, is highly esteemed.
Besides these two great works, there are many other
printed volumes written by Tibetan learned men.

48. "There are in the f Stangyur,' on about 18 leaves,
passports for such pious men who desire to visit Kalapsa
in Shambhala. The mentioning of a great desert of
twenty days' journey, and of white Bandy plains on
both sides of the Sita (Sihon, Yaxartes), render it very
prohahle that the Buddhist Jerusalem (1 oall it >so), in the
most ancient times, must have been beyond the Yaxartes,
and probably in the country of the Yugurs.

49. "Kun-dgah Snying-po, the author of the above
mentioned'rGyel rabB gsal-vahi melong' (sec. 43), who
wrote in the monastery of Sa-skya (two days' journey
westwards from Teshi lhunpo, a very celehrated place
for all sorts of manuscripts), about 800 years ago, says:
•We have reoeived from the East, from China (Gya-nak,
the hlack plain), medicine, astronomy, and astrology;
from the South, from India (Gya-kan, the white plain),
orthodox religion; from the West, from Nepaul and Sok
yul, goods and victuals (Sok-po is the common name in
Tibet for Moguls, Kalkas, Kalmucks, &c.); from the
North (from the countries of the Hors and Yugurs), books
of laws and of workmansbip. An those people in Central
Asia who speak the Turkish language are oalled in Tihet
the Hor; and Gengiz Khan, according to this and other
authors, was of this race.

50. "From the same author, there is another historical
work, entitled 'Depter Ningpo' (ancient memoir). I
was not able to procure it, but I am informed it is a
very interesting work, particularly for the history of
(;lengiz Khan. His apophthegms, from another work I am
acquainted with, are very judicious and elegant.

51. "In the Tibetan books the name of the Yugurs is
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written Yoogoor, and their country sometimes is calIed
Yoogera. I could Dot learn further any other interesting
things on the Yoogoors, except that in the' Stangyur's' regis~
teris mentioned a small treatise translated from tbe Yoogoor
language, containing a short account on the wandering
from one country to another of a.n original statue repre·
senting Shakya, and whicb is now kept at Lassa, brought
thither from Cbina by Kongcho, tbe wife of Srongtsan
Gambo.

52. "The most ancient Buddha on record, I believe,
was the same as Zoroaster, who, according to an ancient
authoT~ lived in al)Dut the same age with Ninus, the great
king of Assyria. In support of tbis opinion tbe following
reras, being tbe times in which Sbakya is supposed to bave
lived, speak for themselves. The first four reras are, accord
ing to tbe opiuions of tbe most learned men in Tibet and
Nepa1~ in SrongtsnD Gambo's time, in the seventh century
after Cbrist. The tentb rera or opinion is tbat which in
modern times has most autbority at Lassa.

53. "In tbe present year of tbe Christian rera (1825)
the Tibetans couut the nineteenth year ('hin91llocha) of
the fourteeuth cycle of sixty years, which commenced
with the new moon in February last. But this mode of
counting years is of very recent date, commenced about
eight hundred years since, and probably was adopted from
the Chinese. As with respect ta more ancieut times,
there is a great uncertainty in chronology: \Padma Karpo,
a celebrated Lama in the Bhutan country of Tibet, in tbe
twenty-sixth year of the tenth cycle of sixty years, in
1592 after Christ, collected a short disquisition (now
extant, iu nicely printed copies of thirty-one leaves each),
containing the di.fferent opinions of learned men in
ancient times of Tibet, Nepal, and Kashmere, on tbe rera
of Shakya or Buddha, the great prophet of the Buddhists.
These opinions or reras were found to be twelve in number,
to wbich be added his own.

54- "According to these thirteen opinions, the numbers
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of years which elapsed from the death of Shakya till the
authorlg time, in which he wrote, viz" ] 592 A.D., and then
the total number of years from Shakya till the present
year, 1825 after Christ, would be as follows :-

Tm: !\OJdBJmS

OfOpiniufl.

"t
2d
3d

4th
5th
6th
7t h
8th

9th
10th
11th
12th
13th

Of years till lS<j'2.

40I2

3738

3725
3729
2<)00

2342

2243
, 21 36

2470

:2:421
2[66
2474
2650

Till 1825 a.fter Christ.

4245
3971
3958
3962

3133
2575
2476
2369
2703
2660
2399
27°7
2883

55. "Thus I have endeavoured, to the best of my
abilities, to give a summary report of the couteuts of tue
Tibetau books aud papers in my possession as Govern
ment require\i from me. Both the Sanskrit and the
Tibetan litera~e open a wide field before me, for future
speculation on the history of mankind. I possess the
same ardour as I felt at the beginning, when I planned
and determined to come to the East. Shonld these first
rough drafts of my labours, arguments, find sentiments
have tbe Government's approbation, I shall be happy if I
can serve them with my ulterior literary researches."

Notwithstanding the change of circumstances and the
great progress which has been effected in Oriental litera
ture, and especially in the studies to which Csoma devoted
his energies, the above paper, written though it be in
impcrfect English, will still command respectful con
sideration at the hands of those who take an interest in

E
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what Osoma has done. This is his first important essay
on Tibetan learning, then so little known; many eminent
scholars have since followed in the same direction;
Rajendrohila Mitra. one of the greatest living Orientalists,
declares "that no European has studied Tibetan with
greater success than Csoma did ;"1 while Dr. Malan remarks,
"Osoma laid down the foundation, and others merely built
upon it." 2:

1 Nepa.lese Buddhist Litera.ture. Ca.lcutta, 1882. Preface, p. ~ili.

:I U Journ31 Royal AQiatic Society," vol xvL, p..493.
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CHAPTER IV.

S~cond journey into Tibet-CBOma1g position aa to the Asiatic
Society of Bengal-Return to Sabathu.

THE favourable view which the G<>vernment had taken of
Csoma's intentions, and the resolution which followed,'
that he should be assisted with a monthly allowance of
fifty rupees from the public treasury, dissipated the heavy
clouds of uncertainty which hung so long over his fate.
He was ready to start on his second journey into Tibet,
and actually did so in Jnne 1825.

Mr. Stirling, the Government secretary, in his letter of
the 29th of July, made known to Dr. Wilson of<the Asiatic
Society the intentions of Government, by inf~ing him
that the Hungarian traveller, Csoma de Koros, had arrived
in the previous November at Sabathu, with a letter of
recommendation from Mr. Moorcroft, and that, as the
Government and the local authorities had become satis
fied that the object which he had in view was the study
of the language, literature, and history of Tibet, he had
been granted permission to continue his journey, and
should, moreover, receive pecuniary assistance whilst so
engaged.

H In return for this," says Mr. Stirling, (( Mr. de Koros
has expressed his wish to place the results of his literary
labours and inquiries at the disposal of the British Govern
ment. It appears to Government desirable that we should
take advantage of this opportnnity for procuring a good
grammar and vocabulary of the Tibetan language, and
also translations of some of the historical tracts which
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Mr. de Ki:iri:is states himsel£ to have collected, and the
best way of turning his services to account will obviously
be through the medium of the Asiatic Society.

" I have been directed, therefore, to transmit to you the
accompanying copics of the reports (addressed to Captain
Kennedy as above), and to invite the Society to open a
communication with him on the suhject of his present
researches. He will also be rcquested . . . to be guided
by any advice and suggestions that may be offered by
you."

Csoma de Ki:iri:is left Sabathu in June on his second
visit to Tibet, and after a prolonged journey, of which
he givcs us some details in the letter below, he settled at
the Gonpa or Monastery of Pukdal or Pukhtar, or rather at
the adjoining village of Teesa, in the province of Zanskar.
On leaving Sabathu he passed through Simla and Kotgnrh
into the valley of the Sutlej, and was afterwards accom
panied by a hill servant name Padma to his destination;

Csoma's letter to Captain Kennedy is dated the 16th of
October. By glancing over the map we can trace the
direction which he followed in those hilly tracts. Csoma
writes that on this second journey into Zanskar he was
anxious to arrive early at Pukdal for the purpose of
ascertaining whether the Lama was inclined to make an
arrangement for finishing ,( those elementary works of the
Tibetan language for which I have collected materials
during lIly former resiLIence in this country. I had
promised, so soon as I should reach this place, and have
the Lama's consent to assist me diligently in my under
taking, to acquaint you with my circumstances. There have
elapsed four months since I recommenced my journey,
"nd yet I was not able till now to write with certaint)".
I beg leave for my tardiness, and shall excnse myself in
the following lines for my negligence.

2. "On leaving Sabathu, on the 6th of June, I was not
yet decided which route of the two I should take, whether
that by Kulu or by Besarh; but being furnished by your
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kindness with rccommendatory passports for either case,
and being informed that in the npper part of the Besarh
there are some villages in which the language is Tibetan,
and that there are also some monasteries,-in hope to find
an intelligent person in that part for my purpose,-I re
solved at Kotgarh to take my jonrney along the Sutlej by
Besarh.

3. "Dr. GeraI'd had the kindness to give me a note to
the officers in the Court of Besarh Raja, to procure me
among the Tihetans in the upper part of their country,
three persons as beaTern for my boxes for a certain pay,
and who will come with me to Zanskar. The officers at
Sruan" gave me a man with a written order to the Basun
tram at Kanum, to fulfil my desire if possible respecting
the bearers. I fonnd him at Naho, hut he could procure
me no bearers, and his letter to the Kharpon at Piti with
regard to bearers was of no use. Hence my slowness in
proceeding.

4. "The Basuntram at Naho, on my request, gave me
for my companion an old mal!, a native of Hang,. Padma
hy name, who from the 26th of Juue till now was with
·me, and to whom for the said time I have paid hesidcs
nourishment twelve rupees. Should it be necessary to
communicate to me any important matter either from
Government 01' from the Asiatic Society, in that case this
Padma of Hang is wining to return again and to remain
with me during the winter.

5. "In the Besarh countries I have no difficulty in
travelling, my boxes bei!1g carried for small pay from
village to village as rapidly a8 I desire. But I found that
way to come to Zanskar very circuitous. The most direct
road is that by Kulu and Lahoul, Pukdal being four days'
journey from the upper part of Lahoul.

6. "Ou my arrival at Kanum in Upper Besahr, being
informed that, besides other Tibetan books, there are also the
, Kahgyur' and' Stangyur/ the printed volumes mentioned
by me in my last report to yon, para. '4 and elsewhere, I
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have inspected them. They are deposited in an apart..
ment belonging to Balee Ram, whose grandfather is said
to have procured them from Tibet, near Teshi lhunpo.
The religious persons at Kanam and Sungnam are half
Hindus; they detest and hate the Tibetans on account of
their eating beef. In general they are very ignorant, nor
can they speak the Tibetan language properly.

7. "As I could not procure in that country an intelli
gent person for the Tibetan language, nor find those
grammatical works which I lay down for the foundation
of my grammar and vocabulary, I left Besarh to proceed
to Zanskar by Piti and Lahoul. In both countries I was
for some time hindered by the rainy weather and the
want of bearers. On my whole journey I have met with
no hindrance or incommodity, except that I could not
procure bearers as quickly as I required them.

8. "I reached Teesa in Zanskar, the village of the
Lama, 011 the 12th of August. He was then absent on
some mercantile affairs in the deserts of Tibet. I looked
every day for his return. He arrived on the 26th of
September. Now I have made arrangements with him
for fiIlishing the works r have planned. He has engaged
to dwell and labour with me from thc IOth of November
till the summer solstice of next year, in an apartment be
longing to his own family.

9. "I have calculated my fllture expeuses. The money
whieh I have now with me will, I think, be sufficient till
my return to Sabathll, which I propose to do in Octobcr
next year. And as the Lama, who wishes to accompany
me to that place, to whom I havc promised to pay yet
luore if he will be diligent in assisting me, I beg you
to give me permission to bring him with me. We will
descend from Piti by the nearest way to Sman in Besarh.

ID. "I remember every day the great obligations laid
upon me "by the Government at Calcutta, by Major
Willock and his brother, by Mr. Moorcroft, by yourself,
by Dr. Gerard, Adjutant Nicolson, and by other gentlemen
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whom I have the honour to lmow, and to whom I express,
on this occasion also, my humble respects aud acknow
ledgments. Continue, my dear gentlemen, your benevo
lence to a stranger, whose chief care is to merit your favour
and to extol your kindness."

This communication was transmitted by Captain Ken
nedy to the Supreme Government, and is to be found
among the records of the Foreign Office in Calcutta.

The next letter from Csoma is in the possession of the
Asiatic Society of Bengal. It was forwarded, as usual, by
Captain Rennedy, who wrote in very kind terms on this
occasion to Dr. Wilson, and also to the Assistant-Poli
tical Agent at U IDbala, concerning his prote.ge, pleading
his cause, and requesting' substantial support for him.

Csoma's letter to the Secretary of tbe Society is dated
the 21St of August 1826. He gives an important, though
not a satisfactory account of his studies. After acknow
ledging Dr. Wilson's communication of the loth of August
1825, and mentioning some details about himself, he con
tinues thus :---

"I received the pamphlets, which contained some inte
resting articles on the suhject on which I am employed
But since they came too lace to me, namely, on the 26ch
of June, and the man who brought them was very idle
and vagrant, I trusted not to send a letter by him. I
beg leave that I dela.yed so long to write to you.

"I was not successful after my return to this place as I
imagined on leaving Sabathu that I should be, the Lama
being very negligent in assisting me as I desired.

" He passed but a few months wich me, and I could find
and employ 110 other person able for my purpose. I am
still uncertain what will be the issue of my works, or how
far I can bring them, according to my promises. Should
I fail, for the present, in fulfilling in all respects my
engagement, you shall have, I assure you, if not the whole,
at least the grammar, and such views on the langua~e and
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literature of Tibet, that will be sufficient to induce future
inquirers to engage in this branch of Asiatic literature.

" I am very much obliged to you for the review of my
letters, the remark. made upon them, and the hint. given
me. Whatever I fonnd on the Tibetan language in the
QUa1·terly wag very incorrect. I will not now enumerate
the defects. I hope I shall be able to fix a standard for
this curious language, founded on indubitable authorities.

"I beg leave for tardiness and brevity in writing.
After my return I sball be happy if I can serve you with
all my acquirements,U &0., &c.

Csoma returned from Pukdal to Sabathu in January
1827, loaded with literary treasures, but greatly dissatisfied
with the result of the journey. The negligence of his in
structor, the Lama, was a cause of keen disappointment to
him, and we may well understand that this unlooked-for
misfortune intensified the mortification of his sensitive and
enthusiastic spirit.
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CHAPTER V.

Embarrassing position-Csoma petitions Government to be allowed
to visit Calcutta, or to go to Tibet for three more years to
complete his studiel'l.,

CSOMA'S arrival at Sabatbu from Pukdal was notified by
Captain Kennedy on the 17th January 1827, wben be
wrote to Dr. ,Vil'loo, stating that he was shown by Csoma
"an immense mass of manuscripts and many printed
volumes, and that he appeared to have attained a thorough
familiarity with the language and literature of Tibet. He
bids me say/' continues Captain Kennedy, "that it will
afford him pleasure to correspond with you upon any lite
rary subject you may please to propound to him. He is
in no immediate need of money, having about one hundred
and fifty rupees left out of the five hundred which the
Government advanced to him upwards of two years ago.
He declines any attention that I would be most happy to
show him, and he lives in the most retired manner. Ont
of nine Tibetan words which you sent to him, printed at
Serampore, he says there are five errors. I shall introduce
him to Mr. Stirling when the Governor-General arrives."

Immediately after returning to Sabathu, Csoma felt it
his duty to inform Captain Kennedy, for the information
of Government, of the disappointing result of his second
visit to Tibet. This he did in a report, of which the ori
ginal, bearing the date of the 18th January 1827, is still
extant, in the possession of the Asiatic Society of Bengal.
After expressing his aeknowlcdgments for many kindllegBe~
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received at Captain Kennedy's hands, he writes as fol
lows:-

" Since my former reports 1 addressed to you I have de
veloped the contents of the Tihetan library works, and have
specified some papers in my possession, and also given a
scheme of a grammar, a vocabulary, and other works
which I am ahout to prepare. Now, I will not expatiate
again on Tibetan literature; I think it sufficient to state,
that I was disappointed in my intentions by the indolence
and negligence of that Lama to whom I returned. I could
not finish my planned works as I had proposed and pro
mised. I. have lost my time and cost. But I have brought
nOW with me mauy small printed columns of good autho
rity treating on grammar, chronology, astronomy, and on
moral subjects. I have sufficient materials for a 'grammar,
and being acquainted with the grammatical structure of
the language, now I am able to prepare the elementary
work, so large as they will require.

" The dictionary is too large: it is yet in pure Tibetan,
written by a good hand in fine capital characters of small
size, arranged alphabetically. I had not yet leisure to add
the signification of each word in English. I call translate_
the greatest part without mistake, but for the explanation
of many words I must get the assistance of an intelligent
Tibetan. I have also extracts of chronology, geography,
and literary bistory, written hy the Lama according to my
direction.

"From Dr. Wilson's letter and the Quarterly 2 sent to
me I observe, there is nothing yet known of the Tibetan
language and literature, and they seem also to be not
much interested for them. It is certain that the Tibetan
books mentioned in my former reports have been taken in
the seventh century after Christ from India, especially
from Nepal, Central India, Kashmir, and other countries.

1 See the two letters above, dated 28th January and 5th May 18zS,
Chapters ii and iii.

II O1"iental Quarterly Magadne, 1825.
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They contain both materially and formally (8ic) more than
the literature of any country in Asia.

"I will not make any application to Government, as Dr.
Wilson advises me. I am already under heavy obliga
tions to Government and to some gentlemen. I never
meant to take money, under whatever form, for the editing
of my works. I will prepare them to the best of my
ability, and afterwards I wish to convince some qualified
Oriental scholars of the authenticity and correctness of
my communications. And I shall be happy to deliver to
your Government all my papers on Tibetan literature, for
the received assistance from his lordship in Council and
from other gentlemen. My honour is dearer to me than
the making, as they say, of my fortune.

U I have resolved not to return again to any part of
Tibet, until I have delivered to the Government my pre
sent materials. I humbly beseech you to have the kind
ness to take me under your protection and patronage this
year, and be pledge or security before Government, if it be
necessary, for my conduct. I shall endeavour to be worthy
of your patronage.

" I wish to live a retired life till October next, either at
this place or in the neighbourhood, wherever you please
to permit me to reside."

The tone of this epistle is vividly suggestive of Csoma's
position; he was disappointed in his instructor and un
able to find another in the Monastery of Pukdal, to
render him the requisite assistance. r'I have lost my time
and money," was his complaint, although he did all he
could, and had collected Tibetan books in large numbers,
with which, after an absence of eighteen months, he returned
to Sabathu at the beginning of 1827. He made a truthful
report to Captain Kennedy, and through him to the
Asiatic Society. His best and first friend, Mr. Moorcroft,
was already in his grave; the circumstances had altered
since; Csoma found that the Calcutta savants knew
little of the Tibetan language and literature; ~nd he,
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moreover, suspected that they did not take any particular
interest in these subjects.

This was not an encouraging position for a zealous inves
tigatorl and though he could not blame himself in being
unable to fnlfil engagements which he so earnestly strove
to accomplish, he felt, nevertbeless, that he could make no
further claim for support from Government, and therefore
declined asking for it. lIe was most desirous, however, to
make Over to the authorities his literary collections and
the grammar, which he had already completed, as a slight
acknowledgment for the generous help he received at
"His Lordship's and other private English gentlemen's
hands."

The correspondence which passed hetween the parties
concerned, does credit to all, as indeed does almost every
letter which this memoir contains, bearing testimony to the
liberality of Government on thc onc hand, or to the merits
and dcep gratitude of its object on the other. On the 3d of
April, that is, two months and a hall after his last letter,
Captaiu Kennedy wrote to inquire of Dr. Wilson the
result of his communication as to the fate of the Tibetan
scholar, his protege., and says :-

"Csoma is very anxious to hear from you. I have just
introdnced him to Lord Amherst. He proposes to remain
here and compile his grammar and dictionary until next
October. Irathcr suspect that Mr. Csoma's finances are
at a low ebb, and how we shall be able to approach the
Government for a further grant to him I am not very
certain. Perhaps a letter from the Asiatic Society would
be the most proper channel to solicit a flll'ther sanction of
a few hundred rupees for him."

It is evident that a good deal of correspondence had
passed between the Government officers, the Asiatic Sc
ciety, and Dr. Gerard, as to what steps should be taken
with respect to the further prosecution of Csoma's labours;
doubtless the question was seriously discussed as to the
advisability of remaining content with what had beeu
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already attained, before sanctioning further expenditure of
money, which a third jonrney into Tibet must necessarily
entail upon the public treasury.

We find that his friend Dr. Gerard wrote to Csoma
asking for copies of reports he Lad already furnished to
Government. With reference to these, Csoma wrote to
Captain Kennedy on the 5th of May) 827, as follows:-

I. "Dr. Gerard desired to obtain from me a copy of my
former letters and communications to you, for the pur
pose of showing them to Mr. Mackenzie. I am a very bad
writer; I could not copy them in a more proper manner.
I thought it my duty to send them direct into your hands.
If it may be your pleasure, I beg you to permit Dr. Gerard
to show them.

2. "I was much perplexed by that gentleman's letter
to me. In my answer to the stated subjects, I would not
enter into the wide field of speculation as I was directed.
My ohjects of research are a comprehensi ve grammar,
vocab.ulary, and an account upon Tibetan books and learn
ing. The grammar and literary history I can give when~

ever I shall be desired to furnish them, and will accom
pany them with a short geography and a succinct chrono
logical history of Tibet, in Tibetan and English. Bnt,
as there is yet nothing fixed with respect to Tibetan
orthography, I fear if I should send my papers, without
going myself to Calcutta, they could not make proper
use of them there, and it would give again rise to many
mistakes, which, as I observe in every publication on the
Tibetan language, are now also too much multiplied.
The completion of the vocabulary or dictionary, since I
missed my aim on my second retnrn to Ladak, mnst be
the fruit of some years' industry.

3. "If, then, there is no objection, I beg yon will do me
the favour to obtain lor me the GoverlllIlcut's permission
to go to Calcutta next November, for the purpose of com
municating my papers; Of, if Government would yet
delay my visitiug Calcutta, as I observe froill Dr. Wilson's
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letter to yoU: to give me leave for three years to go to
Upper Besarh, where the language is Tibetan, and to
direct tbe Rajah of Besarb, that I should have leave to
read such of the Tibetan volumes deposited in the Mon
astery at Kanam, in Bali Ram's possession, as I should
find interesting for my purpose; and if Government
will please to approve my further application to the
Tibetan, and accept afterwards the results aud fruits of
my labours, I beg that you will have the kindness to
obtain some assistance for my necessary expenses.

4. "If neither of my wishes can meet with Govern
ment's approbation, as uncertainty and fluctuation is the'
most cruel and oppressive thing for a feeling he~~l'tJ I beg·
you to favour me with the Government's resolutions when
obtained."

This was doubtless the most critical point in Csoma's
literary career. He saw that time' was going by, and his
work still unfinished, and withal he felt quite powerless
to complete his labours, withont further help and encon
ragement. Everybody will sympathise when he reads at
the end of his letter foreboding. full of uncertainty and
apprehension.
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CHAPTER VI.

Government orders on Csoma's last application-Dr. Gerard's visit
to Kanuill, and his letter to Mr. Fraser.

ON the 14th of .Tune 1827 Mr. Stirling, Government Sec
retary, wrote to Oaptain Kennedy, commanding at Sabathu,
to infonn him that" the Governor-General was pleased to
allow Csoma de Kiiriis leave to proceed to Upper Besarh
for a period of three years, for the purpose and on condi
tions specified in his letter of the 5th of May, and that his
lordship had given authority to pay that gentleman fifty
rupees a month for his support, and perhaps enable him to
purchase Tibetan manuscripts." The same was notified in
the Government Gazette of the 10th of September follow
ing, with the remark that "these objects are the' more
desirable, as we understand Mr. de Koriis considers the
recent labours of Klaproth and Remusat, with regard to the
language and literature of TibetJ as altogether erroneous."
H Monsieur Remusat, indeed," proceeds the article, " admits
the imperfections of his materials, but Klaproth pro
nounces ex cathedra, and treats the notion of any snccess
fnl study of Tibetan, by the English in India, with ineffable
contempt.!)

We know not exactly the date on which Osoma left
Sabathli, when he set out on his third journey into Tibet,
for we find him always most reticent in everything that
concerned merely his own person. The permission of
Government to spend three more years in Upper Besarh,
doubtless lessened the heavy load from his anxious mind.
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He travelled presumably via Simla to Kotgarh, and thence
along the valley of the Sutlej to the Monastery of Kanum.
At this place he was visited by his devoted friend, Dr.
Gerard, whose graphic pen has placed ou record a most
interesting episode in Csoma's life.

Dr. Gerard, of the Bengal Medical Service, was travel
ling in the Hhnalayan countries, for the purpose of intro
ducing vaccination there, with the humane object of putting
a stop to the ravages of smallpox, which usually caused
such devastation among the scantily peopled dbtricts of
the highlands. In this beneficent errand he was efficiently
seeonded by the presence of the Hungarian traveller at
Kanum, and of his teacher, the learned Lama, to whose
kindly influence Dr. Gerard pays a warm tribute. Dr.
Gerard addressed his interesting report to Mr. W. Fraser,
Agent to the Governor-General, and Revenue Commissioner
of Delhi. Chiefly upon the few extracts of this report, is
based what is at present known, of the details of Csoma's
industry and wonderful perseverance in the Buddhist
monasteries, which, as we know, are situated in most in
hospitable regions. The Government Gazette of the 9th
of July 1829. gives some interesting extracts from Gerard's
paper, but tbe document is of such importance to the
memory of the subject of this biography, that we do not
hesitate to give a place for it here in "",tenso. It alludes also
to the hardships and privations Csoma suffered at the
Monastery of Yangla, in ZanskarJ in 1827, n privations
such as have been seldom endured j n and gives some other
details of Dr. Gerard's own journey, which are worthy of
being rescued from obliviou. A copy of the documeut has
been obtained from the Asiatic Suciety of Bengal, and
bears date, Sabathu, 21st January 1829:-

« Having lately returned from a tour through Kuna
war, where I saw Mr. Osoma, in the midst of his studies,
I imagine I shall nut be tiring you by some account of
his requirements, and the progress he has made with his
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literary WOl'ks. He has lost none of hiB ardour in that
secluded region, and the deeper he penetrates into those
mines of learning by which he is surrounded, be finds
himself impelled to further research; but I have to
regret the circnmstances which afforded me so sbort a
time to profit by his conversation. Besides tllis interest
ing interview, my present journey has likewise been
remarkable for some new discoveries, which have in a
degree proved a consoling recompense for the sacrifices it
entailed ami my disappointment in the chief object that
urged me to visit a country I bad so fr~quently h'aversed.
I bave returned to Sabathu amply gratified, only to look
towards the period when I may myself meet with better
success; in the meantime, I should hope that my notice
of Mr. Csoma's labours would be satisfactory to those
wbo have already interested themselves in his behalf,
and that any facts connected with his researches, or that
have come to my own view in the course of my travels,
would be sufficiently strong to awaken curiosity towards
a field of such varied resonrces, and ultimately to detail,s
alike interesting and beneficial. If the pbysical character
of those mighty regions is likely to receive illustration
by specimens of organic remains, productions, &0.. I
should not 'consider myself unremunerated for tbe ex
ertions I have made for an object which may still prove
but an illusory advantage; and though I have been ex
tremely anxious to make another journey, under the
prospects which the Chinese have tantalised me to rely
upon, in an invitation next season to Lake Mansarowur,
I shall be unwilling to attempt it except I receive Borne
little encouragement in the prosecution of objects which, if
not of actual public benefit, are at least of public interest.

U The presence of Mr. Csoma in Kunawar and his
learned associate the Lama opens a field to my view,
which no exertions on my part could give me a hope of
approaching. The example and influence of such a man
as the Lama, who is so much respeet811 in those regions

F
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for his learning and wisdom, could not fail to advance
my object of utility, especially vaccination, as he him
self offered to try the experiment, could it have been
effected under favourable circumstauces; and should the
Chinese invite me to their country, Mr. Osoma's literary
pursuits will eventually derive a more extended solici
tude, through the medium of a friendship established
upon philanthropy.

" In this tour I have made a very curious collection of
fossil shells (Ichthyolitcs), ammonites, and other petrifac
tions, which are chiefly valuahle from the vast elevation at
which they occurred, and from having myself found them
in situ. I observed nothing very remarkahle upon the
nether side, except the cholera at Chepaul, in Joobul, at
a height of almost 8000 feet, in spite of those theorists
who would have restricted it to a lower limit, and a
deodar 29t feet in girth, and this is surely a prodigy in
nature peculiar to those mountains. I never beheld such
a sight as this enormous trunk, springing up like a mound
to the height of almost 200 feet. The barometer afforded
me the only practicable means of ascertaining this, and
I imagine there are no others in such situations except
to cut the tree down. On the northern frontiers of
Kunawar I obtained an elevation of 20,000 feet with
out closing snow, and beheld, if not China itself, its fron
tier,-a scene of desolation and grandeur beyond my
power to describe, for here language ~ltogether fails.
The country continued peaked, arid, and free from snow,
yet every point' had an altitude ahove my own level.
The thermometer stood at 27", but I was scorched by the
sun's rays.

"I now turn to the Hungarian, who is far from
the least remarkable of the many objects which
have passed before me in this journey, and on whose
account chiefly I trouble you with so long a letter.
I found him at the village of Kanum,' in his small
but romantic hamlet, surrounded by books, and in the
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best health. He had not forgotten his reception at
Sabathu, and was eager to manifest a feeling springing
from gratitude. A year and more had passed since we
met, and he seemed glad and proud to show me the
fruits of his labours; He has been most persevering
and successful, and were not his mind entirely absorbed
in his studies, he would find a strong check to his
exertions in the climate, situated as he is and has been
for four months. The cold is very intense, and all
last winter he sat at his desk wrapped up in woollens
from head to foot, and from morning to night, without
an interval of recreation or warmth, except that of
hiB frugal meals, which are one universal routine of
greasy tea; but the winters at Kanum dwindle to in
significance compared with the severity of those at the
monastery of Yangla; where Mr. Csoma passed a whole
year. At that spot he, the Lama, and an attendant, were
circumscribed in an apaTtment nine feet square for three
or four months; they durst not stir out, the ground
being covered with snow, and the temperature below
the zero of the scale. There he sat, enveloped in a
sheep-skin cloak, with his arms folded, 'and in this
situation he read from morning till evening without
fire, or light after dusk, the ground to sleep upon, and
the bare walls of the building for protection against the
rigours of the climate.

"The cold was so intense aB to make it a task of
severity to extricate the hands from th~ir fleecy resort
to tUIn over the pages. Some idea may be formed of
the climate of Zanskar from the fact, that on the day
of the summer Bolstice, a fall of snow covered the
ground; and so early as the loth September following,
when the crops were yet une.ut, the soil was again
sheeted in snow; such is the horrid aspect of the country
and its eternal winter.

"I have mentioned the above as a proof of the assiduity
1 In the district of Zanskar, in the province <If Ladak.
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of Mr. Csoma, wbo collected and arranged 40,000 words
of the Tibetan language in a situation that would have
driven most men to despair. He has already nearly
completed tbe Dictionary, and tbe Vocabulary is far
advauced, and both, as well as I may venture to judge,
exhibit singular industry and research. He told me with
vivacity that be has acquired a sufficient knowledge of
Tibetan, to enable him to accomplish his objects, even
should he be deprived of the Lama's services by sickness
or other causes. Hc (the Lama) has, however, engaged
to remain for two years longer, and from his great erudi
tion, being acquainted with the refined and court lan
guages, and learned in history: his resources will long
prove an acquisition to Mr. Csoma. He exhibits a
singular union of learning, modesty, and greasy habits;
and Mr. Csoma in this last respect vies with his learned
companion, which is not very strange in such a country.
The Lama is a man of vast aequirements, strangely dis
guised under modest confidence of superiority, the mildest
and most unassuming address, and a eonntenance seldom
disturbed by a smile. His learning has not made him
bigoted Of self-sufficient, but it is singularly contrasted
with his person end appearance, which are humble and
dignified and greasy. Mr. Csoma himself appears like
one of the sages of antiquity, living in the most frugal
manner, and taking no interest in any object around him,
except his literary avocations, which, however. embrace
the religions of the countries around him. He showed
me his labours with lively satisfaction. He has read
through 44 volumes of one of the Tibetan works, and
he finds unceasing interest in their contents. He seems
highly pleased with the prospects of unfolding to the
world those vast mines of literary riches, and I should
say that he is flattered by his own ability to illnstnHe
the objects which daily come to his view, but I am almost
afraid to risk making known, from mere recollection, the
attainments be has already arrived at, and the discoveriM
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he has made, because he is so scrupulously teuacious of
correctness in everything relating to and said of him, and
carries his high feeling and independence to a degree
which may be the custom of his country, but I am
inclined to consider a fault ill one so sitnated. In his
conversation and expressions he is frequently disconsolate,
and betrays it in involuntary sentiment, as if he thought
lJimself forlorn and negleeted. He ean form no idea of
the spirit in which Government will receive his works,
and almost fears they may not be considered with that
indulgenee which i6 due to his researeh. Yct he told
me, with melancholy emphasis, that on his delivering np
the Grammar and Dictionary of the Tjbetan language, and
other illustrations of the literature of that country, he
would be the happiest man on earth, AND COULD DIE WITH

PLEASURE ON REDEEMING HIS PLEDGE. He showed me
with great animation a printed work upon poesy, in
whieh he pointed out the original of a translation from
the Mahabharut, written in a number of the Orwntal
Quarterly; a great part of that work (the Sanskrit edition)
is supposed to be lost, and the discovery of Mr. Csoma
in the Tibetan books leads to the conclusion, that the
whole of the Mahabharut may yet be preserved in the
monasteries of that country, which seem to have afforded
an asylum to literature at a very early period, eveu before
its retrogression ill India. In a small poeket abridg
ment of (I think Robertson's) , India,' Mr. Csoma showed
me an extraet of a poem f1'om the Sanskrit, at the same
time holding in his hands the origi1la1 passa.ge -in lhe
Tibelo.n' The systems of philosophy contained in those
immense compilations he says are very numerous, and he
thinks will astonish the learned in Europe; some of them
are sublime in conception. I was naturally anxious to
know the contents of the books of medicine, of which
tbere are five volnmes, and characters of 400 diseases

1 For a. further explanation of this incident, !lee the author's Tibetan
GrllmW:l.r, ,l,t page l~
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he had collected and arranged. They treat copiously
on physiology; and, in fact, there is no kuowing yet
what they do not contain. In his brief memoir to Gov
ernment; the five volumes upon medicine were alluded
to, but in Mr. Wilson's observations on that paper they
are not noticed, at which Mr. Csoma seems disappointed,
and has strangely concluded that his assertion was dis
credited,. but consoles himself with the prospect of dis
closing many facts even much more unexpected. The
Lama has informed him that at Teshi Lhunpo the
anatomy of the human body is represented in wooden
cuts or prints (for I forget which) in so many different
attitudes. He also observes, that the art of lithography
has long prevailed in that city and at Lassa, where learn
ing has flourished from a very remote period.

"Mr. Csoma's objects embrace a wide expanse, of
which he justly considers a grammar and dictionary of
the language they relate to, as the first desideratum, and
none of the specimens of words which he has occasionally
gleaned from books, or those sent to him by Mr. Wilson,
are correct in orthography. The works in which Mr.
Csoma is now engaged will only form a prelude to their
further extension and copiousness, and they cannot, I
should imagine, fail to excite iuterest towards that end;
but, poor maD, his meaDs are limited, and far from ade
quate to accomplish the vast objects which his mind
surveys. The Lama receives twenty-five rupees a month,
a servant costs him four, bis house-rent one, and writing
materials consume a proportion which leaves him less
than tweuty rupees to provide the necessaries of life,
which in that remote and secluded region are very ex
pensive, and must frequently be supplied from Sabathu,
or from a distance of two hundred miles. He lives in
the most economical manner; his resources would compel
him to this if his inclination did not. He enjoys the
best of health, perhaps in consequence; for though resid-

1 See letter to Captain Kennedy, at page 46.
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iug at a spot abounding with grapes, apricots, and many
other fruits, he assured me he had this season abstained
from everything of the sort from a prudent conviction
that they could not make him happier, and might injure
him. His chief and almost only meal is tea, in the Tartar
fashion, which is indeed more like soup, the butter and
salt mixed in its preparation leaving no flavour of tea.
It is a repast at once greasy and nolU'ishing, and being
easily made, is very convenient in such a country.

"Mr. Csoma's hamlet is at the extreme upper limit of
the \Tillage of Kanum, at an absolute elevatiou of 9500
feet. Around him are the romantic abodes of monks,
whose religious ceremonies, their pious incantations, &c.,
have a singular affinity to Romish customs. Below is
the monastery, containing the Eneye1op::edia, but it is
also converted into wh.t seems·a more substantial pur
pose with the people, for on my return to Kanum in the
beginning of November I found it filled with grapes, and
about thhty whole sheep hung up for winter consumption,
yet poor Mr. Csoma can hardly afford to taste even a
piece of one. The climate here, though warm in summer)
is .ingularly dry, and to this circumstance more than
temperature is owing the preservation of animal food for
months. There are several convents at this village, but
the exactions are far from rigorous, and Mr. Csoma told
me, with an air of derision, that many of the nuns
became mothers. and in fact enter the con vents if
they cannot get married or do better; their choice
is therefore a prudential measure when they are liable
to fare worse: there is much sense though no merit in
this. Mr. Csoma showed me some improvements he had
made to his cottage; one was a fireplace, which has
cost him twelve rupees, and here I could not help feel
ing with sympathy the value of such a sum to a man,
whose whale earthly happiness consists in being merely
able to live and devote himself to mankind, with no
other reward than a just appreciation and honest fame,
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while I was at the same time daily and no doubt fool~

ishly expending more than enough to give comfort and
effect to a mind so noble; feeling, a' I did, how little he
wanted for himself and how little I valued that which
to him provided food for body and miud. Two ,.,<stic
benches and a couple of ,wer chairs are all the furniture
in his small abode; but the place looks comfortable and
the volumes of the Tibetan worh, the 'Kahgyur' and
, Stangyur: his mauuscripts, aud papers are neatly piled
up arouud him. Had Mr. Csoma greater pecuniary
resources, he would invite learned tIleD from Teshi
Lhunpo, Las,a, and with their assistance study the
Mongol language, which he considers tbe key to Chinese
literature. Tbere . are many valuable works in the'
libraries of those aucient cities which are likely never
to become an acquisition to our knowledge but through
the labours of such a genius as Mr. Csoma. His fIT,,,t
ai'm and 1lneeasing anxiety is to get access to ltfongolia and
make himself acquainted with the language and people
of that strauge and very ancient conntry. The study
of dialects to him is no labour, grounded as he is in a
perfect kuowledge of classical literature and more or less
familiar with the stnlcture of every spoken language; but
he wants books to revive his early impressions. With fI

knowledge of the Mongols, their literature, history, and
customs, his hopes of new discoveries would never cease
to occupy Lis mindl and on the completion of his present
studies he will direct his views to those higher objects.

"Though residing within the British dominions in a
country where the inhabitants are morally good, never
theless Mr. Csoma has to combat against several irksome
restraints. The bigotry of the Lamas attached to the
monastery, arising from their ignorance of their own
faith and of the contents of their beautifully printed
works, is a source of much disquietude; while the
Wuzeers of the Besarh frontier (Hindoos), under whose
care the huilding is placed, having themselves little
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interest in an institution which emanates from a region
where the cow is killed and eaten, but still keeping up
the mummery and superstitions reverence 9£ regard, and
protecting and in some degree respecting the house of
learning, are very intolerant. !fr. Csorna, it is true,
has access to the works in the monastery, but
this is not without some suspicious vigilance on the
part of both Lama. and Hindoo., wbo adlow but two
or three volumes to leave the monastery at a time,
while his labours' require simultaneous resolution, and
wound that self-esteem and independent feeling with
which he used so frequently to provoke us at Sabathu.
His motives are no doubt thc best, but they are too
refiued for society, and certaiuly would not be adways
tolerated with patience, especially amongst strangers.
He .till refuses every offer of assistance, and will not
accept of the most trifling alticle, though in a situation
which ought not to admit of such ceremonious policy.
I imagined that the late English papers would afford
him amusement, but after a few days, he desired me
not to send them, addiug, that he would not throw
himself open to the imputation of suspicion by atteud
ing to anything but that which he had pledged him
self to prosecute; he then with great emphasis revived
hi. old and strange ideas of his having been taken for a
spy, treated at Sabathu as a fool, caressed and ridi
culed at the same time, adding, with much self-com
placency, that the world would soon see what he was.
The same singular feeling regulates his conduct on every
occasion. He is jealous of the least suspicion, even of
his habits of life. I asked him if he ever used the
spirits made from the grape (which are nearly as good
as Scotch whisky). He told me that on one occasion
of sickness he had procured a little, but afterwards,
conceiving that the people of the country might give
Ilim the repute of drinking instead of studying, he re
solved never again to touch spirits.
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"On leaving Kanum, I thought I might venture to
ask his acceptance of a cloak which was well adapted
for so cold a climate. I sent him also some rice and
sugar, but he returned the whole, and out of his
scanty resources sent me sixteen rupees to purchase
a few articles at Sabathu, which I have despatched
since my arrival. All this is no douht commendable,
but I cannot think it very wise. Yet though thus ex
tremely tenaciouR of his own independence, Mr. Csoma
would accept of assistauce only from a public source,
hecause he seems confident of his ability to return
a remunerating advantage; but to private individualS'
he says he has nothing to give. The only things he
would receive from me on his first arrival at Sabathu
were a few books to read, and the first he asked for, was
the Bible, as hest calculated to revive his English, which
he had studied grammatically on getting here. This he
read through in eight days, and on his journey from
Zanskar he accepted of a Latin Dictionary, and on my
late tour I left with him a Greek Lexicon. These last
are useful to his present studies. He is greatly in want
of books of reference, and particularly anxious to see
some of the numbers of the Oriental Q<taderly Magazine
relating to his avocations, two having been sent to him
by Mr. Wilson, which from their inaccuracies and refer
ences to other numbers excited his curiosity to see more.
He would be glad to see some authors on ancient Geo
graphy, such as Quintus Curtius, Ptolemy, Diodorus
Siculus, and Pliny. Mr. Csoma's researches are not
merely confined to the compilation of .the Grammar
and Dictionary of the Tibetan language; they embrace
many objects of remote ages, illustrative of ancient geo
graphy and history, to which the old authors would
contribute iden tity and explanation. He has collected
from the printed works and manuscripts in the possessioll
of the Lama much curious information on the geogra
phical and physical features of Tibet. Those records
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treat fully, and, I should say, sensibly, of the ronte and
sources of rivers, remarkable mountains, mines, statistics.
religions, creeds and institutions, chronology and historical
events. For iustance, Lake Mansarowur has always beeu
considered by Eastern geographers as the central source
of the great rivers of India, Brahmapootra, Gogra, Sutlej,
and Indns, and the highest table-level there, because the
waters are thrown off in every direction from that point;
but our over-scrupulous exactitude, in literally deriving
those rivers from the same lake because the Hindoos had
assigned a common origin to them, has led us to tax
their ancient traditions with vagueness, incorrectness, and
falsehood. ManBarowur being the reputed or even veri
table source of these rivers, was a mere figurative posi
tion: it was also celebrated on account of Kylas, the tbrone
of Mabadeo, which spires up from that lofty base in the
form of a cone, sheeted in snow, and is, without a doubt,
the highest point of the earth's surface. The Hindoos
knew as well as we did, that two rivers in so rugged a
country could not flow out of the same lake in opposite
directions, but there is no question about the proximate
conjunction of the whole four. We have yet to learn the
Tibetan accounts, and aB they promise to be free of much
of the theological tincture of the Hindoos, we have still
before us an unexplored field of interestiug prospects.

"Mr. Csoma is anxious that some British officer who
has studied Sanskrit, should make himself also acquainted
with Tibetan, as he says they would give reciprocal light
to each other, and to a just estimation of the value of the
latter language. He himself, though ardent in his re
searches, is at the same time careful and cautious in his
deductions, though these may appear extravagant to others
who have no access to the sources of his knowledge, and
on this account he is reserved and diffident in communi
cating all he has acquired; but he only wants encourage
ment to give full effect to his varied and comprehensive
resources. He is deeply sensible of the liberality of
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Government towards him; bnt at the same time feels
his own ability to make a snitable retnrn. For my own
part, I should say that the works he is now engaged in
(if justly appreciated) will far exceed in actual value and
ulterior importance the support he has received from
our Government for their accomplishment, though with
out it he might certainly still have remained iu obscurity;
and with such men as Mr. Wilson, Mr. M'Kenzie, and
Mr. Stirling-all of whom are acquainted with his situa
tion and objects,-I ean anticipate nothing but a reward
worthy of the individual, and he looks to the future with
no small degree of concern. He wants but the means of
subsistence, and has only to speak for himself to gain
sympathy and respect; but he is poor, humbly elM, and
reserved, nnlcss stimulated to animation by some tem
porary interest; and to lSee him, as I have seen him,
wrapped in sheepskin, and measuring his wants by his
means, one would little suppose him to be the man
destined under good fortune to perform the great works
he has now in progress. Nothing pleases him so much
as to appear interested in his conversation; but he has
evidently not been accustomed to the society of the
world, and from not knowing the idiom of the English
language, he often puts a miscoustruction upon words,
and breaks forth into singular and dignified irritation at
times; he is full of vivacity, but this is often interrupted
by the anxiety most natural to him, and he lapses into
gloom without a visible cause. When he spoke of his
want of books, he remarked that these were few and
easily supplied, but that they had not been considered.
He particularly dwelt upon the lesources of the Asiatic
Society-forgetting, however, that he had never solicited
their aid. He is too diffident to appeal in his own
behalf, and too independent to seek the means through
the hands of others. When I offered to make known
his situation and the progress he had made with hiB
literary works, he thanked me, and perhaps felt more
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t-han he wished to express, though in doing so I but do
justice to merit in one so situate; and being myself almost
the only person who has visited his seqnestered retreat,
and kuowing what is expected from him, any observations
may be satisfactory; and I can only add that, if means
could be devised to increase his small allowance even to
100 rupees a month, it would be liberality well con
ferred, and must eventually be well repaid. Mr. Csoma
has no selfish gratification; the tribnte of honest fame
is his only ambition. There are no doubt many in India
who would afford him the aid he requires; he peremp
torily refuses to accept of anything, bnt from a public and
recognised source. I cannot myself venture to seek the
aid of the Asiatic Society in behalf of so bright an object
of their patronage, but I should hope that the merits of
So highly-gifted and modest an individual will not be
long unnoticed. Mr. Csoma will give a most satisfactory
explanation of his views, but he would like to be ad
dressed by some one either on the part of the Asiatic
Society or Government. He wonld be flattered and
stimulated by such a recognition. The Society, in sup
porting such a man, would receive their fullest reward
in his contributions of literary knowledge of the highest
order, and belonging to countries which are yet only
known to us as vast terra incognita both in regard to
physical configuration, mankind, and learning, and Mr.
Csoma would in his turn derive his best gratification from
his alliance with an institution so highly established.

"As I was residing in the Monastery at Kanum, I
took an opportunity of getting access to the Tibetan
Encyclopaedia, by stepping in behind the officiating Lama
when he came to worship. On discovering me he made
some civil remonstrance, and then allowed me to stand
behind the door when he slowly opened the folding
leaves of the library, and in the interval I stepped up
and looked over his shoulders. The works, being distinct,
are arranged in separate places. These resemble large

•
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chests or cisterns, standing on end, and partitioned into
cells, each containing a volume, which is carefully wrapped
within many folds, laced with cord, and bound tightly
between boards of cypress or cedar. The' Kahgyur' is a
work of morality, and is, in fact, the Bible, and consists,
I believe, of 104 folio volumes, each containing from 500
to 700 pages, all beautifully printed from wooden types.
The' Stangyur' is more copious, comprising 240 volumes,
and treats upon arts and science. }j"ive volumes are
devoted to medicine; the others compreheud astronomy,
astrology, rhetoric, poesy, philosopby, history, and a vast
variety of subjects. Some of tbe volumes were opened
before me, and I gazed with a sort of reverential feeling
upon such gigantic compilations yet nnfolded to the
world, and thought of the humble individnal in the
hamlet who was occupied in illustrating their unexplored
contents. It is rather singular that those works shonld
be found planted in a Hindoo village, or, at least, estab
lished amongst people who are not alienated from Hindoo
tenets, though tinctured with Buddhist principles;. but
poor Moorcroft mentions,' in his tour to MansarowuT, '
having seen a greater number of RindoD images in the
Tartar village of Dala, than he ever recollected meeting
with before in India, at anyone spot. The contrast is,
however, great, though there is both identity and unity
in their divinity and chief duties, for Mr. Csoma affirms
that the Tibetan faith, both in precept and practice,
approaches nearer to the Christian religion than that
of any Asiatic nation whatever. The Tibetan works
appear to have been very widely disseminated throngh
out that country, and we may safely ascribe this
multiplicity of books to the facility which the art of
printing afforded. We find fragments and manuscripts
of great antiquity scattered about and deposited in situa
tions which are now almost deserted by man. At the
village of Skuno, which lay in my route, and is planted
upon the eastern frontier of Runawur, near the confines of
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China, at a height of 12,000 feet, is a labT1)ff1,g or monas
tery, a melancholy record of better times. Here the
traveller beholds files of printed papers fnll of learning,
bound np in cypress boards, as il shnt for the last time.
I had a Chinese interpreter with me, who dipped into
one of the books and read some passages relating to
science. I conld not but gaze with wonder and rever
ence upon those relics of learning now no longer useful,
but as dead records: nobody turns over the fine pages of
those ancient and extraordinary works, upon whieh time
has made but little change, and in so cold and arid a
climate will remain when the temple itself falls to ruin,
and this is going on gradually; but two hundred years
have effected little decay. The type of the printing is
very beautiful, and looks fresh; bound as they are closely
together, in an atmosphere without insects or moisture,
in a climate rude even in summer, they seem calculated
to defy time itself. In former days those books were
read and people attended here at prayers, but now there
is nothing left of what has once been. The masters are
gone for ever, but the temple and books stand still, like
the pyramids, pointing to times which have no otber
record. I was much tempted to commit sacrilege here,
and steal away some of the scientifie volumes, but I had
not a good opportunity.

"The edition of the 'Kahgyur' and 'Stangyur' at
Kanum was sent from Teshi Lhunpo only about nine
years ago; the printing bears a date of ninety years, yet
the ink and type look as perfeet and fresh as ever. No
insects attaek them, though the climate here is varying
in summer. The book-cases being made of cedar are
indestructible. The faet of printing in Tibet, however
eurious, can no longer be questioned, for I myself have
brought down a specimen of it from Sungnam. The
types are not movable, but eut in wooden frames, which
must be productive of great labour and bulkiness, if used
to any extent; but I suspected that at Teshi Lhunpo
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and Lassa the types are alphabetical, and like our own
are movable. Shonld this not be the case, the only
other substitute instead of frames would be lithography,
which is known'to prevail there; but Mr. Csoma says
that the art of printiug dates a little posterior to the era
which discovered it in Europe. There are no images in
the temple at Kanum, and worship seems to be per
formed out of pure respect for the house of learning.
Kanum is the only spot of Kunawur which possesses
those works entire.

• We find indeed detached volumes and piles of papers
in many of the other villages, as Sungnam, Skuno, and
NisBung; and in Piti, in Ladak, where those works are
sheltered, beautiful paintings and casts as large as life
adorn the monasteries, leaving us wondering at the origin
and antiquity of such remains in regions wild in aspect
and sterile in prod uction. Additional interest is thrown
over those mighty scenes of the Himalayas in the curious
fact, which has recently come to my knowledge, of
the discovery in an obscure spot of Kunawur of a
relic of the Romish missionaries' work on Tibet, the
Speeulum Veritatis, bearing a date of 1678. This
curious record was picked np by the Rev. Mr. W., whom
I met with in my travels, and then little thought
that so precious a fragment would have found its way
into his hands, judging from an observation on first
meeting him on the northcrn face of the Himalaya. The
fragment of literature acquired by Mr. W. (which I suspect
is part of Andrada's mission) has been sent to Mr. Csoma
for elucidation, and I expect soon to bear of its contents.

" In all this, I have only been able to trace a margin
of a new and gigantic map; we must look to the
central plateau of Tartary for that knowledge which we
have seen indicated elsewhere, and a grander field a.
regards natural aspect and configuration could not be
selected, an aspect barren, it is true, but interesting from
the grandeur of its ba1'l'ellneSS, and concealing under its
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rugged and forbidding features, resources the most varied
and estimable to science, literature, and art. To speak of
those positive advantages in respect of climate and pro
ductiou even within our territory: such is the aridity of
the interior of Knnawar that the roots of the rheum
palmatum, which I dng np from amidst patches of snow
on the slope of the pass in the Himalayan chain in the
end of J nne, were already dry and pulverisable the fol
lowing month, and moist opium received from Kotgarh
in July became brittle and fit to be powdered in August,
while in Calcutta this is impracticable in the driest season
without the aid of adventitious heat.

H It was now the end of September, and the climate
was highly agreeable, the grapes being already ripe.
Here" at an elevation of nine thousand feet, the vine finds
a temperature congenial to its perfect maturity; but it is
to the summer heat of those spots that its successful
culture is indebted, since in winter reigns a keen and
protracted frost, and the snow falls from four to five feet
deep, lying in the fields till April. The vines are left
unprotected, and remain buried under their congealed
clothing. Fruits of various kinds, as applesJ apricots,
and nectarines, come to high perfection in a climate
free from periodical rains and exposed to intense solar
radiation. Thus a region whieh produces the finest
grapes if in insolated exposure, or lying on the Indian
aspeet of Himalaya, will hardly yield a crop of grain.
owing to the want of a stronger ephemeral heat. For the
same reason grain succeeds in the valley of the SutJej,
and in spots within the Chinese dominions, at eleva
tions which, on the southern side of the Himalayas, are
loaded with ice; but the winters of the interior, on the
other hand, teem with rigours which we can form but
little idea of. It is true, the sky is mostly clear, and the
sun's rays at the loftiest spots are sufficient to keep the
people, or rather one side of them, warm in the, dead of
winter. During my stay at Kanum the extremes of the,

G
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thermometer were 33° to 77°; but when I returned,ouly
one month later, I found them 30° and 52°, aud snow
had falleu. So sudden is the vicissitude iu an atmo
sphere deriving its heat from solar radiation. I left a
thermometer with Mr. Csoma, being desirous of aseer
taining the winter climate of the spot which rears the
vine so abundantly. But Mr. Csoma has little or no
interest in anything beyond his literary studies, and I
was often provoked at his indifference to objects co.!cu
lated to illustrate the physical character of the countries
he resides in and add to the value of his own pursuits.

"He has promised to keep a register of the tempera
ture for me.

"On the 30th of September I took leave of the Hun
garian aud his intelligent companion the Lama."

Csoma's aversion to occupy himself with anything out
side the range of his studies has been noticed already;
but to please his friend Dr. Gerard he was induced to
make meteorological observations, and did furnish valu
able records from KanuID, extending over a period of two
years. These came ultimately into General ClIDning·
ham's hands, and were embodied by him into his own
work on " Ladak," at page 184.
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CHAPTER VII.

C~oma completes his Tibetan studies at Kanum j Correspolldence
with Dr. WilsoD, Captain Kennedy, and Mr. B. H. Hodgson.

THE perusal of Dr. Gerard's almost forgotten letter gives
a vivid picture of the strange surroundings in the midst
of which Csoma was placed whilst stndying at the
Bnddhist Monastery among the Himalayan Mountains.
In the trnthfnlness of the description, Gerard's pen
snrpasses almost the fancies of imagination. The de
voted student spent fonr winter Seasons exposed to the
rigorous climates of Yangla and Kanum in the pursuit,
not of imaginary theories, as has been so often stated
of him, but in the fulfilment of engagements which he
undertook for the Government.

" He is frequently disconsolate, and betrays it in in
voluntary sentiment, as if he thought himself forlorn and
neglected. . . . He told me with melancholy emphasis,"
continues Dr. Gerard, "that on his delivering up the
Grammar and Dictionary to the Government, he wonld
be the happiest man on earth, and could die with pleasure
on redeeming his pledge.n

Dr. Gerard has given expression in another place of
the deep interest he felt for Csoma's studies and in
his personal concerns. On the 22d of January he wrote
a private letter also to Mr. Fraser; a fragment only of it
is extant, in the Library of the Asiatic Society in Cal
cutta. Even this fragment, however, is worth preserv
ing, as it relates to Moorcroft's papers, and shows the
attempts made and the anxiety displayed by the Govern
ment to recover them after his death, and also bears
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witness to tbe confidence felt in tbe ability and in tbe
spirit of enterprise of the Hungarian trave1ler, when there
were thoughts of entrusting him with the mission to
Andkboi in Bokhara, wbere Moorcroft died.

This is the fragment, dated SabathU, 22d of January
1829:-

"J\.fy DEAR FRASER,-Since my return from Kuna
war I often thought that I might be doing a service to
the Hungarian traveller' by just making kuown a few
facts connected with his pursuits and situation in that
sequestered region. I am anxious enough to believe that
I shall not he imposiug a tax on your patience, and I
am sure I shall not be deceived in anticipating your
views and estimation of an object so deserving of en
couragement. It is natural in me to interest myself in
Mr. Csoma's welfare, since I was the first who received
him at Sabathli, and I am now the last who has seen him
amongst his researches, and on this account I perhaps
have the best knowledge of bis situation and tbe objects
tbat can be obtained.

" In sending you the accompanying remarks,l I have a
conviction that your own bigh and liberal mind may
suggest some means calculated to bring }.ofr. Osoma into
notice, for where merit is the appeal, I need not stay to
consider tbe effect with you. I bave a strong idea that
Sir Charles Metcalfe would not be an unmoved spectator
of zeal and talent so remarkable as that which charac
terises the individual who is now devoting himself to
researches so interesting amidst the rigours of climate and
the restraints of poverty. Sir Cbarles took sufficient
interest in bim from Moorcroft's fate, when be forwarded
my application to go to Ladak, for the purpose of request
ing the Hungarian to undertake the trip for the recovery
of his papers, to excite me to rely upon one so generous.
And I am an" -- The fragment ends bere.

Wbat splendid testimony is tbis to tbe confidence
1 See precedillg' chapter.
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which was reposed in the nnselfishness and ready selt~

sacrifice of the Hungarian scholar, who at that time was
engaged in his studies at the Monastery of Pukdal!
Moorcroft's papers had been secured, before Csoma was
made aware of the important project regarding himself.

William Moorcroft, the ill-fated traveller whose name
is so intimately connected with the Hnngarian philo
logist, was director of the Government stnds in India.
Attached to the cavalry, he arrived in Bengal in [808,
and was soon afterwards selected for employment as
Government Agent in Western Asia; during his jonrney
he snffered much hardship, and was more than once in
danger of his life. In [8 [9 he started on a fre3h ex
pedition, accompanied by his relative, George Trebeck,
and visited the Panjah, Kashmir, Tibet, and Bokhara.
Having faced many obstacles and escaped imminent
perils, he was seized with fever and died on the 27th
August 1825. His tomb is at Andkhoi in Bokhara, to
which place he weut for the purpose of buying horses
for Government. MOOfCfoft's diary was arranged and
edited in two volumes by Dr. H. H. Wilson, under the
title, "Travels in the Himalayan Provinces, by "rilliam
Mooreroft and George Trebeck, in 18 [9-[ 82 5. London,
184 [," At page 338 of vol. i. is described the filet
meeting between Moorcroft and the Hungarian traveller
in the valley of Dras in Ladak.

Gerard's friendly pleading for Csoma was not without
effect. We find extraets from his letter cited in the
Government Gazette of 9th July 1829, with the following
prefatory remarks :-

H The extracts read from Dr. Gerard's paper respecting
the labours of Mr. Csoma de Koros were of a most inter
esting nature, not only as giving a vivid idea of the
admirable, we may say heroic devotion, of that singularly
disinterested and enterprising person to the cause of
literature, in spite of difficulties that would confound a
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less determined spirit, but as referring to depositories of
learning, which for ages have been confined to a peculiar
people, of whose language and institutions but little is
known to Europeans, but which, through the fortunate
instrumentality of Mr. Csoma de Kiiriis and his learued
associatc the Lama, it is hoped, will not long remaiu a
fountain sealed to the literary world."

In the ""me articlo occurs a paragraph which shows
the ultimate aim of Csoma as to his researches:

"In the libraries of the ancient cities of Teshi Lhunpo
and Lassa there are said to be mauy valuable works,
which the world is likely to become acquainted with only
through the instrumentality of such a genius as Mr.
Csoma. He is very anxious to get to the country of the
Mongols, and make every possible research into the
history and institutions of that ancient people."

The Council of the Asiatic Society of Bengal resolved
to grant Csoma a monthly allowance, equal to that he
was receiving already from Government. This step was
due to the exertions of Sir Charles Metcalfe, Mr. Simon
}'raser, Mr. Calder, Mr. Maokenzie, and Captain Stacy,
all of wbom strongly urged that Csoma should be more
liberally provided for while studying at Kanum. Captain
Stacy, in a letter dated 3d May 1829, to the address of
Dr. Wilson, says, "C"oma expends very little upon him
self; he dresses in the coarse blanket of the country, and
eats with the natives."

There is no dOUbt, therefore, that Csoma had to suffer
many privations, but he 'never uttered a word of com
plaint on that account; what affected him deeply, how
ever, was the thought of his being neglected and forgotten
in the far-off monastery. We know, however, that such
was not the case. A stranger and foreigner could never
wish to find warmer friends than Csoma found in Captain
Kennedy and Dr. Gerard. The former was always a
faithful exponent of his wishes before Government and
private friends, and Dr. Gerard's letters testify to the
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sincere interest he took in him. Dr. Wilson, on behalf
of the Asiatic Society, wrote on the 15th July 1829,
informing Csoma of the Society's resolution as to the
increase of his stipend, part of which was at once for_
warded to him through Captain Kennedy. Dr. Wilson
added, "I have been also instructed to procure for you such
books as you may think serviceable to your inquiries."

Caoma's charact€r showed traits of a quiet melan
choly and desponding tendency. The following original
letter, the paper of which is already much damaged by
age, shows with what anxieties his mind was beset; but~

when his isolated position is cousidered, and the other
depressiug circumstances under which he lived, nobody
will feel surprise at them.

This letter of Csoma's to the secretary of the Asiatic
Society, is dated 21st August 1829 1 from Kanum, and
reads as follows:-

"I beg leave to acknowledge the receipt of your letter,
together with a draft, dated Calcntta, 15th Jnly 1829,
which reached me this day. I feel mnch obliged to the
Asiatic Society for the interest they have been pleased
to take with respect to my literary inqUiries in Tihet,
and for the kind resolution they came to in granting me
50 rupees a month for my snpport. Bnt since I fonnd
their resolution to be of very indefinite character, which
leaves me for the future 88 uncertain as I ever was, since
my first study of the Tibetan, and since I cannot employ
with advantage the offered money during the short period
I have still to stay here: I beg leave for declining to
accept the offered allowance and of retnrniug the draft

"In 1823, in April, when I was in Kashmir, in the
beginning of my engagement with the late Mr. Moorcroft,
being destitute of books, Mr. Moorcroft, on my behalf,
had requested you to send me certain necessary works.

1 The original is in the posses- gift, with two other original letters
sion of the Hungftri~n Academy of of C8oma.'s. from the Council of the
Scien(;les in Buda.pest-a generous AlIiatic Sociat)' of Bengal in [883.
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I have never received any. I was neglected for six years.
Now, under such circumstances and prospects, I shan
want no books. If not prevented by some unforeseen
event, next year I suan be ready with my papers. Then,
if you please, you shall see what I have dune and what I
could yet do.

" If the Asiatic Society will then earnestly he desirous
to get further information respecting Tibetan literature
both in India and Tibet, I shan be happy to enter into
an engagement with them 01' with the Government on
proper terms."

Heasons were espeeially given for his rofusing to accept
the Society's proffered aid, hut it was nevertheless con
sidered by Csoma's well-wishers a mistake to push his
spirit of independence so far. This disapproval may be
guessed at from Captain Kennedy's letter also, addressed
to Dr. \Vilson. It shouhl be borne in mind, however, ou
the other hand, that Csoma was not aware of the steps
taken on his behalf, and the endeavour made by his
friends to improve his position was entirely unknown to
him at Kanum. No doubt Csoma need not have held
so tenaciously to his ideas of independence; such policy
was of no advantage to eitber of the parties concerned.

Captain Kennedy, on forwarding Csom.'s l.st letter of
refusal, writes to the secretary of the Asiatic Society ou
the 3d of Septemher 1829:

"I am disposed to think that, on a better acquaintance
with Mr. Csoma, you will find him a most eccentric
eharaeter. He is enthusiastic in the objec.t of forming a
grammar and lexicon of the Tibetan language, and appears
anxious to avoid the society and attentions of Europeans,
chiefly, in my opinion, to retain the ineognito hc lives in
at the Monastery of Kanum in Upper :Besarh. He is a
man of most sanguine, hasty, and suspicious disposition.
I have left no act undone to accommodate and to meet
his wishes, and I think that he feels grateful to me; but
on some occasions he has received my advances, to be·
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obliging) with a meanness not to be accounted for. There
can be no doubt but that he is a man of eminent talents,
possessing a most retentive memory, and apparently much
versed on subjects of general literature. He considers
himself acting under a solemn pledge to Government to
furnish the grammar and lexicon by the end of the ensu
ing year, at which period l,e proposes to proceed to
Calcutta to superintend their publication. His wants
are few, and I am informed his expenses on diet, &c., are
of the most moderate description, in fact, not more than
of one of the inhabitants of the village in which he
resides.

" Should you wish to have any further communications
with Mr. Csoma, I shall be most happy to be the medium
of it; and I beg you will commaud my best services
whenever there may be occasion for them."

Csoma's studies among the Buddhist monks were now
drawing towards completion. On the 26th March ,830,
Csoma applied for permission from Government to remaiu
at Kanum till after the rainy season should cease. Captain
Kennedy notified this request to the Resident at Delhi
on the 9th of June, asking at the same time for a grant
to Csoma of a sum, by way of travelling expenses, to
enable him to visit Calcutta, and to take his Tibetan
books and manuscripts with him. Captain Kennedy
observes, in the course of his letter:

"I deem it my duty to mention that Mr. Csoma's con
duct has been exemplary during the three years he has
resided within the protected British territory, and, as I
have reason to believe, he has achieved the object he had
in view by visiting these states, of forming a grammar

. and lexicon of the Tibetan language. I beg to submit
for your consideration, and eventually for that of Govern
ment, the propriety of advancing this learned and enter
prising individual a small sum of money to enable him
to reach Calcutta, the amount of which I do not appre
hend would exceed 500 rupees."
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This was sanctioned on the recommendation of the
Resident at Delhi, dated 14th June 1829.

Two more original letters in Csoma's handwriting
are extant, written hy him at Kanum, and addressed
to Mr. B. H. Hodgson, resident at Katmandu, in answer
to certain questions which that geutleman addressed to
Csoma. These documents also are now in the posses
sion of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences. They were
generously presented by Mr. Hodgson in 1882, with
a request for them to be preserved among the relics of
the late Tibetan scholar, in the arcbives at Budapest.
These letters refer to questions of much scientific in
terest at the period when they were written, and throw
light upon the history of Buddhisti;, literature, when
Hodgson and Csoma were fellow-labourers in the same
field of Oriental learning. They have not been pub
lished before, and deserve, therefore, to find a place in
this biography.

The first letter is dated 30th December 1829, and
reads thus:

"SIR,-I beg to acknowledge the receipt of the
volume you have favoured me with, which reached me
on the 21st instant. I feel much obliged for the kind
ness you have done me, in making me acquainted with
the names and contents of so many valuable works you
have brought to public notice, and with many other
things respecting Buddhism in Nepal. Since you
desired me that I should make any remarks on the
twelfth article of the volume, I beg you will kindly
accept of some observations I take the liberty to make
on the subject. And I beg to bave me excused for
my not having been more particular, as perhaps you
had expected from me; my circumstances have not per
mitted me to do otherwise.

2. "(With reference to p. 410, &0.) Tibetan words,
if written properly, are very distinct for the eye, but
very confused for the ear, as they are generally uttered.
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In the whole of Tibet there is but one mode of writing,
with respect to orthography; there are several ways of
pronunciation, according to the several distant pro
vinces. Hence that great discrepancy in the cata
logues of Tibetan words furnished by several Europeans.
There are to be found in Tibet several examples of
alphabets used anciently in India. The late Mr. Moor
croft had sent to Calcntta a copy of the same set that
have been exhibited in the plates. Tbe Lantsa letters
and their skeletons (that have been likewise represented
on the same plate) are used sometimes by the Tibetans
now too for inscriptions. They generally use their
own characters, either the capital or the small. Their
literature in general is contained in books written in.
any of these two. When one is acquainted with the
principles of the Tibetan language, he can read easily
both. .

3. "Many of the works enumerated, pp. 424, 427,
43 I, are to be found also in the Tibetan transla
tions. Since I shall give the names or titles of all the
several works contained both in the Kah-gyur and the
Stan-gyur divisions of the Tibetan collection, I thought
not necessary to specify those now I have found in
the mentioned pages. The Lalita Vistara, as has been
observed on page 424, is in Tibet also one of the chief
authorities for the life and history of the Shakya.
Likewise, in Tibet, too, the Buddha Scriptures are of
the same twelve kinds as have been described on p. 426,
the twelve Tibetan names being exactly translated from
Sanskrit.

4. "In general the whole information given of Bnd
dhism, of the character of Buddhistic works, and the
lists of the Tathagatas, is mostly in the same tenor or
spirit as it is taken iu Tibet.. Dnring my reading of

.the Tibetan volumes, I have met frequently with these
and other faucied Buddhas, Bodhisatwas, &0. At the
beginning of some lectures, it is sometimes too tedious
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to read over all the names of such supposed hearers.
And it is especially at this occasion, that the author of
the Slitras terribly mixes divine and human things to
gether. The Buddhas, Bodhisatwas, and many other
pretended divinities, good and evil spirits, are, in general,
fancied or metaphysical beings, which in the Buddhistic
Pantheon have beeu mUltiplied to an incredible number.
It is impossible, therefore, and unneeessary too, to
labour to describe them with any precision. Their
names, epithets, or attributes being taken sometimes
in a general, sometimes in a particular sense, many
times as symbolical names, or as so many models of
virtue, vice, mercy, wisdom, power, &c. Since the
Buddhistic works consist not merely of wild meta
physic.,l speculations, but contain several volumes of
practical topics also, we should be acquainted with the
whole, and judge accordingly. When Europeans shall
have been acquainted with the practical part of the
Buddhistic doctrine, with the language of Tibet, and
with the several useful popular works it contains, then
I think they will excuse them in some degree for
the extravagance in the dogmatical part of their
religion. •

5. "(With respect to p. 434.) According to the
testimony of several Tibetan writers, the Tibetans
have derived their religion and literature in general
from India, commencing about the middle of the
seventh century after Christ, and have formed their
alphabet in imitation of the Devanagari letters. Several
Tibetan scholars resided for many years in India, and
became well acquainted with the Sanskrit literature of
the Buddhists of that country. Learned pandits were
invited many times to Tibet to assist the Tibetans in
the translation of the Sanskrit works. Many trans
lations have been made in concert, and according to
certain plans. By these means they have wonderfully
improved and enriched the Tibetan language. They
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have formed, with a few exceptions, words for the
expression of everything that occurred in Sallllkrit.
Now the Tibetan language, if well understood, may be

.consulted with advantage for the explanation of many
technical terms in the whole complicated system of the
Buddhistic doctrine, there being extant several collec
tions of Sanskrit and Tibetan words and phrases for this
pnrpose.

6. "(With respect to the 422d page.) The doctrine
taught by Shakya. according to many Tibetan sutho-

, ritics. was collected at three different times after his
death. It was first collected immediately after his de
cease, by three of his principal disciples, whose names
are mentioned. The second collection was made one
hundred and ten years after the death of Shakya, in
the time of the King Ashoka or Asoka. The third in
the time of Kaniska, the king, four hundred years after
the death of Shakya, when the followers of Buddha
had separated themselves into eighteen different classes
or sects. After that time, it is probable the Buddhistic
doctrine in India itself has undergone several modifi
cations, and the more so in the countries into which it
was afterwards propagated. It was commenced to be
introduced into Tibet in the seventh centnry after Christ,
was very flourishing in the ninth, it was greatly per
seeuted and almost suppressed in the beginning of
the tenth, it was again firmly re-established in the
eleventh centnry. What progress it made afterwards
in Tibet and in the Mongol countries, there are many
historical documents thereof extant in .the Tibetan
books.

7. "Thus I have endeavoured to express my senti
ments, with respect to some pages of the twelfth article
of the volume, without touching the topics of higher
speculation.

•, I beg you will kindly excuse me for any defect.
I shall do all in my power, in my fnrther studies, to
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merit the continuance of your favour. I have the honour
.to remain, with much respectJ" &c.

The second letter, dated 29th April 1830, is an
answer to Mr. Hodgson'e strictures on subjects contained
in Csoma'e preceding communication. We find in what
follows another proof of the. writer's diffidence and
modeety, which Mr. Torrens so forcibly points out as
H the surprising trait of Csoma's character." In this
letter Csoma postpones bis full reply to a more favour
able opportunity, because, he adds, "I know not how to
write Sanskrit and Tibetan words in Roman characters,"
and that he was" unacquainted with the Sanskrit," nor
had he the " command of the English language."

"SlR,-1 beg leave to acknowledge the receipt of the
pampWet, together with your letter of the 15th of
}'ebruary last, which reached this place on the 14th
instant. I am much ohliged for your kindness.

2. "I have seen with much satisfaction the great
coincidence of the Buddhistic faith in Nepal with that of
Tibet. The figures on the Plates I., H., IV., the list of
the Buddha Scriptures on p. 4, &c., and the whole
sketch of Buddhism, exhibit a wonderful agreement,
with a few exceptions. Since I am unacquainted with
Sanskrit, neither know I how to write the Sanskrit and
Tibetan in Roman characters to be intelligible, nor have
I the command of the English language, I beg you will
kindly excuse me for my not having entered upon par
ticulars on the subject. I shall find opportunity, per
haps, hereafter to supply the defect of my present
communication.

3. "I beg you will pardon me; I have never said that
the Tibetans have only one alphabet of their own. If
you will inspect the second paragraph of my former
letter to you, you will find that I have stated there,
, In the whole of Tibet there is but one mode of writing,
with respect to orthography, &c.' But since you seem to
have been offended at my expression, I beg now to state:
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out of the four alphabets printed opposite page 4 I 8 of the
volume formerly sent to me, the three first are Tibetan,
oalled capital. small, and running hand; the fourth, or
Lantsa (Lanja), is of India, but used sometimes in
Tibet too for inscriptions in Sauskrit. And the infinite
variety of letters given opposite to page 420 of the
volume referred to are not Tibetan, neither are used
by Tibetans, but belong to different parts of India,
whence they. were brought to Tibet in ancient times.

4. "The six predecessors of Shakya, occasionally men
tioned in the Tibetan volumes too, I t1,ink are imaginary
Buddhas, like those one thousand others (among whom
Shakya also is described with his predecessors) that are
to appear hereafter, and that are particularly in the
Bhadra Kalpika, the first volume of the Door Sutra
class of the ' Kah-gyur.'

5. "Buddhism was nnknown in Tibet till the seventh
century of our era. It was derived from India. The
Buddhistic doctrine is contained now in Tibet in many
hundred volumes. It is no easy task to ascertain how
many books or treatises were borrowed from Sanskrit,
and how many are original. It would require a perfect
knowledge both of the Sanskrit and the Tibetan languages.
The volumes of the 'Kahgyur' are generally attributed
to Shakya; those of the 'Stan-gyur' to some fancied
Bodhisatwas and to several Indian pandits. Besides
these, there are many composed in Tibet in imitation of
the former. I beg you will kindly excuse me for my
defect in answering to the desired points:'
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CHAPTER VIII.

Csoma arrives in Calcutta-Resolution of Government of India as
to the publication of his worka-Waaelectcd Honorary Member
of ABiatic Society.

CSOMA'S long-cherished desire of visiting Calcutta was at
last realised in April 1831. He remained at Kanum
till the commencement of the previous cold weather.
After arrival at Sabathli, the Government having supplied
him with funds for the journey, he was enabled to take
with him, to the Presidency, the manuscripts and books
which he had so eagerly collected. On 5th of May
be reported himself to Mr. Swinton, the Secretary to
Government, and placed all the literary treasures in his
possession at the disposal of the authorities.

Dr. Wilson at the same time remmded the meIDbcrs
of the Council of the Asiatic Society, in a memo., dated
2 I st May 183 I, that they were under a promise to
Csoma to grant him 50 rupees a month from the 15th
of April 1830 to date, which sum, however, he refused
to accept. But the Government sanctioned 100 rupees a
month, on condition that Csoma would prepare a cata
logue raisonne of the Tibetan works Mr. Hodgson had
forwarded from NepaL

A letter from Dr. Wilson to the Secretary of Govern
ment refers to the arrangements which had been made
with regard to Csoma. It bears the date 15th July
1831, and states that the Society were willing to avail
themselves of Csoma's services for two years, on the
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salary which the Government had already sanctioned
to him.

Eighteen months after the date of the above, Dr.
Wilson wrote another letter, announcing to Government
the completion of Csoma's works for the press, and sug
gesting, at the same time, how they should be dealt with.

On the z6th of December 183z, Dr. Wilson writes
that, besides the Dictionary and the Grammar, a transla
tion of a Tibetan vocabulary, containing cc a summary of
the Buddha system," I was ready for publication and at
the disposal 01 Government, "tc whom the author con
sidered his works to belong, in return for the patronage
it had been pleased to afford him. Should it be the
pleasure of Government to delray the cost of publication,
whichhas been estimated at from 3000 to 4000 rupees,
Mr. Csoma will be happy to conduct them through the
press in Calcutta; or he is willing, should the Govern
ment think proper, to send them, through me, to Eng
land, where, perhaps, the Honnnrable Court of Directcrs
or some literary association may undertake their publica
tion.JJ

Dr. Wilson was preparing tc leave India, and he was
ready to take charge of the manuscripts, with a view to
their being published in Europe.

The following was the resolution of the Government
as to the publication of the Grammar and Dictionary,
an,l this finally decided the hitherto pending question.
The order was, that the works should be printed in Cal
cutta at the expense of Government, which had certainly
the very great advantage of the author's immediate
supervision whilst issuing from the press.

The Government Secretary's letter to Dr. Wilson is
dated the z7th of December; it alludes to circumstances
of some interest, and pays a deserved tribute to his
remarkable merits as a man of science, on the eve of
his departure for Europe.

1 See Appendix XVI.
11
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"The Vice-President in Council is disposed to think
it most desirable that the Tibetan Grammar and Dic
tionary prepared by A. Csoma de Koros should be
published in Calcutta, at the cost of the Government,
India being the most appropriate place for tbe publiea
tion, and the Government being the only party likely to
incur the expense.

"I am instructed to observe," continues Mr. SwintoD)
"tbat the Government is sensible of the advantage which
would be derived from your taking charge of these
works and superintending their publication in England,
if it were proposed to transmit them for that purpose;
and recognises ill your offer the same disinterested .zeal
which has ever distinguished your devotion to the ad
vancement of literature.

"The Vice-President in Council has perused with
much gratification the report of the meritorious labours
of Mr. Usoma/'

In J annary 1833, Dr. Wilson, having spent many
years in the study of Oriental literature, left Calcutta
for England, to devote the remainder of his days to
the same eause, as Profe.sor of San.krit in the Uni
ver.ity of Oxford. Other and more worthy pens have
done justice to the brilliant talents and meritorious
accomplishments of Horace Hayman Wilson, A grateful
)'emembrance of him is due also from the biographer
of Korosi Csoma Sandor, for thc interest he took, when
in Calcutta) in the Hungarian traveller, and for his
kindness afterwards in pUblishing a biographical sketch
of him in the " Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society"
in 1834. The sketch, so far as it went, has hitherto
served as the basis of all notices of Csoma's earlier
life.

Dr. Wilson was succeeded by Mr. James Prinsep as
Secretary to the Asiatic Society of Bengal, who con
sidered it as one of his most important duties to urge
that Csoma's works should be pushed through the press
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as rapidly a. possible. Mr. Prinsep's letter on the sub
ject i. dated the 30th of January, and is addressed to
the Secretary of the Government, giving full details as to
expenses connected with the publication, and mentioning
other arrangements also. Mr. Prinsep, writing in the
name of the Asiatic Society, "trusts tbat the Government
regard Csoma's labours of national interest."

"Previous to tbe departure of Dr. H. H. Wilson for
England, tbat gentleman placed in my hand. a copy of
the letter which he addressed to the Government on tbe
26th ultimo, relative to the Tibetan manuscripts of Mr.
Osoma de Kurus, and your reply of the 27th of the same
month, conveying the sentiments of the Honourable the
Vice-President in Oouncil upon the best mode of pnb
lishing tbem, in order that J might submit the whole to
the Asiatic Society, to whom the responsibility and honour
of superintending the pnblication of Mr. Osoma's Tibetan
Grammar and Dictionary naturally devolves: upon the
determination of the Government in favonr of printing
tbe work in tbis country, in lieu of committing it to the
care of Dr. Wilson for publication in Europe.

2. "The President and Oommitteeof Papers of the Asiatic
Society now direct me to report, for the consideration of
the Honourable the Vice-President in Oouncil, tbat they
have made the requisite inquiries as to the probable
expense of printing the manuscripts in Oalcutta, and they
are happy to assure his Honour in Oouncil, that the cost
will be trifling compared with the importance of the work
to literature, and considering the necessity of preparing
an entirely new fount of type in a character as compli
cated, from the number and form of its compoundS, as
the Sanskrita itself.

3. "Mr. Pearce, of the Baptist Mission Press, states
that the Grammar and Dictionary together may be corn.
prised in one neat quarto volume of about 600 pages in
typography and 32 in lithography. Supposing the work
to be included within these limits, and 500 copies to be
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struck off, he engages to execute it at the rate of 8 rupees
per page, or about 5000 rupees for the whole, exclusive of
all extra charge for the new fount of type. The expenses
per copy, on superfine English paper, will thus be about
10 rupees, besides a trifle more, say one rupee, for binding.

4. "Mr. Csoma de Koros has expressed to the Society
his entire readiness to undertake the superintendence
aud correction of the press, provided the work be com
menced immediately, 50 as not to detain him in Calcutta
much beyond the current year. On the part of the
Society I beg also to tender my own services, in inspect
ing and correcting the English portion of the volume,
and in otherwise co-operating with Mr. Csoma, to the
utmost, in expediting the appearance of the volume.

S. "The Asiatic Society's funds, owing to the recent
untoward pl'essure in commercial affairs, are not in a con
dition to enable it to bear the whole, or even any part,
of the expense of publication, however desirous it would
have been to do so under other circumstances; but the
Society trusts that the Honourable the Vice-President in
Council will regard the matter as one of national interest,
and will coincide with itself in thinking that the support
already given to },tIro Csoma, while prosecuting his studies,
will have been misapplied, unless followed up by the
immediate diffusion of the knowledge gained throngh his
unwearied labours, and now so honourably tendered by
him to the nation from whom he first received assistance,
although the learned of his own and of other countries of
Europe would do much to induce him to transfer its pos
session to them."

'The only reward which Csoma ever looked for was an
appreciation of his· labours by his contemporaries and
posterity. 'The est€em which he had won, even at that
time, from his fellow-labourers, will be best understood
when we look at the opinion of the Council of the Asiatic
Society, given previous to his election as an Honorary
member of that Society. That opinion is thus recorded
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in the Minutes of the Proceedings of the meeting held on
the 30th January 1834:-

"Mr. .Alexander Csoma de Koros was proposed as an
Honorary Member by Mr. Trevelyan, seconded by Mr.
Prinsep.

"The nomination was referred to the Committee of
Papers.

" Remarks by Mr. Prinsep.-The Committee of Papers
are aware of Mr. Csoma's qualifications as a Tibetan,
Sanskrit, and general linguist, and I need say nothing in
recommending him to the honour proposed to be con
ferred on him further, unless it be to remind the mem
bers that he has spent the last two years in preparing
catalogues, translations, and superintending the printing
of his D,ictionary, without accepting any remuneration
from the Society or the Government.

" By Rev. J),.. W. Ho Mill.-I heartily concur in this
nomiuation, as strictly due to the extraordinary merits of
M. De Koros.

" By IJr. A. Wallich.-I am most happy in concurring
entirely with the sentiments expressed by the Secretary
and by Dr. Mill.

(Signed) "C. T. METcALFE, B.S. Sen, R. W. FORBES,
C. R TREVELYAN, J. TvTLER, JOHN
FRANKS, C. CROZIER."

It is unnecessary to add that CRoma was unanimously
elected Honorary member of the Society, on the 6th of
}<'ebruary 1834.

The individual opinions of his fellow-labourers re
corded here testify to the sincere appreciation entertained
of his merits, and donbtless Csoma felt great satisfaction
at the 4onour thus conferred on him. He probably
thought of the lines whieh he once wrote for his friend,
SzahO de Borgata, when a fellow-student at Gottingen :

" A viro laudato laudari pulchrum est," &c.
Beyond this solitary honour Csoma declined all others
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which the Societies of Europe and Asia sought to confer
on him. He cannot, however, deny himself the title, so
says a writer, "of an indefatigable student, a profound
linguist, and of a man who devoted his life to the cause
of learning, regardless of any of its popular aud attrac
tive rewards, and anxious only for the approbation of
posterity." 1

1 See lIJournal of Asiatic Society of Benga.l," 18341 p. 655.
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CHAPTER IX.

The Tibetan Grammar and Dictionary are published at Government
expense-Mr. PrinsepJs letter to Government-Prince Esterhazy
to Mr. Prinsep-Mr. Dobrentei of Pest to the same.

CSOMA'S principal effort was now directed towards the
issuing of his Grammar and Dictionary from thc press.
This was finally accomplished in January 1834, and the
fact was notified to Mr. Macnaughtan, the Secretary to
Government, ou the 5th of that month by Mr. Prinsep
giving a detailed account of all the circumstances con
nected with these works. In that letter is found a sum
mary of the pecuniary aid which the author had received
from the Indian Government for the previous fourteen
years, tl!at is, since the 14th of October 1820, when, on
his arrival at Teheran, Csoma applied to Major, afterwards
Sir Henry Willock, for help and protection. This the
recipient gratefully acknowledges in the Preface to the
Tibetan Dictionary. The flattering distinction which
Csoma had just obtained from the Asiatic Society by
being elected an Honorary member, was doubtless highly
gratifying to such highly sensitive feelings as his; but
his systematic silence and reserve in regard to everything
that concerned himself deprive us of the opportunity
of being partakers of such pleasures as occasionally
cheered his toilsome career. We miss also many details
of events and incidents such as always constitute an
attractive charm in a biographical sketch like the
present.

The above-mentioned letter of Mr. l:'rinsep's, annonnc-
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ing to Government the completion of Csoma's works,
reflects honour, not only on the achievements of the in
defatigable scholar, but also on the authorities for their
long-continued generosity. It likewise does credit to
Mr. Prinsep himself from the graphic description his
report contains of the various details and of the diffi
culties that had to be overcome.

" I have the honour to report," says Mr. Prinsep, "that
the work sanctioned by Government has been completed,
and beg to forward a copy for the inspection, and I trust
approbation, of the Governor-General

"The original estimate supposed that both the Dic
tionary and the Grammar might occupy 600 pages,
which Mr. Pearce of the Baptist Mission Press under
took to print at 8 rupees per page, casting a new fount of
type for the purpose.

" It will be seen hy the bill that the actual expense
of printing has fallen within that sum, the number of
pages being 588, and the cost &4985, AS.4. There is,
however, a separate charge for lithographing 40 pages
of alphabetical matter, which it was found indispensable
to execute in this manner, to furuish a proper model of
the Tibetan characters, which were not very well formed
in the Serampore fount, whence the types were cast for
the body of the work. Mr. Tassin (as will be seen by
his note) has charged 32 rupees per page for drawing and
printing, which, for 500 copies of each, appears very
reasonable, the cost of striking off being one half of the
amount.

"The whole cost of the two volnmes, therefore, in
cluding stitching and covering the copies, has been
&6412, AS.4, for which, if it meet with the sanction of
his Lordship in Council, I have to request an assignment
on the Treasury.

"From the delay of constructing new type, and the
repeated corrections which were required to ensure accu
racy in the Tibetan portion of the text, the time occupied
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in passing the work through the press has been prolonged
to two years, in lieu of one, as stipulated by the author.
Mr. Csoma has, however, with unwearied patience and
application, devoted himself to the revision of the proofs
through this lengthened period, and he is now rewarded
with the satisfaction of seeing his labours ushered to the
world in so creditable a manner, only through the liberal
patronage of Government. He has expressed his acknow
ledgments publicly, in the preface to both volumes, but
his extreme modesty will neither permit him to address
his patrons in his own name, nor will it permit me,
while writing on his behalf, to indulge in any eulogium
on his learning and accuracy. He is contented to leave
the merits of his Dictionary and Grammar to be appre
ciated by the learned and by posterity.

"I must, however, venture to break the silence he
would enjoin, for the purpose of representing the pecu
niary situation of Mr. Csoma, and the claims which he
has hitherto allowed to lie dormant.

" The Right Honourable the Governor-General in Coun
cil was pleased to authorise an allowance of 50 rupees a
month to the Hungarian student in June 1827 for the
prosecution of his Tibetan researches. On his arrival in
Calcutta this allowance was increased 1 to 100 rupees, with

.an anticipation of its continuance at that rate for two
years, after which a report was to be made of the pl'O
gress of his labours.

"With exception, however, of the first two months
(July and Aug1L9t), Mr. Csoma has never drawn any part
of this allowance, and he has continued to live upon the
slender savings he had previously to that date lodged
with the treasurer of the Asiatic Society, which are now
in consequence nearly exhausted.

"It may, perhaps, be known to Government that
Prince Esterhazy and some Huugarian Nobles remitted a
donation of £ I 42 through the Secretary of the Austrian

1 22d July IS)I.
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Legation in London, the Baron Nieumann, to Mr. Csoma
in J 832. This money was unfortunately lodged by my
predecessor in Messrs. Alexander & Co:s house,' and
was consequently lost by their failure. Mr. Csoma has
frequently alluded to this loss, with an apparent impres
sion that the honour of the British nation is concerned
in replacing this sum, intrusted as it was to its care by
a foreign power for a specific object: not that he himself
had contemplated applying for it to his own support, this
he had from the first refused, but that he desired to expend
it in purchasing Sanskrit manuscripts for the learned
institutions of his countrY, and otherwise prosecuting the
researches he would now pursue relatively to the counection
of the Hungarian with the ancient languages of India.

n It would therefore be more agreeable to Mr. Csoma
to receive a part of the remuneration to which he is now
entitled in the shape of a compensation for the loss
sustained by the failure of his agents. Of any further
receipt of money he expresses indifference, and he pro
tests that he will remit whatever sum may be grante'l
him direct to Huugary to found scholarships, &c. Still I
imagine the Government will not allow the peculiar
sentiments of the meritorious scholar to interfere with
his just expectations, although the form of donation may
be varied to make it more acceptable to him. I beg
leave, therefore, to recommend tbat the former rate of
salary, 5° rupees a month, should be made good up to
the 31st December 1834,-

.Being 3 years 4 months at 50 rupees
And that the sum lost by the failure be replaced, viz.

Rupees.

2000

1400

Making a total of. 3400

which is little more than would have been granted by
the 100 rupees salary for two years and a reduction
afterwards to 50 rupees.

(, I venture humbly to make these suggestions, leaving

1 It was remitted through them, ",nd never dra-wn out of their hands.
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the Government to determine as to their propriety, and
as to the continuance of its patronage to Mr. Csoma
during the travels he now projects into Tirhut, Nepal,
and Ladak for the further prosecution of his studies, par
ticularly in the Sanskrit literature of the ninth and tenth
centuries. The very moderate scale of his habits and
wants cannot be placed in a more conspicuous point of
view, than by summing up the money upon which he has
lived during the last fourteen years. The marginal state
ment'shows that in this period he has received4226rupees,
of which he has expended 4000 rupees, being little more
than 20 rupees per menseflt for food, travelling, clothes,
and wages of servants and pandits, while in Tibet.

"The Dictionary and Grammar now submitted form
but a small part of the works Mr. Csoma has executed
while in Calcutta. .A catalogue and analysis of the
voluminous manuscripts received from Mr. B. H. Hodgson
of Nepal, and a valuable and most extensive polyglot
vocabulary 2 (of which M. Remusat attempted a small
portion in Paris from Chinese works), and several minor
translations are deposited with the Asiatic Society. The
vocabulary would merit well to be printed, but the ex
pense would be considerable, and the author is averse to
the further detention, which its pnblication would entail
on him at the present moment.

"It remains for me to request the orders of Govern
ment as to the distribntion of the five hundred copies of
the Grammar and Dictionary.

"The author solicits for himself one hundred copies that
he may send them to the Universities of Austria, Italy,
and Germany.

1 From Mr. Wilcock
From Dr. Moorcroft . . . . . . .
From Government, 14th June 1827 to 30th June 1830.
Two months at 100 rupees per month. . . .
For travelling expenses.

Total
II See Appendix XVL

Rupees.
300

300
2926
'00
500

4226
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"The Asiatic Society will in the same way, if per
mitted, nndertake to distribnte to the learned societies
of England, France, and other conntries with which it is
in literary communication; it would, of course, make
known that the presentation was made on the part of
the Government of India, nnder whose anspices the works
have appeared.

" A portion may be sent to the Society's booksellers
in Calcntta and London for sale, and perhaps the Govern
ment may desire to forward fifty copies or more to the
Hononrable the Conrt of Directors.

"Copies may also be properly deposited in the libraries
of the colleges in the several Presidencies of the Indian
Government.

"For all the details of these arrangements, I beg leave,
on the part of the Asiatic Society, to tender my services,
happy in having already been able to assist in the pnbli
cation of a work which I feel confident will do hononr to
the anthor, and the Government of India as his patrons."

The epitaph engrsved on the tombstone at Darjeeling,
referring to these works, truly says that "these are his
best and real monuments."

Jiischke, whose dictionary is based on Csoma's, acknow
ledges that it is the work of an "original investigator,
and the fruit of almost unparalleled determination and
patience."

The Dictionary was ready some months before the
Grammar. It contains 345 quarto pages; the Grammar
is smaller, of 204 pages, with 40 pages of lithography.

In the preface to the first-named book Mr. Csoma states
the scope of his work, with the plan he was induced to
follow in its preparation, and explains his views as to the
remarkable similarity of linguistic structure he had dis
covered between the Indian, including the Sanskrit lan_
guages, and his mother tongne, the Hungarian. This we
find mentioned already in his letter to Captain Kennedy
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in 1825. It is presumed that Csoma's suggestion will
hardly find favour with many philologists, hecause the
scieutific theories of the present day have established
distinctive lines of demarcation between the Arian and
Turanian group of languages, the Hungarian being
assigned to the latter; yet Csoma gave reasons for
maintaining such opinion, and adduces examples for
its support.'

"The Tihetan Dictionary now presented to the world;'
says Mr. Csoma, "is indebted for its appearance to the
liberality of the two successive Governors-General, Lord
Amherst and Lord William Cavendish Bentinck." It is
with profound respect that he offers his performance as
a small tribute of grateful acknowledgment for favours
conferred upon him, not only hy Government, but by the
liberal assistance and kindness of several English gentle
men whose names are already familiar to the readers of
these memoirs. Besides the names of his English friends
and others already mentioned, he does not forget two
humble citizens who had been kind to him, namely, a
merchant at Aleppo, a native of Bohemia, Ignatz Pohle,
and J oseph Schaefer of Tyrol, a blacksmith at Alexandria,
in Egypt.

"He begs to inform the public that he has not heen
sent by any Government to gather political information,
neither can he be counted of the number of those wealthy
Europeau gentlemen who travel at their own expense for
their pleasure or curiosity, but is only a poor student,
who was very desirous to see the different countries of
Asia, as the scene of so many memorable transactions of
former ages, to observe the manners of several people,
and to learn their languages."

"Though the study of the Tibetan language;' proceeds
Csoma, "did not form part of my original plan, but was
only suggested after I had been by Providence led into
Tibet, and had enjoyed an opportunity, through Mr.

1 See Appendix XYIL
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Moorcroft's liberal assistance, of learning of what sort and
origin the Tibetan literature was, I cheerfully engaged in
the study of it, hoping that it might serve me as a
vehicle to my immediate purpose, namely, my researches
respecting the origin aud language of the Hungarians.
The result of my investigation is that the literature
of Tibet is entirely of Indian origin, the immense vol
umes, on different branches of science, being exact and
faithful trauslations from Sanskrit works. Many of
these works have again been translated from Tibetan into
Mongol, Mantchn, and Chinese langnages, so that by
this means the Tibetan uecame in Chinese Tartary the
language of the learned, as the Latin is in Europe.

"After thus being familiarised with the language and
general contents of the Buddhistic works of Tibet, the
author thought himself happy in having found an easy
access to the whole Sanskrit literature. To his own nation
he felt a pride in announcing that the study of Sanskrit
wonld be more satisfactory to it than to any other people
in Europe.

H The Hungarians," he declares, "would find a fund of
information from the stndy of the Sanskrit respecting their
origin, manners, customs, and language, since the struc..
ture of the Sanskrit, and also of other Indiau dialects, is
most analogous. As an example of this close analogy,
in Hungarian postpositions are used instead of preposi
tions; by a simple syllabic addition to the verbal root,
and without any auxiliary verb, the several kinds of
verbs, namely, the active, passive, causal, desiderative,
frequentative, and reciprocal, are formed in the same
manner as in Sanskrit.U

The author further informs us that the Grammar and
Dictionary had been compiled from authentic sources,
with the assistance of an intelligent Lama of Zanskar,
who resided with CBoma at the Monastery of Kanum
from 1827 to 1830. His name is mentioned on the
title-page as: Banae Sangs-RGyas PHun-Tsogs.
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At flrst, the author had naturally to contend with
many difficulties, as, beyond the"Alphahetum Tibetanum'
of Father Gibrgi, he had no elementary works to assist
him, and his teacher the Lama, II at whose feet:' as Pavie
says, "the pupil of nIumenbach, aud a graduate of the
University of Gottingen, learned how to spell Tihetan
like a child," knew no other tongue but his own.

Sanskrit terms seldom occur in Tibetan books, Osoma
tells us, with the exception of a few proper names of
men, places, precious stones, flowers, and plants; but the
technical terms in the arts and sciences found in Sanskrit
have been rendered by their precise syllabic equivalents
in Tibetan, according to a system framed expressly for
the purpose, by the pandits who engaged in the transla
tion of the sacred works of the Buddhists into Tibetan,
as may be seen in several vocabularies of Sanskrit and
Tibetan terms,' of which a large one has been translated
into English, and presented to the Asiatic Society by
Osoma; the same, he afterwards found, had been previ
ously made known to the learned of Europe by Monsieur
Abel Remnsat, as stated above.

The Grammar was the second of Osoma's great works,
pnblished a few months after the Dictionary. Some of
the remarks prefaciug it will be read with interest.

"Tibet being the headquarters of Buddhism in the
present age, the elementary works herewith published,"
£lays Csoma, le may serve as a key to unlock the immense
volumes, faithful translations of the Sanskrit text, which
are still to be found in that country, on the manners,
customs, opinions, knowledge, ignorance, superstitions,
hopes and fears of great part of Asia, especially India,
in former ages.

"It is not uninteresting to observe the coincidence
of time with respect to the great exertions made by
several princes on behalf of the literature of the three

1 See Appendix XVI.
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great religions, Christianity, Islamism, and Buddhism, in
the Latin, in the Arahic, and in the Sanskrit lan£:Uages,
the epoch being the eighth and ninth c~nturiesof ou; era
in Germany and France hy Charlemagne; at Baghdad hy
the Khalifs AI-Mansur, Harun al-Rashid and Al Mamun;
in India by the kings of Magadha; in Tihet by Khrisrong,
De'hu tsan, Khri De'srong tsan, and Ralpachen; in
China by the Emperors of the Thang dynasty. But
whilst learning bas continually decreased among the
Buddhists and Mohammedans, it has developed im
mensely in countries professing the religion of Christ,
and the two rival religions are studied in their original
languages by the learned of Europe.

"The students of Tibetan have been most rare, if
they existed at all. Isolated among inaccessible moun
tains, the convents of Tibet have remained unregarded
and almost unvisited by the seholar and traveller; nor
was it until within these few years conjectured, that
in the undisturbed shelter of this region, in a climate
proof against deeay and the destructive influenees of the
tropieal plains, were to be found, in complete preserva
tion the volumes of the Buddhist faith in their original
Sanskrit, as well as in faithful translations, whieh might
be sought for in vain on the eontinent of India.

"I hope that my sojourn in this inhospitable country,
for tbe express purpose of mastering its language and
examining its literary stores, will not have been time
unprofitably spent, and that the Grammar and Dictionary
may attest tbe sincerity of my endeavours to attain the
object I have determined to proseeute.

."The strueture of the Tibetan language is very
simple. There is only one general form for all sorts
of deelinable words. In the verbs there is no varia
tion in respeet to person or number. The ortbography
is uniform throughout Tibet, but the pronuneiation
differs, especially with referenee to the eompound con
sonants.
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"My selection of the English language," remarks
Csoma, "as the medium 'of the introduction of my
labours, will sufficieutly evince to the learned of
Europe at large the obligatious I consider myself
under to the English nation."

We have two more letters wbich reflect on the
events of tbis epoch in Csoma's life-oue from Priuce
Eszterhlizy, the Austrian Ambassador at the Court of
fit. J ames's, and the otber from Mr. Dobrentei, secretary
to the Hungarian Literary Society at Pest; both are
addressed to Mr. Prinsep, expressive of acknowledgments
for the kindness and protection shown to their distin·
guisbed countryman.

The Prince's letter is dated tbe 4th of August 1835, '
and will be read witb interest. One more act of gene·
rosity of the Indian, Government towards Csoma de
Koroa is acknowledged bere by tbe Ambassador, and
it is but justice that the same should be recorded.

The Prince writes:-

" SIR,-In reply to the letter you addressed to me
of the 25th January last, I have the honour to ac.
knowledge the receipt of the two boxes, containing
each twenty-five copies of the Tibetan Dictionary and
Grammar, prepared for publication by the Hungarian
traveller, Mr. Alexander Csoma de Koros, and printed
at the expense of the British Indian Government under
the auspices of the Asiatic Society.

"These fifty copies being destined by Mr. Korosi to
be presented to the different public institutions of His
Imperial Majesty's dominions, I lose no time in assuring
you that the learned author's intentions shall be faith·
fnlly fulfilled.

"The enclosed letters and the Oriental works you have
sent to the AnIJc Councillor van Hammer have also been
forwarded to their destination.

"I have not failed to inform my Government of the
I
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liberality with which the Indian Government has re
placed the sum of 300 ducats transmitted through this
Embassy to Mr. Csoma de Riiriis, which had been lost
by the failure of Messrs. Alexander & Co.; and antici
pating its intentions, I seize with great pleasure this
opportunity to express to you, and through you to the
Indian Government, .s well .s to the Asiatic Society,
the high sense I entertain of the kind prot"ction afforded
to my learned countryman in His Britannic Majesty's
dominions in India.

"Allow me to offer my sincerest thanks for such
generous conduct.-I have the honour to be, sir, your
most obedient servant,

(Sgd.)

Mr. Diibrentei's letter to Mr. Prinsep is dated the
30th of September 1835, and, like the preceding, is
extant among the papers in the Library of the Asiatic
Society in Calcutta. Diibrentei states that Mr. Prin
sep's letter excited the greatest attention wheu its con
tents were made known to the meeting of the Literary
Society at Pest, becanse there was no reliable news
of Csoma since he wrote from Teheran to his friends at
Nagy Eayed in 1820. Mr. Diibrentei expresses grati
tude for the protection his countryman enjoyed in India,
and mentions the willingness on the part of Hungarians
to send pecuniary aid to him if required.
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CHAPTER X.

Csoma asks for a. passport in November 1835, euabJing him to travel
in Hindustan - Leaves Calcutta - His last letters to Mr.
Prinsep-Retum to Calcutta in 1837.

WE have noticed already that four and a half years had
passed since his arrival in Calcutta, before the result of
Csoma's literary labours could be brought to completion
and published. This done, he made fresh plans for the
further prosecution of his studies.

In answer to letters of Prince Eszterhlizy and of Mr.
Dobrentei, he wrote in Latin, having made a spontaneous
promise to Government, through Mr. PrillSep, to corre
spond with Europe in that language only; and in order
to avoid every suspicion (remembering what had hap
pened at SabathU in 1825, which he had never for
gotten), he sent all his letters open, to be forwarded by
the secretary of the Asiatic Society to their destination.

On the 30th of September 1835 Mr. Dobrentei wrote
to Csoma as follows: « Be so good as to inform us, in
all sincerity, whether it is your wish that a public sub
scription be opened on your behalf. This would at least
give an opportunity to the Hungarian nation to provide
in a suitable manner for one of her sons, who, for the
sake of her ancient history, is sacrificing himself on such
a thorny path."

Judging from Csoma's ideas and general conduct in
such matters, there can be no doubt that he declined to
sanction Dobrentei's proposaL

On the 30th of November Csoma wrote to Mr. James
Prinsep, asking for a passport from Government. His
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letter (now in the possession of the Hungarian Academy
of Sciences), so characteristic of the man, ,runs as
follows :-

"-At my first arrival in British India, though fur~

nished with an introductory letter from the late Mr. W.
Moorcroft, I was received with some suspicion by the
authorities in the Upper Provinces. But afterwards,
having given in writing, accordingly as Government
desired from me, the history of my past proceedings and
a sketch of my future plaus, I was not only absolved by
Government from every suspicion I was under, and
allowed to go to whatever place I liked for the prosecu
tion of my studies, but Government generously granted
me also pecuniary aid for the same purpose. Thus, during
the cour~e of several years, I have enjoyed a favourable
opportunity of improving in knowledge, especially in the
philological part, for my purpose.

2. 11 I beg leave, sir, to offer and express herewith,
through you, my respectful thanks to the Government
and to the Asiatic Society, for their patronage, protection,
and liberality in granting me every means for my study
at their library. But since I have not yet reached my
aim, for which I came to the East, I beg you will obtain
for me the permission of Government to remain yet for
three years in India, for the purpose of improving myself
in Sanskrit and in the different dialects; and, if Govern
ment will not object, to furnish me with a passport ill
dnplicate, one in English and one in Persian, that I may
visit the north-western parts of India. For my own
part, I promise that my conduct will not offend the
Government in whatever respect, and that I shall not
have any correspondence to Europe, but only through
you, and that in Latin, which I will send to you, without
being closed, whenever I want to write to my own
country.-I remain, with much respect, Sir, your most
obliged humble servant, A. CSOMA.

~'CALCUTTA, 30th NovwnbeT 1835."
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Mr. Prinsep, as on so many former occasions, took
this opportunity, uusolicited, to plead Csoma's cause, in a
letter addressed to Mr. Macnaughten, the secretary to
Government. From this we learn, also, that of the
money which was received on Csoma's behalf from
Hungary, he would retain nothing for himself, but it
had to be sent back, at his request, to found scholarships
with, and also for the benefit of his relatives in Transyl
vania.

" SIR,-I have been requested," writes Mr. Prinsep, If by
Mr. Alexander Csoma de Koros to report for the informa
tion of the Honourable the Governor-General of India in
Council, that he is desirous of terminating his residence in
Calcutta, and of proceeding to the interior, for the purpose
of further prosecuting his studies in the Oriental languages.
He begs me, accordingly, to solicit permission for his con
tinuing for three more years within the British Indian ter
ritories, and, further, to request that he may be furnished
with two passports, to be produced when occasion may
require-one in the English language, in which he would
wish to be designated by the simple title of 'Mr. Alexander
Csoma, a Hungarian philosopher, native of Transylvania,'
and one in the Persian language, describing him as
'Moll. Eskander Csoma·az Mulk-i Rum.'

2. "It is Mr. Csoma's present intention, after having
pursued his researches into the dialects of Mithila, &c.,
to return to the Presidency, and then to prepare the results
of his studies for the press.

3. "As he does not consider himself for the last year
to have been labouring in any way for the British Govern
ment, Mr. Csoma has prevented me from making any
application for pecuniary assistance. I cannot, however,
forbear from bringing to the notice of the Honourable the
Governor-General that the means at the disposal of this
indefatigable and unpresuming student are by no means
equal to meet the expense of a journey of three years,
even on his very moderate scale of expenditure.
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4. "I hold in my hands a balance of five hundred
rupees at his disposal. The money granted by Govern
ment on the 12th January 1835, as arrears of the salary of
50 rupees per mensem, due to Mr. Csoma while employed
on the Tibetan Grammar and Dictionary, and as com
pensation for loss of the boon from the Hungarian noble
man, was for the greater part remitted home by myself,
at his express desire, for the benefit of his relations in
Hungary and of the Hungarian Literary Society jointly,
nor could I persuade him that justice to himself required
him to retain at least enough to meet his own wants aud
comfort.

5. "I would respectfully submit, that however unwill_
ing Mr. Csoma may be to place himself under obliga
tions, where, as he asserts, he has done no service, the
nature and bent of his studies into the antiquities of
India would amply justify the liberality of Government
towards so meritorious an individual. Many of his pub
lications on Buddha literature, iu the pages of the Asiatic
Society's Journal, are of the highest interest. A portion
of his Analysis of the Tibetan works (for which, at the
time, he was promised a salary of 200 rupees a month
for two years) has just been printed in the Asiatic
Researches, and I have the honour to enclose a copy of
the article, from which the Government may appreciate
the labour it must have cost him to go through the 100
volumes of the' Kahgyur' in the same careful manner.

6. "Under these considerations, I trust it will not be
deemed presumptuous in me to recommend that the
allowance of 50 rupees per mensem may be continued to
Mr. Csoma as long as he may remain prosecuting studies
from which the Government or the learned of our country
may derive benefit, and that I may be permitted to draw
it on honour on his account from the expiration of the
last payment, or the 3 I st December 1834.

7. "It will be understood that his services will be at
all times available to examine and report on Tibetan
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works, of which the Resident at Nepal has recently
despatched a large supply for presentation to the Honour
able the Court of Directors. The Court will doubtless
be well pleased that these should be examined in this
way by almost the only scholar capable of reading and
explaining their contents."

Csoma's passport, issued by Government, is of interest
in his biography; the text was in English and Per
sian, and was worded thus :-

"Mr. Alexander Csoma de Koros, a Hungarian philo
loger, native of Transylvania, having obtained the per
mission of the Honourable the Governor-General of
India in Council, to prosecute his studies in Oriental
languages in Hindustan for three years, I am directed
by his Hononr in Conncil to desire all officers of the
British Government, whether civil or military, and to
reqnest all chiefs of Hindnstan in alliance and amity
with the British Government, to afford such protection to
Mr. Csoma as may be necessary to facilitate the object
of his researches.

"By command of the Honourable the Governor
General of India in Council

"Fort William,
The 14th December 1835."

(Sgd.) W. H. MACNAUGHTEN,

Sec. to Governrmnt 0/ India.

Having provided himself with the necessaries for the
voyage, Csoma did not delay his departure from Cal
cutta; he travelled by boat, and we hear of him at
Maldah, which place he reached on the 20th January
r836: we learn this from a letter to Mr. Prinsep, in
possession of the Asiatic Society of Calcutta.

"SIR,-I beg leave to acquaint you that I have
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safely reached this place yesterday in the morning.
The cold north wind has somewhat retarded our pro
gress, but in other respects I have suffered nothing of
which I should complain. These men have been honest
and active enough during the whole time, since we left
Calcutta, and I feel much obliged for the kindness and
good service done to me by you, and by those whom
you had employed to procure me this boat with such
men.

U According to the agreement made with the Manji,
which I have enclosed here, I had paid him 8 rupees
in Calcutta, besides one for oil and Masul or duty,
and of the remaining 6, I have given him here again
3 rupees, and I beg, sir, you will order the other 3
rupees also to be paid him, and to be put on my
account. Besides the above specified I 2 rupees, I
have given yet to these five men in common, 3 rupees
as a reward for the service done me hy them.

"To-morrow I shall leave this place, having hired
again a small boat for 8 rupees to carry me up to
Kissenganj. When I shall have fixed myself at any
place in the upper part of this country, for a certain
time, and have visited the Sikkim Raja, I shall be
happy to acquaint you with what I shall have learned.
My earnest desire is to merit the eontinuation of your
favQur./J

Early in March we find Csoma at J ulpigori, where
he met a sympathising friend in Major Lloyd, com
manding the frontier station. This gentleman offered him
every attention and hospitality, but they were declined
by Mr. Csoma, on' the ground that his staying with
Government officers of high position would deprive him
of the intercourse with natives, whose familiarity it was
his chief endeavour to cultivate. There is only one
more autograph letter still extant from Osoma, and this
he wrote to Mr. Prinsep on the 7th of March 1836
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from J ulpigori. The original is in the possession of
the Academy of Sciences at Budapest ;-

"SIR,-I beg leave to acknowledge that the packet
containing some papers, which by the Asiatic Society's
direction you had addressed to me, on the 8th of
February last, safely reached me on the I 9th of
the same month, having been forwarded to me by
Major Lloyd's kindness. I would have immediately
acknowledged the receipt of those papers, but as I
was yet at that time very unsettled, respecting my
remaining here or moving from this place, I have
delayed till now to write to you. I beg you will excuse
me for my tardiness.

"I feel greatly obliged to you for the kind commuui
cation of a copy of His Excellency Prince Eszterhazy's
reply to your letter of the 5th January last year. I am
glad to know that the 50 copies of my Tib. Grammar
and Dictionary have safely reached London, and that they
have been also forwarded to their farther destination. I
was also happy to see how His Excellency has expressed
his thanks, through you, to the British Indian Goveru
meut and to the Asiatic Society, for their kind protection
and liberality to me.

"While I gratefully acknowledge the favours thus
conferred on me through this kind communication, I am
sorry that, for my own part, I can send nothing to you, not
having been able, as yet, to learn anything interesting.
Together with your note, I have received also the two
facsimiles of inscriptions, but I am unable to give any
satisfactory explanation of them. Though I admit the
one to be in the Tib. character and language, I dare
not say anything about its contents.

.. According to your direction, I take now the liberty of
addressing my letter to you through W. H. Macnaughten,
Esq., chief secretary to Government, kuowing that it will
be afterwards sent to you. Though I feel much obliged for
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the favours thus conferred on me by this kind arrange
ment with Mr. Macnaughten respecting my future com
munications to you, I am sorry that I shall not be able
to send any interesting information, since I shall per
haps not visit Sikkim, Nepaul, and the other hilly tracts,
being informed that the travelling in those parts would
be dangerous, difficult, very expensive, and of little advan
tage to my purpose; but after remaining in these parts
for a certain period, to study the Bengalee and Sanskrit,
afterwards I shall go by water to Patna, whenever,
successively, I shall visit again by water the upper
provinces, devoting my whole time to the study of the
Sanskrit language and to the acquirement of the principal
dialects.

" Since I intend to prosecute only my philological re
searches, and will abstain from every statistical, political,
or even geographical inquiry, if I shall write but seldom
to you, and at that time also shortly, I beg you will
excuse me. I hope, if I survive, and can again safely
return to Calcutta, I shall be able to commnnicate to you
the results of my studies and Indian tours. I shall want
bnt little for my expenses, and I hope that the five
hundred sicca rupees, left in your hand at my leaving
Calcutta, will be sufficient during the time I intend to
make my peregrination in India. Should I fail in
making any useful progress in my studies worthy of the
Government's patronage, the Asiatic Society may always
dispose of that money for literary purposes which you
successively receive from Government on my behalf.

"Should you wish to communicate to me any papers,
I beg you will address them to the care of Major Lloyd
at Titalya, who will have the kindness to fm'ward them
to me. Pray not to send me the numbers of the' Asiatio
Society's Journal' or any other book until I shall write
to you, or shall go to Patna; but I shall be much obliged
if you will favour me with any letters received from my
own country."
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As Csoma wrote, so probably he acted. His object being
exclusively literary researches, he seldom wrote letters to
anybody, and to this fact is attributable the circumstance
that, after the last-mentioned date, we meet with hut few
records of Osoma's doings, which otherwise would have
enriched the narrative of his life.

Major Lloyd writes about him as follows:-
" At the beginning of 1836, when OBoma quitted his

apartments he had in the Asiatic Society's house, he
wished to study Bengalee, and I sent him to J ulpigori,
where he remained about three months; hut being dis
satisfied there, he returned to Titalya, I think, in March.
He would not remain in my house, as he thought his
eating and living with me would cause him to be deprived
of the familiarity and society of natives, with whom it
was his wish to be colloquially intimate; I therefore got
him a common native hut, and made it as comfortable as
I could for him, but still he seemed to me to be miserably
off. I also got him a servant, to whom he paid three or
four rupees a month, and his living did not cost him
more thau four more. He did not quit Titalya, I think,
till the end of November I 8 37, and all the time he was
there he was absorbed in the study of the Sanskrit,
Mahratta, and Bengali languages. I think it was in
November that he left, purposing to go to Caloutta. At
one time he was intending to travel through the moun
tains to Katmandu, . . • but he seemed to have a great
dread of trusting himself into Tibet, for I repeatedly
urged him to try to reach Lassa through Sikkim, but he
always said sucb an attempt could only be made at the
risk of his life. I was therefore surprised at his coming
here (in 1842) apparently with that intention."

After " sojourn of nearly two years in the east of
Bengal, in the neighbourhood of Sikkim, Csoma returned
to Calcutta, as surmised by Major Lloyd.

Towards the latter part of 1837, Dr. Malan suc
ceeded Mr. J ames Prinsep as secretary of the Asiatic
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Society, and he then found our scholar in Calcutta.
In 1838, Captain Pemberton invited him to join the
Government mission to Bhutan, but the offer was
not accepted, because there was no prospect of reach
ing Tibet by tbat route; Csoma therefore continued
to live in the Asiatic Society's rooms in his capacity as
librarian. Whilst at Titalya (in 1837) a correspondence
passed between himself and Mr. Hodgson; this gentle
man invited Csoma to Katmandu, but when the latter
found tbat he could not pass into Tibet vii Nepal, tbe
proposed visit was abandoned.

From the end of 1837 till the early part of 1842,
Csoma remained in Calcutta, arranging the Tibetan works
of the Asiatic Society, as its librarian. He published
several scientific treatises and articles, and was engaged
by Dr. Yates and other missionaries in the translation of
the Liturgy, the Psalms, and the Prayer-book into Tibetan.
M. Pavie writes thus: 1 "I saw him often during my
stay in Calcutta, absorbed in phautastic thoughts, smiling
at the course of his own ideas, taciturn like the Brahmins,
who, bending over their writing-desks, are employed in
copying texts of Sanskrit. His room had the appearance
of a cell, which he never left except for short walks in
the corridors 'of the building. What a pity it is," con
tinues Pavie, "that a scientific mind like his was so little
given to writing except on his special study; but under
tbe influence of ideas. of a peculiar kind he accomplished

.that laborious and useful task which constitutes his
glory."

A member of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences,
lIir. Emil Thewrewk de Ponor, made an interesting com
munication to a Budapest journal, the "Nemzet," on
the 31st of March 1883, according to which it would
appear that J osef SzahO de Borgata, a fellow-student at
Gottingen, and afterWards professor of the Lycreum of
Sopron, was the first who induced Csoma to undertake a

1 U Revue des Deux MQnde~" vel. xix.
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journey to the East. This Professor SzabO was still alive,
aud in his ninety-fourth year in 1883.

Mr. Thewrewk refers further to a letter of a Hungarian
artist, Mr. Schoefft, from Pest, who lived in India and
knew Csoma well. The letter was written in March
1842. An extract of it is appended:-

" I was on very friendly terms with Csoma during my
stay in Calcutta, where I fonnd to my satisfaction that
the people of that city had much clearer ideas about
Hungary than. before, for which, doubtless, we are in
debted to Csoma. Nevertheless, the truth must be told,
that I never saw a more strange man than him. He
lives like a hermit' among his Tibetan and other works,
in the house of the Asiatic Society, which he seldom
leaves. Of an evening he takes slight exercise in the
grounds, and then he causes himself to be locked up in
his apartment; it therefore invariably happened that
when, during my evening, rides, I called on him, it was
necessary for me always to wait a while till the servants
produced the keys to unlock the door of his apartment.
He was cheerful;· often merry, his spirits rose very con
siderably when we took the opportunity of talking about
Hungary. Altogether, I found him very talkative, and
if he once started on this strain there was no getting to
the end of it. Often, when speaking of our native land,
or discussing the subject concerning the origin of the
Hungarians, our pleasant conversation was protracted till
after 10 o'clock. I began to suspect, however, tbat he
would never see his native land again, being then already
advanced in age, and yet he proposed remaining for ten
years longer in the country, to enable him to glean
whatever he could find in the old writings, and such a
secluded, one wonld almost call it a prison life, might
soon undermine the powers of any constitution and leave
but a mere shadow of an existence."

Besides the aged Professor SzabO, there is yet another
living witness who knew Csoma face to face, namely, the
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Rev. S. C. Malan, D.D., Oxford, now Rector of Broad.
windsor, Dorset. He was connected with the Bishops'
College of Calcutta, and during his short stay there, as
secretary of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, was on inti
mate terms with the subject of this memoir.

Dr. Malan. says 1 as to Korosi, "I never think of him
without interest and gratitude. I had heard of him and
seen his Tibetan Grammar and Dictionary before leaving
England.

"One of my early visits was to the Asiatic Society's
house, Calcutta, where Csoma lived as under-librarian.
I found him a man of middle stature, much weather
beaten from hi. travels, but kind, amiable, and willing
to impart all he knew. . . .

"I happened to be the only person who was troubling
himself about Tibetan; he and I became very good
friends during the whole, alas! too short, stay in India.
And when we parted he gave me the whole of his
Tibetan books, some thirty volumes. I value such relics
highly, and still use the same volume which I used to
turn over with him."

These volumes, forty in number, are now the property
of the Royal Hungarian Academy of Sciences, through
the kindness of Dr. Malan, the donor.'

There is a more recent letter from Dr. Malan to the
writer, giving his opinion about a likeness of Csoma, and
which is quoted at the end.

1 Ralston's uTibetan Tales." London: Triibner and Co. .882.
!J See U Journal of the Royal Asia.tic Society," 1884, vol. xvi. p. 492 et

"2'
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CHAPTER XI.

Csoma's stay in Calcutta from 1837 to I84z-Last 8nangements
Leaves Calcntta for the last time-Sets out on his journey to
Lassa-Death at Darjeeling-Dr. Cam'pbell'a report-His grave
and tombstone.

IN April 1842, Csoma reached the fifty-eighth year of
his age; hut his ardour in his favourite studies and his
power of hard work continned the same as in earlier
days. In the early spring of that year he was planning
to resnme his researches and to lahour for tell years longer
in the East before returning to his native land. The
contemplation of these plans induced him to start once
more towards Tibet on a journey to Lassa.

His first knowledge of the Tibetan tongue was
acquired in Ladak in the west; he now purposed visit
ing the north-easterly parts of Tibet proper. During
the latter years he displayed great eagerness in the study
of the Mahratta, Bengali, and Sanskrit languages.

On tbe 9th of February a letter, addressed by Csoma
to the Secretary of the Asiatic Society, Mr. Torrens, may
well be regarded as his testamentary disposition :-

"SIR,-Since I am about to leave Calcutta for a certain
period to make a tour in Central Asia, if possible, I beg
you will receive and keep this memorandum after you
have communicated it to the Society.

.. I respectfully acknowledge that I have received
many benefits from the Asiatic Society, although I have
declined always to accept the allowance of So rupees
which they generously granted me in 1829, 1831, and
1841, since the Government allowance to me during
several years was sufficient for my support.
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" I intend again to return to Calcutta and to acquaint
the Society with the results of my travels. But in case
of my death on my intended journey, since I sincerely
wish the prosperity and pray for the long continuance of
this noble establishment, I beg to leave my Government
securities, as also the books and other things now taken
with me, at the disposo./ of the Asiatic Society, delivering
herewith to you my last account of the 3 1st January
1842, with the Government agent, who is my attorney, and
with whom the Pro Notes are kept, and who will favour
me once a year with interest on those papers.

" Since I purposely decline any correspondence with
those in Europe, I beg you will kindly excuse me, if any
letter or packet should be sent to me, to do with it as
you think best:' 1

The secretary was requested to reply to Mr. Csoma,
expressing the Society's willingness to accept the trustee
ship of his funds for his benefit, assuring ]lim of its earnest
desire to forward his views in India in every possible way,
and to render him any assistance, as well as of its willing
ness to receive any further directions as to his funds, and
expressing its best wishes for his welfare and safe return
from his enterprising expedition into Bhutan and Tar
tary. It was also determined that a copy of Mr. Csoma's
letter should be transmitted to the Government Agent.

It will always remain a matter of regret tbat Csoma's
determined wish was not secured in a legal manner, for
the benefit of the Asiatic Society, to which he desired to
bequeath all he possessed, as a token of gratitude for the
benefits he received. It "ould hardly be expected that
Csoma should be versed in legal technicalities, but these
doubtless he would have been ready to attend to had he
received any suggestion on the subject.

The exact date is not recorded on which Csoma left
the Presidency, nor do we know the details of his jour
ney towards Sikkim. Most probably he travelled as he

1 See "Proceedings of the Alliatic Society of Bengal," 4th March 1842.
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was wont, in 1I native boat up the river Hugly to reach
the opposite shore of the Ganges, and afterwards by land,
and through the Terai, in tbe direction of the Darjeeling
range of hills. In the vicinity of Titaliya, in the district
of Rungpore, the level begins to rise, aud the malarious
sub-Himalayan belt of dense jungle bas to be crossed be
fore ascending the hills.

The Terai of the present day cannot bear comparison
to what it was in Csoma's time. To a great extent it is
now laid out in carefully cultivated tea-gardens; the
danger which formerly beset every traveller through that
district has almost disappeared. Not many years ago the
crossing of the Temi for a European was accompanied by
great risk to health, and bad to be performed as ex
peditiously as was practicable in the day-time, wbilst the
sun was up; and to spend a nigbt tbere was certain to
be followed by dangerous paroxysms of fever.

Csoma reached Darjeeling on tbe 24tb of March.
He travelled slowly and inexpensively, probably on foot.
There is every reason to suspect that a night was spent
by bim in the Terai. CampbeU says that on the 6th of
April he was ill with feYer, which in six days terminated
fatally.

Dr. Archibald Campbell, the Superintendent and Go
vernment Agent, was the chief officer at that station.
He knew Csoma by reputation for many years, and per
sonally since they met at Captain Kennedy's house at
Siml.. Every attention, therefore, that was possible was
bestowed upon the patient.

The report of Csoma's death is addressed to Mr.
Bushby, secretary to Government.

Dr. Campbell wrote as follows: 1-

"It is with much regret tbat I ,'eport the death at this
place, on the IIth instant (April 1842), of Csoma de
KorOs, the Hungarian traveller and Tibetan scholar. He
reil a victim to fever, contracted on his journey bitherto,

1 See le Journal.Asiotie SQciety of 'BengaJ," \'01. xi.
~
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for the cure of which he would not be persuaded to take
~ny medicines until it was too late to be of any ~v~il.

"M. de Koros arrived here on the 24th ult. (March
1842), and communicated to me his desire of proceeding
to the residence of the Sikkim Raja, and thence to Lassa,
for the purpose of procuring access to stores of Tibetan
literature, which he had been taught to believe, from his
reading in Ladak and Ksnum, were still extant in the
capital of Eastern Tibet (Lassa), and might have thence
found their way into Sikkim.

" As the eldest son of the Sikkim Raja is by the usage
of the family a Lama, and as the present Tubgani Lama
is a learned priest, and aaid to be' in possession of an
extensive library, I had some hopes that by making the
Raja acquainted with M. de Koros' unobtrusive cbaracter
and known avoidance of political and religious subjects
in his intercourse with the people of the countries he has
visited, I migqt have contributed to procuring him per
mission to proceed into Tibet, and to this end I sent the
Raja's Vakeel to visit M. de Koros, that he might satisfy
himself as to the extent to which he had prosecuted his
studies into the language and literature of Tibet, as well
as of the objects he had in view in desiring to visit the
Tubgani Lama and the city of Lassa. The Vakeel, who
i;; a man of intelligence and some learning, was altogether
amazed at finding a l<'eringhee a complete master of the
colloquial language of Tibet, and so much his own supe
rior in acquaintance with the religion and literature of
that country. I endeavoured to answer his numerous
questions about M. de Koros by detailing the particulars
of his early life and later travels in Asia, with which I
was acquainted; by stating his devotion to the prosecu
tion of his liugual aud literary studies; my certain know
ledge that in permitting him to visit Sikkim and Lassa
the Raja would have nothing to apprehend from igno
rance of the usages and religion of the people, nor an
indiscreet, zeal in the attainment of his objects; that he
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wag not at all connected with the service of our Govern
ment, or any other power in India, but that the Governor
General had granted him hiB permission to travel throngh
India, and that any facilities afforded him by the Raja
wonld be noted approvingly by his lordship and myself.

"The Vakeel at my desire addressed the Rajah, ex
plaining fnlly my wishes, and M. de Koros resolved to
remain here, pending a reply from Sikkim. He was full
of hope as to the favonrable result of the reference, and
in the most enthusiastic manner would dilate on the
delight he expected to derive from coming in contact
with some of the learned men of the East (Lassa), as the
Lamas of Ladak and Kanum, with whom alone he had
previous communion, were confessedly inferior in learn
ing to those of Eastern Tibet. He was modest and aboost
silent on the benefits which might accrue to general
knowledge from the results of his contemplated journey;
but' what would Hodgson, Turrwur, and some of the philo
sophers of Europe not give to be in my place when I get
to Lassa'!' was a frequent exclamation of his during the
conversations I had with him previous to his illness.
He had arranged, in the event of his getting permission
to proceed, to leave with me all his books, papers, and
bank-notes to the amount of 300 rupees, to be cared for
on his behalf; and a complete copy of the' Journal of the
ABiatic Society,' which he had received from the Society, he
said he should ask me to keep, in the event of his never
returning. How soon were all his enthusiastic anticipa
tions clouded, and his journeyings stopped for ever!

" On the 6th instant I called on him, and found him
feverish, with foul tongue, dry skin, and headache. I
urged him to take some medicine, but in vain. He said
he had suffered often from fever and other ailments, from
which he had recovered without physic; that rhubarb
was the only thing of the sort he had ever used, except
tartar emetic. The former had been recommended to
him by Moorcroft, and the latter by a Persian doctor.
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He took out of his box a small bit of decayed rhubarb
and a phial of tartar emetic, and said, with apparent
distrust in their virtnes, 'As you wish it, I will take
some to-morrow, if I am not better; it is too late to-day,
the sun is going down.' I sent him some weak soup,
and returned to see him on the 7th. He was then
much better, got off his pallet, entered into conversation,
chatted animatedly with me for an hour on his favourite
subjects of thought and inquiry. For the first time since
I bad seen him, be this day showed how sensitive he
was to the applause of the world as a reward to his
labours and privations. He went over the whole of
his travels in Tibet with fluent rapidity; and in
noticing each stage of the results of his studies, he men
tioned the distinguished notice that had been accorded
in Europe and India to the facts and doctrines brought
to light by him. He seemed especially gratified with an
editorial article by Prof. Wilson in the supplement to
the' Government Gazette' of 9th July 1829, which he
produced, and bid me read; it related to the extreme
hardships he had nndergone while at the monastery of
Zanskar, where, with the thermometer below zero, for
more than four months he was preclnded by the severity
of the weather from stirring out of a room nine reet
square; yet in this situation he read from morning till
evening without a fire, the gronnd forming his bed, and
the walls of the building his protection against the
rigours of the climate, and stilI he collected and arranged
forty thousand words of the language of Tibet, and
nearly completed his Dictionary and Grammar.' Passing
from this subject, he said, in a playful mood, 'I will show
you something very curious,' aud he produced another
number of Wilson's paper of September 10, 1827, and
pointing to one editorial paragraph, desired me to read it
first, and then hear the explanation.' It runs thus (after

I See page 80 t:t Beq., a1iU.
2 Sce Government Gazette of that date.
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noticing some communications to the Asiatic Society
from Mr Hodgson): • Iu connection with. the litera
ture and religion of Tibet, and indeed of the whole of
the Bhoti countries, we are happy to lcam that the
patronage of the Government has enabled the Hungarian
traveller, Csoma de Koros, to proceed to Upper Besarh
to prosecute his Tibetan studies for three years, in which
period he engages to prepare a comprehensive Grammar
and Vocabulary of the language, with an account of the
history and literature of the country.

cc (These objects are the more desirable, as we under
stand M. de Kor5s considers the recent labours of
:Klaproth and Remusat, with regard to the language and
literatnre of Tibet, as altogether erroneons. Monsienr
I{i)musat, indeed, admits the imperfectness of his mate
rials, but Klaproth, as usual, pronounces ex cathedra, and
treats the notion ,of any successful study of Tibetan by
the English in India with ineffable contempt.' •Now, I
do not recollect,' said M. de Koros, • that I gave my
opinion of Klaproth as it is given here, but, oh! Wilson
was very, very,' and he shook his head sJ.gnificsntly,
, against Klaproth, and he took this opportu·]ity to pull
him down, and favour Remusat. It is very curious;'
and he laughed heartily. Not being of the initiated in
the curiosities of Tibetan literature, I did not fully
appreciate the jest, but others probably Will; and I was
greatly interested with the keen enjoyment produced in
the mind of the Ascetic by this subject.

.. At the same visit he produced Hodgson's' lllustra
tions of the Literature and Religion of the Buddhists,'
and asked me if I had seen it. On being told that I had
a copy, and had been familiar with its contents in pro
gress of collection, although unversed in the subject, he
said, 'He sent me this copy; it is a wonderful combina
tion of knowledge on a new subject, with the deepest
philosophical speculations, and will astonish the people
of Europe. There are, however, some mistakes in it.' I
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think he then said: 'In your paper on the Limboos you
asked if the appellation" Hung," distinctive of families
of that tribe, had any reference to the original" Huns,"
the objects of my search in Asia. It is a curious simi
larity, but your "Hungs" are a small tribe, and the
people who passed from Asia, as the progenitors of the
Hungarians, were a great nation.' I replied, that as the
original country of the Limhoo ' Hungs' was undouhtedly
north of the Himalaya, and as he believed the same to
be the case as regarded the' Huns,' it was at all events
pOBBible that the 'Hungs' of this neighbourhood might
have been an offshoot from the same nation. 'Yes, yes:
he rejoined, ' it is very possible; but I do not think it is
the case.' And then, as if preferring to luxuriate in re
mote speculations on his beloved subjects rather than in
attempting to put an end to them by a discovery at
hand, he gave a rapid sUllllllary of the manner in which
he believed his native land was possessed by the original
'Huns,' and his reasons for tracing them to Central or
Eastern Asia. This was all done in the most enthusiastic
strain; b"t the text"re of the story was too eomplieated for
me to take conneeted note of it. I gathered, however, from
his conversation of this day, and of the previous ones
since our acquaintance, that all his hopes of attaining the
object of the long and laborious search were centered in
the discovery of the country of the 'Yoogars.' This land
he believed to be to the east and north of Lassa and
tbe province of Kham, and on the western confines of
China. To reach it was the goal of his most ardent
wishes, and there he fully expected to find the tribes he
had hitherto sought in vain. The foundation of his hopes,
to anyone not deeply imbued with enthusiasm, or accus
tomed to put faith in philological affinities, will prob
ahly appear vague and insecure. It was as follows, in
so far as I could gather from his repeated conversa
tions :-In the dialects of Europe-the Sclavonic, Celtic,
Saxon, and German-I believe the people who gave their
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name to the country now called Hungary, were styled
, Hunger' or 'Ungur,' 'Oongar' or 'Yoongar,' and in
Arabic, Turkish, and· Persian works there are notices of a
nation in Central Asia resembHng in many respects the
people who came from the East into Hungary. In these
languages they are styled 'Oagur,' 'Woogur,' 'Voogur/
or 'YoogUl',' according to the pronunciation of the Per
sian letter; and from the same works it might be inferred,
he said, that the country of the 'Yoogurs ' was situated
as above noted. There were collateral reasons which led
him to this conclusion, bnt he did not lay much stress on
them, and they have escaped my memory. It has since
occurred to me, that at the time of the conversations now
detailed, M. de Koros had some presentiment that death
was near him, for on no former occasion was he so com
municative, nor did he express opinions as if he was very
anxious they should be remembered. On this day he
certainly did so, and I feel it due to his memory to record
them, even in this imperfect manner. To give his opinions
point, it would require a knowledge 0/ the subJeds on whieh
he diseoursed, to which I eannot petcud; yet such as they
are, they may, as the last words of an extraordinary man,
~prized by those who honoured him for his acquire
ments, and admired him for his unwearied exertions in
the cause of literature, languages, and history.

"Although so. much hetter on the 7th than on the
previous day, I dreaded that a return of fever was
impending, and I again urged him to take medicine,
but in vain. On the 8th I did not see him, but on
the morning of the 9th, on visiting him with Dr.
Griflith, I found that fever had returned; he was
confused and slightly delirious, his countenance was
sunken, anxious, and yellow, and altogether his state
was bad and dangerous. After much trouble, we got
him to swallow some medicine, and had his temples
rubbed with blistering fluid. On the morning of the
10th he was somewhat better, but still unable to talk
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eonnectedly or distinctly; towards evening he became
comatose, and continued 60 until 5 A.M. of the I I th,
when he expired without a groan or struggle. On the
12th, at 8 A.M., bis remains were interred in the burial.
ground of this station. I read the funeral service over
him in the presence of almost all the gentlemen at the
place.

"The effects consisted of four boxes of books and
papers, the snit of blne dothes '''hich he always wore, and
in u'hieh he died, a few sheets, and one cooking-pot.
His food was confined to tea, of which he was very
fond, and plain boiled rice, of which he ate very little.
On a mat on the floor, with a box of books on the four
sides, he sat, ate, slept, and studied, never undressed at
night, and rarely weut out during the day. He never
drank wine or spirits, or used tobacco or other stimulants.

"Annexed is a detailed list of the contents of the
boxes. Among his papers were found the bank-notes
for 300 rupees, to which he alluded before his death,
and a memorandum regarding Government papers for
5000 rupees, whieh is stated in transcript of a letter
to the Government, dated 8th February 1842, it was
his wish to leave at his death to the Asiatic Society
of Bengal for any literary purpose. Cash to the
number of 224 rupees of various coinage, and a waist
belt containing 26 gold pieces (Dutch ducats, I be
Iieve), complete the money part of his effects. From
this I shall deduct the funeral expenses and wages due
to his Lepcha servant, and retain the remainder, along
with the books and papers, until I receive the orders of
Government for disposing of them. As the deceased Was
not a British subject, I have not made the usual adver
tisement of the possession of his effects, nor have I taken
charge of them in the civil court, but in my capacity of
political officer in this direction.

" :From a letter of J ames Prinsep's among the papers, I
gather that he was a native of the town of Pest, or
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Pesth, in the province ef Transylvania,' and I have found
transcript of a letter addressed by bim to tbe Austrian
Ambassador in London, apparently on matters connected
with his native country; I presume, therefore, that the
proper mode of making his death known to his relations,
if such there be, and of disposing of the money not willed
by him, will be through the Austrian Ambassador at the
British Court. In some documents I found his address
to be Korosi Csoma Sandor."

In a footnote Mr. Henry Torrens remarks as fol
lows: "I may add to Mr. CampbeU's interesting paper
such information as my memory enables me to give of
the opinion held by the deceased philologist on the origin
of the Huns, which, with singular opinions on the Buddhist
faith, constituted his most favourite speculations. He,
on more than one occasion entered on the subject with
me at great length, detailing in particular the Sanskrit
origin of existing names of places and hill-ranges in
Hungary. My constant request at the close of these
conversations used to be tbat he would reem'd the,. spelJlfr
lations. He invariably refused, alluding darkly to the
possibility of his one day having it in his power to pnblish
to the world 80'!Mthing sounder than speculation. In pro
portion as I pressed him on the subject, he became more
reserved with me on these particular questions. He
seemed to have an antipathy to his opinions being pub
lished. I remember his giving me one day a quantity of
curious speeulation on the derivation of geographical
names in Central Asia. Some montbs afterwards I had
occasion to annotate on a theory of the nomenclature of
the Oxus, and, writing to him, recapitulated his opinion
on the subject, and begged to be allowed to publish it.
His answer was that 'he did not remember.'

"His exceeding diffidence 011 the subjeets on which he
might have dictated to the learned world of Enrope and
Asia was the most surprising trait in him. He was very

1 Thiii is evidently a mistake.
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deeply read in general literature independently of his
Tibetan lore, but never did such acquirements centre in
one who made such modest use of them."

The contents of this report were communicated to the
Asiatic Society, by whom one thousand rupees was voted
for the purpose of being placed into the hands of Major
Lloyd that a suitable monument be erected over the
grave. The inscriptiou was approved by the Society at
their meeting in :February 1845, which the Secretary,
Mr. H. Torrens, introdnced with tbe following words:-

"I beg to submit tbe epitaph to be placed on the tomb
of our lamented frieud, Csoma de Kdrds, as approved by
the committee."

H. J.

ALEXANDER CSOMA DE KOROSI,l
A Native of Hungary,

Who, to follow out Philological Researches,
Resorted to the East;

And after years passed under privations,
Such as have been seldom endured,

And patient labour in the cause of Science,
Cumpiled a Dictionary and Grammar

Of the Tibetan Language,
Hia best and real monument.

On his road' to H'Lassa,
1.'0 resume his labours,
He died at this place,';

.011 the 11th April 1842,
Aged 44 years.3

His fellow-labourers,
The Asiatic Society of Bengal,

Inscribe this tablet to his memory.

REQUIEBCA.T IN PACE.

1 This should be, de Koroll, without the termina.l i. See page 9. ante.
:I Darjeeling, in British Sikkim.
3 This is a mistake, a.s he W&B born in April' J784.
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Dr. Archibald Campbell's report on Csoma's closing
days, and his subsequent memorandum,' will always be
read with deep interest, the contents of which have
been quoted already. Dr. Campbell again mentions in it
Csoma's ardent wish to reach Lassa, where. strengthened
with his linguistic attainmeuts, he formed enthusiastic
hopes of realising the objects of his research. "Could
he reach Lassa, he felt that Sanskrit would have quickly
enabled him to master the contents of its libraries, and
in them he believed was to be found all that was want
ing to give him the real history of the Huns in their
original condition and migrations. The power of acquir
ing languages was the extraordinary talent of Csoma.
He had studied the following ancient and modern
tongues, and was proficient in many of them: Hebrew,
Arahic, Sanskrit, Pushtu, Greek, Latin, Sclavonic, Ger
man. English. Turkish, Persian, French, Russian, Tibetan,
with the addition of Hindustani, Mahratta,' and Bengali.
His library at his death had a dictionary of each of the
languages he was acquainted with, and on all were his
manuscript annotations."

These remarks, recorded by a kind friend under the
influence of sorrowful sympathy, have heen looked upou
by many, in the absence of any other information, as the
chief if not the Bole clue to the proper understanding of
Csoma's whole career and aspirations. Relying on iroper
feet data, Csoma's aims appeared to his critics as very
illusory, if not altogether erroneous. But anyone,
wishing to do justice to the memory aud labours of this
extraordinary man, and keeping in view his long scientific
preparation, both in his own country and in Germany, to
enable him to attain a special and well-defined object,
Dr. Campbell's remarks will not be regarded in any other
light than what they are, and as he doubtless wished
them to be regarded, namely, a graphic description of
the incidents of the last scenes of a dying man. Words
which were uttered by the patient between the paroxysm.

1 "Journal Asiatic Society of Bengal." vol. xiv. p. 823.
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of his fatal disease will not be taken as a legitimate basis
upon which alcne w pronounce a satisfactory judgment of
a life.long career, particularly after what Dr. Campbell
tells us, that "the context of the story was too compli.
cated for me to take connected note of it."

In the oft-mentioned letters w Captain Kennedy in
J 82 5, Csoma expressed his opinion as to the coincidence
of certain geographical names and words derived from
the Sanskrit, which live to this day in the countries
bordering on the Lower Danube. He spoke likewise of
the country of the Huns and Yugurs on the western border
of China, which, if possible, he desired to visit that he
might become acqusinted with the Mongol people. But
he nowhere insists on any special linguistic affinity
between the Magyar and the Tibetan wngues, which
affinity, by itself, would have induced him to devote
so much precious time to this language.

In the course of his Tibetan studies, pursued, as so
often mentioned, in fulfilment of a solemn engagement
towards the Indian Government, Csoma discovered, as he
tells us in his second letter to Captain Kennedy, para·
graph 50 and 5 I, that among the contents of the libraries
in Tibet was to be found all that was wantiug t<> give the
real history of the Huns in their original condition and
migrations. "What would Hodgson, Tumour1 and some
of the philosophers of Europe not give to be in my place
when I get to Lassa!" was a frequent exclamation of
Csoma's during his fatal illness.1

To reach Lassa, therefore, and to examine the contents
of the libraries there, was the proxintate aim of the
journey during which he died.

There can be little donbt as to what would have been
the direction of his ulterior steps, supposing him to have
safely reached Lassa, and there obtained"what he hoped
for. He would most likely have endeavoured to pene
trate inw Mongolia and the country around it.

1 See Dr. Campbell's Report, page 147, ante.
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No unprejudiced person, therefore, who had the oppor
tunity of weighing all the circumstances and the actual
facts, will assuredly feel justified in pronouncing a con
demnation, and in showing up Csoma as one who had
wandered in search of fantastic ideas, and sacrificed the
labours of a long life in vain.

A few words will explain our meaniug.
In a book recently published 1 we find it stated tbat

Professor Hunfalvy, a great authority on Finnish phi
lology, bad declared that "Korosi, during his stay in
Calcutta, experienced the bitterest moments of his life,
being clmseilYUS (1) that up to that time be had fruitlessly
looked for the origin of the Huugariaus."

Such disappointment we find nowhere alluded to by
Csoma; he spoke nowhere of any hitter sorrow at the
uselessness of bis labonrs, yet such an opinion seems to
have been sbaped after his death.

Anotber great autbority, Arminius Vambery, in a letter
to Mr. Ralston, draws tbe conclusion tbat "Kiiriisi was
a meUm to 'un-ripe' philological speculation, because be
was looking for a nation speaking the Magyar tongue, and
suffered much disappointment at not finding the looked
for relatiV'es."

Professor Va.mb<lry continues-
"And this (viz., finding Magyar-speaking relatives)

was impossible for Koriisi to attain, because the Magyar
tongue is a mixture of an Ugrian and Turko-tatar dialect.
Tbis knowledge, however," says Va.mbery, "is the result
of recent (principally his own) investigations, and poor
Kiiriisi could have had hardly any notion of it I "

Such is tbe learned Professor's judgment on Csoma iu
1882.

We may mention that the Ugric and the TurJro..tatar
theory was strongly advocated by Vambery in his last
great philological work.

1Ra.lston's"Tibetan Tales." Triibner & Co., London, 1882. Intro
duction, p. 21 et 8eq.
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Summing up the preceding remarks, it may be stated
that-

Firstly, we have already adduced proofs to show how
scrupulously careful Csoma's critical miud Was not to run
iuto philological or any other speculations. He guards
himself very distinctly against such when he says, " I was
much perplexed by Dr. Gerard's letter to me. In my
answer I would not enter into the wide field of specula
tiou." 1 Heury Torrens speaks of it; and Dr. Malan is
very positive on the subject 3 when he says, " Csoma did
not scrutinise the intricacies of hypotheses; he had too
much sense for that."

Se<ondly, no proof can he found anywhere among
Csoma's writings of his having searched after a people in
Asia U speaking the Magyar tongue." Such a theory may
have been propounded hy idle literary speCUlators or
elated enthusiasts on his behalf, as was recently done in
Count Bela SzecMnyi's case, but a childlike chimera of
the sort cannot he laid to his charge unless proof positive
exists that he tnunciated such an opini.on and de5ign, and
persevered in it to the end.

Thirdly, the position of the Hungarian tongue in
reference to the Finnish, the Ugric, and the Turko-tatar
dialects is far from being settled yet hy the philologists.
Moreover, Csoma'g studies and labours moved in an
entirely different philological and ethnographical sphere
from that to which these several dialects belong. No
critic who was not able to pay due attention to a field of
research on which Csoma laboured, namely, the Indian,
the Sanskrit, and the Tibetalllanguages, could be expected
to understand and to appreciate his ideas, motives, and
conclusions as they deserve, nor yet claim the right to
pronounce final judgment upon his merits. Nevertheless,
an opinion stands on record that Csoma's philological
views are not considered by his countrymen as "deserv-

1 See chap. v" p. 77. ~ See cha.p. xi., p. 15,3...
'See "Journal Royal ABiatic Society," yol. xvi., p. 493.
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ing . serious consideration." 1 But this i5 only in the
Finnish and Turko-tatar direction, in which the special
studies of these ~critics lay, being quite distinct from
those of Csoma, which, by the way, have not as yet been
inquired into by them. It is not fair towards a
thoroughgoing student such as Csoma was to treat his
labours in an off-hand manner, and to misinterpret the
tendency of his thoughtful conclusions.

Csoma was filled, as every earnest investigator should
be, with a never-flagging devotion to his object; but he
was not a dreamer, as some of his least-informed critics
seem to wish to suggest that he was. All his philo
logical deductions were based on carefully selected data,
which he always adduced.

Impelled by a noble devotiou to historical and philo
logical science, he set out unaided on his solitary journey
t~ the East, endeavouring to peuetrate into the northern
parts of the Chinese Empire, especially iuto Mongolia and
the surrounding countries, his sole object being to study,
from a Hungarian point of view, several yet unsolved
ethnological and historical problems, hoping that his
labours generally might be found useful by posterity, whose
appreciation he looked for as his only reward. As long
as life was spared him he remained faithful to this pur
pose, worthy to be followed up still by anyone really
competent for the task.

Step by step, cautiously and with deliberation for two
and-twenty years, he directed his efforts among difficulties
which would have driven a less heroic mind to despair,
and yet with a mowstif and ready self-sacrifice quite
exceptional. When we consider the physical difficulties
alone, we find that Csoma traversed greater distances
than did any other traveller before him or since under
$imilar circumstances.

The memory of Kor5si's uncomplaining endurance,
unselfishness, and modesty will ever remain recorded

1 Ralston, op cit.
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among the pioneera of philology, and be cherished witb
gratitude in his native lalid.

What other tribute indeed but that of admiration and
reverence could be rendered to such a labourer!

Eveu among the people and the high ecclesiastics of
Tibet the fame of the Hungariau scholar lived for many
years after him. The name of " Philangi Dasa," the Euro
pean disciple, as he was affectiouately called there, has
been meutioned with appreciation to Dr. Leitner, who in
1866 had an interview at Pukdal with the Abbot of the
Monastery in which Csoma lived. Judging from Dr.
Leitner's report, we find that Csoma's sympathetic indi
viduality left a lasting impression behind him, and when
the Tibetans heard that Leitner was a fellow-conntry
man of Csoma's, he was received with every mark of
attention, and the Abbot offered to conduct Dr. Leitner'
safely to Lassa, leaving, if desired, his two sons as hostages
in the hands of the Gove=ent. As, however, Dr.
Leitner was not prepared to accept the unlooked-for
offer, the Abbot was willing to extend it to any other
European who may be actuated by the same love and
devotion to philological researches as Csoma had been.

This circumstance was repeatedly brought to public
notice by Dr. Leitner, hut no advantage has as yet been
taken of an opportunity so favourable to liu,,"11istic and
perhaps political objects.

In the Szekler land, his native province, Csoma's
memory lives in affectionate remembrance.

The Kenderessy-Csoma Scholarship, founded by him at
the College of Nagy Enyed, is administered in accordance
with his wishes. Csoma's relations made an endowment
at the village school of Koros, at Which, as a child, he
learned his first lessons. The yearly proceeds of this
sum are devoted partly to purchasing of books, and partly
to improve the stipend of the schoolmaster. There is a
third memorial also, namely, the donation made by
Csoma in 1836 to the Military Institute of Kezdi-
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Vasarhely. After the historical events of 1849 the
funds of this Institute were amalgamated with those of
the Oollege of SzentGyargy; towards this the Emperor.
King, Francis·Joseph, contributed ten thousand florins.
Csoma's money is administered in a separate account
there, and the yearly proceeds are divided among the
most industrious scholars, each prize-book being marked
with the founder's name.

"I have no doubt," adds Baron OrMn BaIazs, "that
a day will come when a better. future dawns upon our
country, and when past omissions and neglect will be
made good, and then a substantial monument will rise to
the imperishahle memory of Alexander Osoma de Karas."

We heartily add our Amen. May it be so!
The contents of the four boxes mentioned by Dr.

CampbeIl, constituting Osoma's travelling library, were as
follows:-

"t B...

J. Grammar and dictionaries of Bengali, Turkish, Tibetan, Greek,
Latin, French, and Eoglish languages. 7 volumes.

2. New Testament in Russian.
3. HodgsODJ on Buddhism in Nepal.
4- Index of the Asiatic Society's Transactions.
S. The twentieth volume, Part r., of Asiatic Researches.

Total 13 volume&.
A medicine-box.

2d Boz.

I. Grammars and dictionaries :-
Wilsou'e Sanskrit Dictionary; Sanskrit Grammar; Bengali

and EngliBh Dictionary j Bengali, Turkish, and English
grammars j Sanskrit Dictionary j Greek Exercises j English,
Bengali, and Manipuri Grammar and Dictionaty.

2. Alphabetum Tibetanum of Giorgi.
3. Bible in EugliBh ; New Te8tament in Sanskrit; St. Matthew's

Gospel in BengaIi j GenesiB in English.
4. Raja Tarongini, 2 volumes; Mahavansa; eight Bengali

pamphlets.
S. Journal Asiatic Society, 9 volumes; Asiatic Researches, twen·

tieth volumel Part I. ; foreign books, 6 volumes.
L
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3d Box.

Tibetan Grammar; M:iliabharata, '4 volumes; Raja Tarangini j

Susrita j Naishada Oharits.; four Bengall pamphlets.

4th Boz.

J. Grammars and dictionaries:-
English Gramm8J' and Exercises; English and French Dic

tionary ; English pocket-dictionary; English and Bengali
Dictionary and Exercises; Yates' Sanskrit Grammar;
Bhutia Voca.bul~IY; Tibetan Grammar and Dictionary~

3 copies; Ruasian Grammar; two Latin anti oDe Dutch
Dictionaries; Latin Selections; Greek Grammar.

2. New Testament in Greek and Latin ; Prayer~Book in Bengali.
3. lEsop's Fables in German; 2 volumes Cicero's Orationee;

Quintilianus j Homer j Horace; Crosar's COJllmentaries, LivYt
Ovid, Tacitus, Virgil, Sallust, Juvenal, Xenophon, altogether
13 volumes.

4. Robertson'B History of India; Klaprotb's Tibet; Dickens' Pick
wick; Journal Royal Asiatic Society; Priueep'a Useful Tables.
I volume.

5. SJ::IlAll Atlas j Map of Chinese Empire j Map of Westem Asia ;
a memorandum book.

6. Inkstand, ruler) bundle of pencils, wafers, slate, a small
glass.

N.B.-Tbe blue dress was given to hjs Lepcba servant.
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CHAPTER XII.

Prince EBzterhazy's inquiry regarding Csoma.'a papera-List of some of
them-Renewal of his tombstone at Dnrjeeling-Plaeed on the
list of public monuments by the Government of India-His
portrait-Conclusion.

THROUGH the Indian Government Csoma's death was
notified to the authorities in England, and we find that
Prince Eszterhazy wrote to the directors of the East India
Company thanking them for their communication of the
sad event, and inquiring at the same time whether the
Asiatic Society of Bengal would feel disposed to put the
Transylvanian authorities in possession of any papers
that may have been found among Csoma's writings relat
ing to special researches concerning the history of the
Hungarrnns in ancient times. .

This letter of the Ambassador was transmitted to
Calcutta, but led to no result. Csoma left no formal
will. His memorandum of the 9th of February, by which
he appointed the Asiatic Society the sole heir of all his
money, books, &c., was not admitted as a valid testamen
tary document. The Administrator-Gener!,!, therefore,
submitted a statement on the 8th of June 1843, accord
ing to which the estate appears to have consisted of
3000 sicca and 2000 Government rupees, besides 26
Dutch ducats; the Administrator- General adding, "I
shall be obliged by your forwarding the money to the
Government for transmission to the Honourable Court of
Directors for information of the next kin of the deceased."

On his first arrival in Calcutta, in February 1854, as
medical officer on the Bengal Establishment of the
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Honourable East India Company, the writer, through the
introduction of Mr. Arthur Grote of the Bengal Civil
Service, obtained admission to the Administrator-General's
office, where a small iron box, with the na,me of Alex
ander Csoma de Karas painted on, was placed before
him, containing papers of tbe late Tibetan traveller. He
prepared a list of its contents at that tin,e, being fortu
nate enough not to have neglected the opportunity that
offered, as three years later, on renewing his inquiry, he
learnt that the box in question could not again be found;
its contents had been destroyed with other similar un
claimed documents. The following is the list prepared
in 1854:-

I. Government Gazette, dated loth September 1827, in which it is
announced that Csoma had obtained permission from' Govern
ment to reside in Upper Bessrh for three years for the study
of the Tibetan language and literature. See ebaptervi.

2. Government Gazette of 9th July 1829, containing a report of
the meeting of the Asiatic Society under.the presidency of Sir
Charles Grey, when a monthly allowance of 50 rupees was
voted to Ceoms, in consequence of Dr. Gerard's letter to Mr.
Fraser.

3. Bengal Hnrkaru, dated I 3th November 1829, containing a report
of the Asiatic Society's meeting, when Csoma's letter was read
declining to accept the proffered pecuniary assistanee till he
arrived in Calcutta.

4. Copy of a letter (Latin) to Prince Eazterhazy, forwarding 50
copies ofthe Tibetan Grammar and Dictionary for the learned
societies of Hungary and of the Austrian Empire, dated 1st
July 1835.

S. A diploma of membership of the Hungarian Scientific Society,
dated 15th November 1833'

6. Copy of letter to Mr. Dobrentei, secretary to the Hungarian
Society, dated 1st July ]838.

7. Two letters from Mr. Dobrentei, dated 18]8. Already alluded to.
8. Mr. James Prinaep's letter, with duplicates of two cheques, one

of 200, the other {or 450 ducats; dated 8th and 10th of Feb
ruary 1836 respectively.

9. Oopy of Osoma'aletter to the College of Nagy Enyed, forward
ing 450 ducats and founding a scholarship under the name
of the Kenderessy-Csoma Scholarship.
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10. Klaproth's letter in German, dated Paris, 26th August 1836,
thanking him for the Tibetan works and expressing opinion
on subjects of Oriental literature.

II. Mr. JameB Prinsep's letter enclo.sing Bhote alphabet, 26th
June 1837.

n. Dr. Wibon'a letter, 'in whicll he ae.kB lor ae.sip,tance ill tranB
lating the Liturgy into Tibetan, 14th September 1840.

13. Mr. Yatea' letter about the Psalms in Tibetan, dated 5th
October 1841.

14. Mr. Worsdale's letter ahout a Tibetan prayer-book.
15. A friendly letter from Mr. John Earits, dated KoloBvar, 1st

May 1840-
16. Copies of two letters to Mr. Bancher of Chandernagore, dated

7th November 184f.
17. Copy of letter to Mr. M'Clintock, dated 8th February 1872.
J9. Two passports from Supreme Government in Persian. The

last dated 27th September 184J.
20. Three Tibetan manuscripts of 60, 30, and 26 pages respec~

tively. The latter was marked thllil : "Specimens of letters
in Tibetan.'l

21. Dr. Campbell's letter, forwarding ODe from the Lama of
Kanum.

22. Two pieces of paper with Tibetan characters.
23. Mr. Grenolly'a letter on money matter3, 7th Febrnary 1842.
24. A fragmeot.

Only a few more words remain to be added.
Before all, an apology is due from the writer of this
biography for mentioning incidents which refer to him
self alone.

In the year 1856, and as long as Dr. Collins remained
civil surgeon of Darjeeling, he took a kindly interest in
Csoma's monument in the station cemetery; and later,
when the writer was fortunate enough to be appointed
by the Lieutenant-Governor, Sir William Grey, to the
medical charge of the Sanatorium, it was a special delight
to him to have the privilege of being able to look after
his illustrious compatriot's tombstone.

In February 1883 he again visited Darjeeling during
his short temporary sojourn in Bengal, and was agreeably
surprised to find that the monument over Csoma's grave
had been entirely rebuilt. A few seasons back the
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heavy rains in the hill. caused a land.lip on the moun
tain-.ide on which the station cemetery .tands, and
Csoma's monument sustained damage. This was SOon
restored by order of the LieutenlUlt-Governor, Sir Ashley
Eden, and the grave is now place'd on the list of those
yuhlic monuments in India which are under the immediate
care of the Public Works Department.

The writer begs to express again his sincere acknow
ledgments to the Council of the Asiatic Society of Bengal,
and to the Under-secretary of the Foreign Department,
Mr. Durand, for placing copies of several documents
at his disposal, without which it would have been
impossible to fill up the gaps hitherto existing in the
biography of the Hungarian traveller. In the library
of the Asiatic Society there were six original letters 'in
Csoma's handwriting; three of these have heen most
courteously transmitted, through the late lamented Dr.
M'Cann,' to the Royal Academy of Sciences in Hungary,
to be preserved as relics in the archives at Budapest. A
similar magnanimity towards the same learned body was
manifest~d a year earlier by Mr. B. H. Hodgson, whose
name so often occurs in these pages, by sending him two
original letters of Csoma, which are published in chapter
vii. Besides these his tbanks are due to Mr. Arthur Grote,
to Dr. Rajendrolala Mitra, and to his friend Dr. George
King, for kind assistance. In Hungary, Mr. Paul Gyulai,
Emil Thewrewk de Ponor, Bishop Szasz, Madame Szab6
de Borgata, Baron Nicholas Horvath, Professor Budenz,
and others furnished valuable data for the preparation of
this memoir, all of whom have placed the writer under
deep obligation.

Regarding the portrait which faces the title-page, the
Reverend Dr. Malan wrote as follows on the 15th of
October 1883:-

"I thank you for giving me the pleasure of seeing
1 To whose courtesy an especial tribute is due here, with the exprea&ion

of deep regret a.t bill: untimely death by cholera. in May IMt.
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Csoma's likeness. It reminds me very well of him,
al~hough it is younger thau when I saw him; he was
then weather-beaten, and looked older than this picture,
but he wore no beard when I knew him.' I hope you
will have the likeness photographed, then may I beg a
copy of it, for I always remember him with gratitude and
pleasure; I nsed to delight in his company, he was so
kind and so obliging, and always willing to impart all he
knew. He was altogether one of the most interesting
men I ever met."

Dr. Malan is presumably the only witness still living
who knew Csoma face to face so well. . Mr. Hodgson
was in correspondence with him, but, as far as is known,
they never met.-

This memoir would be incomplete without a respectful
mention of the names of Mr. Hodgson, and particularly
of Dr. Malan, This latter gentleman, with great gene
rosity, recently presented Cooma's Tibetan books and
MSS., as a spontaneous gift, to the Hungarian Academy
of Sciences,' in whose library at Budapest they will in
the future be carefnlly preserved.

1 Dr. Archibald Campbell speaks of Csoma.'B grizzly bes.rd.
2 See "Jaumu. Royal A"ia.t.ic Society," vol. XVl. p. 486.
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APPENDIX,

CSOMA'S writings may be divided into two categories.
To the first belong his Tibetan Grammar and Dic
tionary, and the essays which were published in various
periodicals of Calcutta. 'To the 'second belong his
manuscripts.

The first class consists of the following:-

1. Analysis of the Kahgyur and Stangyur. "Bengal Asiatic
Researches," vol L"(,.

2. Geographical notice of Tibet. "Bengo.l Asiatic Society's
Journal," vol. i., p. 122.

3. Translation of a Tibetan fragment. "Bengal Asiatic
Society's Journal," vol. L, p. 269'

4- Note on Kala Chakra and Adhi Buddha systems. "Ben
gal Asiatic Society's Journal," vol. ii., p. 57.

5. Translation of a Tibetan passport, dated 1688. "Bengal
Asiatic Society's Journal," vol ii, p. 201.

6. Origin of the Shakya race, translated from Kahgynr.
U Bengal Asiatic Society's Journal," vol. ii. p. 385.

7. Mode of expressing numerals in the Tibetan language.
"Bengal Asiatic Society's Journal," vol. iii., p. 6.

8. Extracts from Tibetan works. "Bengal Asiatic Societis
Journal," voL iii., p. 57.

9. Grammar and Dictionary of the Tibetan language in two
volumes. Calcutta, 1834.

10. Interpretation of the Tibetan inscription on a Bhotan
banner taken in Assam. 11 Bengal Asiatic Societis
Journal," vol. v., p. 264.

I I. Translation of the motto on the margin of a white satin
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scarf of Tibetan priests. "Bengal Asiatic Society's
Journal," vol. v., p. 383.

12. Notices on the different systems of Buddhism. "Bengal
Asia.tic Society's Journal," vol. vii., p. 142.

13. Enumeration of historical and grammatical works which
are to be found in Tibet. "Bengal Asiatic Society'g
JDurnal," vol. vii., p. 147..

14. On Buddhist Amulettes. "Bengal Asiatic Society's
Journal,>' vol. ix., Part n., p. 905.

'5. The aphorisms of Sa-Skya Pandita. "Bengal Asiatic
Society's Journal," vol. xxiv., p. 141.

In the second category are-

16. A collection of Buddhist terms in Tibetan and English,
and

'7. A collection of Sanskrit, Hindi, and Hungarian words.
A fragment.

A brief notice.will be given of each ID the form of
appendices.

I.

ANALYSIS OF THE BKAHGYUR AND THE BSTANGYUR.

This is contained in the twentieth volume of the H Asiatic
Researches," which volume consists of two parts.

The analysis of the Kahgyur is divided by Osoma into three
articles-

a. The analysis of the Dulva. As. Res., Part I., p.
4 1-94.

b. Notiees on the" Life of Shakya" from the MDo part.
As. Res., Part n., pp. 285-3,8.

c. Analysis of SbeHhin. As. Res., Part 11., pp. 393-553.
The analysis of the Stangyur. Its abstract conteuts,

divided into two classes, RGynd and MDo. As. Res., Part
n., pp. 553-585.

A. The Kahgyur.

a. The analysis of the Dulva.
The Dulva is the first division of the Kahgyur. Tbe whole
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of the Kahgyur consists of one hundred volumes, of whichthir
teen are allotted to the Dulva, in Sanskrit, called Vinaya or Dig.;.
cipline, being the introduction to the whole Buddhist Ency
clopoodia, containing descriptions of observances to be practised
by the votaries of Buddhism, but more especially by those
persons, whether male or female, who adopt a religious life.
These observances are of a very comprehensive description,
extending not only to moral and ceremonial duties, but to
modes of personal deportment, and to the different articles of
food and attire. The precepts are interspersed with legendary
accounts, recording the occasions on which Shakya thought it
necessary to communicate his particular instructions to his
dillCiples.

The Dulva comprises seven portions; some· authorities
divide it into four.

The first of the seven portions, the Vinaya vastu in San·
skrit, Dul-va-zhi in Tibetan, treats of the circumstances under
which the religious profession may be adopted. It opens with
an account of the hostilities that prevailed between the kings
of Anga and Magadha, until the latter was overpowered and
made tributary to the former.

The particulars of Shakya's birth are not enumerated at
this place, but we find here an account of his two first disciples,
viz., Sariputra and Magalyana, two young philosophical Brah
mans,who, being attracted by his teaching, attached themselves
to his person.

The doctrine of Shakya was patronised by the King Vim
basara; at Rajagriha he enjoyed great fame and made nUmerous
converts. The mode in which his converts were received into
the order of monks, either by himself or by his disciples, is
described. Two presidents are appointed, and five classes of
teachers ordained. Questions to be discussed are given, and
a description is give~ of persons who are from bodily imperfec
tions or disease inadmissible. A variety of rules on the subject
of admission is laid down.

The conduct of the person after admission is regulated,
various moral obligations are prescribed; resignation and
forbearance under maltreatment or when reviled are particu
larly inculcated.

Stories are related of improprieties committed by some of
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the juvenile members of the community, and, in consequence;
Shaky" rules that none shall be admitted wbo are nnder
fifteen, and that no priest be ordained under tweuty year.
of age. He prohibits the admission of slaves, debtors,
runaways, hermaphrodites, diseased or maimed persons, of
young men without consent of their parents, and of indi~

viduals who have families dependent on them. No person
is to be admitted except in a full conclave, and DO one is
allowed to reside among the monks without ordination;
no thieves, parricides, matricides, or murderers are to be
admitted.

The next subject is the performance of the great Buddhist
rite, the "Oonfession and Expiation," which should be 00..
served every new and full moon in a public place, and before
the whole congregation of monks. The ceremony is fully
detailed.

The rest of the volume contains a number of precepts and
prohibitions; some of them are of a whimsical character.

The second volume trea.ts on matters of dress, fitness of
leather or hide' for shoe. to be worn by the priest,. There
is a. treatise on such drugs as the disciples a.re permitted to
use and to carry about them.. There is also an aceount of how
the King of Magadha entertained Shakya for three months.
Various legends are told, and in the course of them the six
chief cities of India are mentioned, namely, Sravasti and
Saketana in Qude, Varan""i (the nenare. of to.day), Vaisali
(now Allahabad), Champa (Bhagulpore), and Rajagriha(Behar,
Gaya).

From Magadha Shakya went to Vaisali upon invitation of
the Lichchavi inhabitants of that city, who appear to have
been republicans and very wealthy. The peregrination. of
Shakya are continned, in which he made many converts,
relating the events of their present and previous lives, as well
as those of his own, and how he became a. Bodhisatvan or a.
sa.ge. The conclusion of the second volume leaves him, with
thirty-six: of his principal disciples, at the lake Mansa.rowa,r,
or Man8.88arovara, in the northern Himalayas, near the source
of the Gange. and the Indu•.

The third volume continues in the same strain. At a. place
in Kosala, Shakya aud bis followers were entertaiued by
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certain people with the view of ascertaining the habits of
the Buddhist monks; they were found moderate in their
enjoyments and easily satisfied. Their opponents, the Beah·
mans, on the contrary, showed greediness and insatiability.

Special lessons are given to the priests, as in the preceding
volumes. They are permitted to eat treacle, to cook for
themselves in time of famine, to ..eat meat under certain
restrictions, and to accept gifts from the laity. These lessons
aM interspersed with notices on medicines aud on the mode
of administering them; the employment of charms and inean
tations is inculcated.

Next are laid down rules· for the proper attire to be worn
by the disciples of Shaky,,- They are directed to wear not more
than three pieces of cloth of a red colour, to use cotton gar
ments when bathing, to be clean in their dress and in their
bedding, and never to go about naked as the Brahmiu fakirs
do. The subject of dresB is followed up by directions as to
the use of mats or sheets to lie upon.

Important injunctions are given regarding the conduct to
be observed towards refractory and quarrelsome brethren.
They are first to bB admonished in the congregation, and if
still impenitent, to be expelled from the community. The
mode in which confession, repentance, and absolution are to
be practised i. explained and illustrated by examples.

The residences and furniture of the monks are next de
scribed, and the dissensions of religious communities con
sidered; other miscellaneous matters are discussed, and a
historical account i. given of the origin of the Shakya race,
and of the master's birth and education.

The fourth volume continues the story of Shakya'B life, and
mentions the circumstances which led to his becoming an
ascetic. In this book the Shakyas are called inhabitauts of
Kosala (a country bordering on the Kail.. mountains), and
are said to be descendants of the Hindu king Ikshwaku.
The birthplace of Shakya is declared to be Kapila-vastu, near
the Himalayas, on the banks of the river Bhagirathi.

The laBt pages of the book treat on the evils of causing
Bchisms; the inveterate hostility of his nephew, Lhas-Kyim,
towards himself, is mentioned.
. The fifth volume commences with Pratimoksha Sutra, that
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is, short precepts for securing final felicity, the sum of which
is, that" vice is to be diligently avoided, virtue invariably
practised, and the passions kept under entire subjection."

Then follows a code oflaws for the monks. The subject is
enlarged more in the sixth, seventh, and eighth volumes, which
comprehend 253 rules. Each of these arises, in general, from
some improper conduct of a religious person. The offence
comes to Shakya's knowledge, who summons the culprit into
the congregation and reproves him publicly. On his confession
and penitence he is pardoned; then Shakya pronounces the law
with a view of preventing a like transgression in future.

The ninth volume is of the same general tenor as the pre
ceding four, but it is addressed to the female followers of
Bud4ha, the priestesses or nuns, H G~long-m'," or 11 Bhik~

shuni" in Sanskrit. Many of the rules are repeated from the
foregoing volumes, and almost in identical terms.

The tenth and eleventh volumes relate to matters and
rules of minor importance, such as, that the monks shall not
use vitrified bricks as a flesh-brush, nor fragrant ointments,
nor wear rings or seal-rings made of precious metals, nor eat
garlic, nor learn music and dancing. There are directions for
the building of chaityas or religious edifices to deposit relics
in, such as the hair, nails, &c. of Buddha, which he gave to
various persons during his lifetime. There are also to- be
found some tales of a political and historical character, an
account of the destruction of Kapila, the metropolis of the
Sbakyas, the murder or expulsion of its inhabitants, many of
whom are said to have fled into Nepal

The eleventh volume closes with an account of the (l Nir
vana.," or emancipation and death of Shakya in Kamrup, in
Western Assam. Eight cities contend for his remains, which
are consequently divided among them and deposited in
chaityas built for that purpose.

On the death of Shakya, Kasyapa, the head of the Buddhas,
directs five hundred superior monks to make a compilation of
the doctrines of their master. Thus: the Do was compiled
by Ananda, the Dul-va by Upali; the Ma-mom, Abhi-dharma,
aud Prajna-paramita by Kasyapa himself. He presides over
the sects at Rajagriha till his death. Ananda succeeds him, as
Buddha. On Ananda's death hi. relics .,e divided between
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the Lichchavis, the republican inhabitants of Vaisali, and the
King of Magadha, and two chaityas are huilt for their recep
tion, one at Vaisali (in Tihetan Yangs-pa-chen, Allahahad),
and the other at Pataliputra (Patna).

One hundred' years after Shakya's Nirvana, his religion is
carried into Kashmir. After a further period of oue hundred
and ten years, in the reign of Asoka, a king of Pataliputra, a
new compilation of the laws of Buddha was prepared by 700

monks at Yangs-pa-chen.
The twelfth and tbirteenth volumes of the Dulva contain

supplementary rules, as communicated by Shakya to Upali
his disciple in answer to certain inquiries.

At the end of the analysis of this part of the Kahgyur, in
the twentieth volume of the "Asiatic Researches," Part L, p.
94. Csoma placed the followiug note :-" I may here close my
analysis of the Dulva collection; from the tenor of which it may
in BOrne measure be judged what is to be found in the remain
ing eighty-seven volumes of the Kahgyur. Of the whole of
the voluminous compilation, I have prepared a detailed analysis
with occasional translations of such passages as excited
curiosity, particularly the relation of the life and death of
Shaky&. The whole are deposited in manuscript, among the
archives of the Asiatic Society, and will at any time be avail
able to the scholar, who' may consult the first volume of the
Asiatic Society's Journal, page 375, for a general view of their
.contents, by Professor Wilson. }l'or further informa.tion and
details of the K.hgyur, a reference may he made to the pub
lication indicated above."

b. Notices on Shakya's life are contained in two principal
Tibetan works, namely, the Gya-chJher-rol-pa and the Non~

par-byung-va.
c. Sher-ch'hin or Shes-rab-kyi-pha-rol-tu-p'hyin-pa (Prajna

paramita in Sanskrit, transcendental wisdom), fills twenty
one volumes.

B. The Slangyur.

The second part of the great Tibetan encyclopredia, the
Stangyur, consists of two principal div~ions, with a third one,
consisting of a collection of hymns and prayers. The whole
makes 225 volumes, namely ;-
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The Gyud treals on rilnal and ceremonies, and extends
over eighty-seven volumes.

The Do treats on Bcience and literature, and occupies I36
volumes.

The hymns' and praises are contained in ODe volume, and
there is one volume more representing the index of the whole
compilation.

H.

GEOGRAPHICAL NOTICE OF TIBET FROM NATIVE SOURCES.

The vasl mounlainons counlry between 73" and 98" E. long.
from Greenwich, and 27" and 38" N.lalilude may be assigned to
Tibet, since Ihe Tibetan langnage is generally underslood Ihere,
from Ballislan or lillle Tibet to the frontier of China, although
there are various dialects; but the inhabitants of those countries
have the same manners, customs, and faith, viz., Buddhism;
have the same religions books, written or printecl in characters
common to all the provinces.

The native name of Tibet is Pot or Bod: Bod-ynl, the conntry
of Tibet; Bod-pa, a native man of Tibet; Bod-mo, a Tibetan
woman. The Indian name for Tibet is Bhot.

Bod-yul, par euellence, is Middle Tibet, namely, the provinces
of U and Tsang, with the capital of Lassa and Zhikatse_
Eastern Tibet or Great Tibet is called Kham or Kham-gul, tbe
north-western part towards Ladak is Ndri, and the southern
part Bhutan; Lhopato or simply Lho, meaning south.

The whole of Tibet is highland, and lies among snowy
mountains. In Tibetan books it is called by various poetical
names, in allusion to snow, ice, gla.ciers, cold, and high eleva
tion. The highest plateau is in Nari; the most elevated peak
is Tise or Tese, called in Sanskrit Kaifasa, about 80" E. longi
tude, and 34" N. latitude. The sources of the Indus, Sutlej,
Gogra, and Brahmapulra are in N:\ri. Tibetan writers, in de
scribing the situation of Tibet, have likened Nari to a water
pond, the provinces U- and Tsang to four canals, and Kham
yul to a field of crops.

On the north, Tibet is bounded by the countries of the
Turks and Mongols, called by Tibetans Hor aDd Sok.
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On the east by China (Gyanak); on the south by India
(Gyagar); and on the west by India, Kashmir, Afghanistan,
and Turkestan.

The neighbouring hill people are called by Tibetans" Mon,"
their country Mon-ynl; the males Mon-pa, and the females
Mon-mo.

From the first range of the Himalayas on the Indian side
to the plains of Tartary, they count six chains of mountains,
running in the north-western and south-eastern direction,
viewed from the lofty mountain Kangri in Nari

In the spacious valley between the third and fourth range is
the main road between Ladak and U-tsang. The three great
divisions of Tibet described are-

I. U-tsang or Tibet proper, divided into several districts.
The capital, Lassa, situated in the district U, is the residence
ofthe Great Lama, the government of Tibet, and of the Amban
the Chinese Ambassador. The nnmber of the inhabitants of
this part of Tibet is reckoned at 130,000 families, who are, of
all the Tibeta.n races, the most industrious, skilful, and polite.

2. The second or Eastern Division of Tibet is Kham-yul or
Great Tibet; the east is bordered by China and subdivided
into many small principalities. Its inhabitants differ muoh
from other Tibetans in their stature, features, dress, and
customs, as well as in the pronunciation of Tibetan. In
physique they are very robust 6Dd simple, but very passionate ;
not fond of ornaments of any kind. The sect called Pon or
Bon, very numerous here, ·still practise the ancient religion of
Tibet; have a literature of their OWD, religious orders, monas
teries, and many superstitious rites. They kill several animals
for sacrifice.

3. The third great division is Nari, extending from Tsang
to Ladak. The area of this is very extensive, containing many
deserts, and is sparsely inhabited.. The number of families,
inclnding Ladak and Beltistan, does not exceed 50,°00. They
dwell in tents made of haircloth, and lead a pastoral life,
eschewing agriculture.

The more north.westerly part of Tibet is Belti-ynl-Beltistan
or little Tibet-divided among several chiefs. In the moun
tain defiles on the south live the predatory people known as
the Dardiis; they are barbarians of Afghan or Hindu origin.

M
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The inhabitants for the most part are Shiah Mohammedans,
Their language is a dialect of the Tibetan, but what literature
there is, is Persian. The climate is warm; in the lower part
snow never falls.

Lakes in Tibet are few. The principal one is Mao-pham
yu-tsho (Mansarovara), in Nari; its circumference is one and
a half day's journey (i.e., about thirty miles).

Medicinal and hot springs are in the provinces of U and
Tsang, and to the east of the Mapham lake.

Four glaciers are enumerated, and called mountaiol of
frozen snow, namely, the Tise, Havo, Shampo, and Pul~.

There are mines in Tibet, but they are not worked. Some
gold-dust is gathered in N"ri, Guge, and Zanskar.

In Tibet there is a great deficiency of wood. In Beltistan
and Bhutan fruit-trees are cultivated. In Khamyul some
forests are found. In the western parts of Ladak and Bel
tista.u gra.pes come to ma.turity.

The slopes of the mountains iu-e mostly bare. In the valleys,
where irrigation is practised, some cerea.ls, such as wheat,
barley, buckwheat, millet and pease, are sown. Tibet has no
ricefields, but beans and lentils, turnips, cabbages, onions, &c.,
are cultivated.

The daily food of a Tibetan consists of gruel prepared from
the meal of parched barley; meat, bread, sour-milk, curds j and
tea, prepared in the Tartar f..hion in a churn wit.h butter
and milk.

The origin of t.he Tibetan race is attributed to a fabulous
union between a she-demon and an ape. Some refer their
origin to India, others to China, ot.hers again to the Mongols
or Turks. They admit five races among themselves, according
to the countries they live in; their pronunciation differs
much, but they all understand each other. Except the
Mohammedans of Ladak and Be1tislan, they all profess the
religion of Buddha, whose records are written in the same
language and character.
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III.

'79

TRANSLATION OF A TIBETAN FRAGMENT, WITH REMARKS

BY DR. WILSON.

In the ninth volume of the Gyut class of the Kahgyur occura
the original of a Tibetan fragment which created in the be
ginning of the last century a lively senaation amongst the
learned men of Europe, and the history of which furnishes an
amusing instance of the vanity of literary pretensions, and of
the patience and pain with which men of talent and erudition
have imposed upon themselves and upon the world.

In the end of the 17th and beginning of the ,8th century
the Russians, in their incursions into Siberia, came upon various
deserted temples and monasteries, in Borne of which consider
able collections of books were deposited. These were in general
destroyed or mutilated by the ignorant rapacity of the soldiery;
but fragments of them were preserved, and found their way
as curiosities into Europe.

Among these some loose leaves, supposed to have been
obtained at th~ ruins of Ablakit, a. monastery near the source
of the Irtish, were presented to the Emperor Peter the Great.
Literature being then at a low ebb in Russia, no attempt was
made to decipher these fragments, and they were sent by the
Ozar to the French Academy, whose sittings he had attended
when in Paris, and who deservedly enjoyed the reputation of
being the most learned body in Europe. In"'720 the AbM
Bignon, on the part of the Academy, communicated to the
Ozar the result of their labour, apprising him that the fragments
sent ,were portions of a work in the Tibetan language, and
sending a translation of one page made by AbM Fourmont
with the help of a Latin and Tibetan Dictionary. The letter
was published in the "Transactions of the Academy of St.
Petersburg," and the text and translation reprinted by
Bayer in his "Museum Sinicum.Jl Miiller, in 1747, criticised
Fourmont's translation, and gave a new one of the first lines,
prepared with the double aid of a Tangutan priest, who ren
dered it into Mongol, and a Mongol student, who interpreted it
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to Muller. It was afterw&rds reprinted, with corrections and
additions, and a. new tranSlation, by Giorgi in his "Alpha
betum Tibetanum," and wa.s at the beginning of the present
century made the subject of animadversion by M. Remnsat
in his H Recherches sur lea Langues Tartares.))

Of the previous performances M. Remusat thus speaks:
H On avait d'abord admire la profonde erudition qui avait
permit a. Fourmont de reconnaitre seu]ement la. langue dans
laquelle le volume etait ecrit; on a vante depuis celle de
Giorgi, qui avait rectifie le texte et la traduction. Je ne 8aiS,
comment on peut traduire DU corriger un texte qu'on n'est
pas memo capable de lire. Il D'y avait rien d'a.dmirer dans
tout cela; interpretes et commentateurs, panegyristes, et
critiques tous etaient presque egalement hors d'etat, je ne
dis pas d'entendre une ligne, mais d'epeler une syllable do
passage sur lequel ils dissertaient."

The consequence was what might have been expected, and
the a.ttempts at translation and correction were most ludic
rously erroneous. The greatest liberties possible were t~en

with the words, letters were omitted 01' inserted at pleasure,
and the translation was not only unlike the original, but unlike
common sense, and the Latin was quite as unintelligible as the
Tangutan.

The three translations are given-namely, that of Fonrmont,
ofMiiller, and of Giorgi. Regarding the last, Dr. Wilson rem&rks,
" This display of unprofitable erudition is in fact only a shelter
for his ignorance, and Giorgi knows no more about the matter
than did Fourmont, without having the merit of hi. blundering
simplicity. 11

After this follows Csoma's exact translation of the whole
passage with the original text in Tibetan, and its translation
in Roman characters, from which those to whom this object
is of interest will readily estimate- for themselves the s~peri..
ority of Csoma's labour. if they compare them with the text
and the previous translations.
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IV.

r8.

NOTE ON K.lLA-ClIAKRA AND ADI-BuDDHA SYSTEMS.

The peculiar religious sy.tem eutitled the Kdla-Chakra is
supposed to have been derived from Shambala, a fabulous
country in the North. Its c.pital w.s Kalspa, a splendid city,
ihe residence of many illustrious kings, situated beyond the
river Sita or Yaxartes, where the increase of the days from
vernal equinox till the summer solstice a.mounts to twelve
Indian houfs-that is, four hours and forty-eight minutes of
our reckoning.

This system was introduced into Central India in the latter
half of the tenth century A.D., and afterwards, vi&. Kashmir,
found its way into Tibet, where, in the COUfse of the fourteenth,
fifteenth, and sixteenth centuries several works were published
on it.

Padmo Carpo thus describes its introduction into N.l""d.
in Central India by a certain p.ndit called Chilu. Having
designed over the door of the Vihar the ten guardian. of the
world, he wrote underneath the pictures thus :-

"He that does not know the chief fir.t Buddh. (Adi
Buddh.) knows not the circle of time (K.la, time; Ch.kr., a
wheel, • circle).

"He that does not know the circle of time knows not the
exa.ct enumeration of the divine attributes.

" He that does not know the exact eDumeratioD of the diviDe
attributes, knows not the Supreme Intelligence.

" He th.t does not know the supreme intelligencc knows not
tbe T.ntrik. principles.

" He that does llQt know these, and crea.tures like him, are
wanderers in the orb of transmigration, and are out of the·
path of the Supreme Conqueror.

"Therefore, Adi-Buddh. must be t.ught by every true Lam.,
and every true disciplc who .spires to liberation is honnd to
hear him."
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V.

TRANSLATION OF A TIBETAN PASSPORT,

DATED A.D. 1688.

In Hyde's" Historia Veterum Persarum "is an engraving of a
passport granted by the Grand Lama of Lassa to an Armenian,
which at the time of its publication could not be deciphered
by any European; and the learned author was nearly as much
misled regarding its character and the manner of reading it, as
was Monsieur Fonrmont of tbe French Academy on another
oqcasion. It informs us also of the insecurity in travelling in
the conntries to which it refers.

The translation of the curious text follows :-
"From the noble city of Lassa, the circumambulating race of

religion.
"To those that are on the road as far as Aryan... (country

of Aryans, India); to clerical, laical, noble, and not noble lords
or masters of men; to residents in the forts; to stewards,
managers; to Mongols, Tibetans, Turks; to dwellers in tents
in the desert; to envoys and ambassadors going to and fro; to
keepers of bye-ways; to headmen charged to peTform any
business of small or great importance i-to all these it is
ordered, respecting the four persons named in the passport,
not to hinder, rob, or plnnder them, but let them go to and
fro in peace."

The document is provided with a square seal I~~:_J

VI.

THE ORIGIN OF THE SHAKYA RACE.

On a certain occasion when Shakya (Sansrgyas, bChom-ldan
hdas, Buddha Bhagavan)was in Nyagrodha(A'rama) grove,near
Kapilavastu, many of the Shakyas who inhabited Kapilavastn
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being gathered together in their council-house, questioned one
&nother, saying, "Shes-dan-tak! (intelligent brethren) whence
did the Shakya race spring I

"What is their origin 1
"What is the cause or reason thereoi'
"What is their ancient descent as a nation 1 If anyone

should come and ask ns abont these points, we conld not tell
him whence the Shakyas originated. Come, let us go to the
Bhagavan and ask him to enlighten us on the subject, that we
may abide by his advice."

Thereupon a very great number of Shaky>s, inhabitants of
Kapilavastu, went to the Bhagavan, and after having made
their salutation by prostrating themselves at his feet, sat
aside.

In addressing him they explained the cause of their errand,
and begged him to enlighten them.

Bhagavan thought that, should he himself tell the story,
his opponents the Tirthika..and others might say that he was
telling only what was pleasing to himself. Not to give, there
Core, an opportunity for such remarks, he intrusted his dis
ciple Mongalyana to impart the required information, to which
Mongalyana assented.

Shakya seeing that he was obeyed, folded np his cloak and
composed himself to sleep.

Mongalyana, in order to collect his ideas on the subject,
entered into deep medita.tion. Recovering from his ecstasy,
he sat down on a carpet, surrounded by his priests, and ad-
dressed them at length. .

Mongalyana's story was that, after the world was destroyed,
men were born in heaven among gods; they walked in the
air, and their food consisted of pleasures only. Afterwards
the earth turned into water, and there was nothing but one
ocean, which covered sll. On this a thin film like milk was
visible, which became thicker and thicker, and thus was formed
the present earth.

Then Borne animated beings inhabiting the heavens, having
finished their lives there, were born again to taste the con~

dition of manhood, and came to the earth. They were perfect
animal beings, and lived for a long period. At that time
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there was no sun, no moon, and no stars, no time, no
and no day. No distinction between male and female.
were all called animals.

Afterwards an animal, being of a covetous nature, tasted the
earthly essence; the more he tasted it the more he liked it.
Other animal beings did the same.

When they all had eaten a mouthful of the earthly sub
sta.nee, as a consequence solidity and weight entered into their
bodies. The brightness of their colour vanished, and dark
ness set in in the world. When darkness was thus established,
the sun and moon appeared, the stars, and the division into
night and day. '

Their food continued as before; those that had eaten little
of that food acquired a fine complexion and colour jthose
tha.t had eaten much, on the contrary, became of a bad colour,
Then they began to reproach each other and to dispute.

On account of the sin of snch vainglorious talk the earthly
essence disappeared.

This was the cause of much lamentation, and there arose
from the earth a fatty substance. It was enjoyable as food;
but the same happened regarding its use and effect as in the
former case, and owing to the sin of pride and division among
themselves this substance also disappeared.

The greasy substance was then replaced by sugar-eane plan
tations, and these again, for similar reasons, by pure rice
(salu), without ploughing or sowing the fields. If cut in the
evening, the harvest ripened over night and was ready for
next morning, and so it continued for a long time.

From the use of rice arose the distinction of sexes. At first
the different sexes regarded each other with fixed eyes, and
were drawn towards each other. Such as have loved each
other had pieces of stone or clods of earth thrown at them by
those who had not acted like them. The custom, therefore, of
throwing rice, shoes, &c., at newly-married conpies in our
own day seems to have been derived from Buddhistic cosmo
gony. The couples afterwards searched after hiding-places,
calling out, "Khyim, Khyim," 1 and built themselves
honaes.

1 A shelter, a. house; in Tibetan, Khyim.
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Then there arose the necessity of laying in stores of food .
for their wants; but on cutting down their rice-fields this
time tbey perceived tbat tbe crops did not grow again, as was
tbe case before. Tbe animal beings-mankind-therefore
gathered together to refiect on tbeir former state. Some
amongst them said, "We must mete out the land and assign
a boundary to every man's property, saying, 'This is mine, and
that is thine.'" It was done accordingly.

It bappened afterwards tbat a certain individual took the
saln (rice) of another without its being given to him; that is
to say, he stole his brother's share. On this he was seized
and dragged before the assembly, and was publicly reproved.
Such instances Decuned repeatedly.

Tben they all assembled for the purpose of deliberation, and
agreed to elect one who had a better complexion than them
selves, more beautiful, was more fortunate and morc renowned,
and made him master and proprietor of all their fields.

They said, "He shall pnnish those wbo deserve punish
ment; and reward those to whom a reward is due. From the
produce of the land he shall receive a cer,t.ain portion."

Tbey accordingly cbose one and called him Maha Sammata,
the Honoured by Men! Maha Sammata's family reigned for
a long period. The last descendant was called Ikshwaku
Virudbaka.

He bad four sons. After his first wife's death he married
again. this time a princess, his father·in-law insisting that his
daugbter's son should become heir to the tbrone.

The king agreed to tbis, and expelled bis four son. from
tbe kingdom.

Tbe four brothers, taking their half-sisters with them, and
aecompanied by many followers, left tbe ancient capital,
Potals, went towards Himalaya to settle on the banks of
Bhagirathi, not far from the hermitage wbere Kapila the
Rishi lived. By tbe advice and with the sanction of this

. hermit, they married tbeir half-sisters and begat many chil
dren. The Rishi afterwards marked out a place for tbem,
where a city ,was builtl and in honour of this sainted man it
was called Kapilavastu.

At Potala the king, tbinking of bis fonr sons, inqnired on one
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occaaion from his conrtiers ....hat had hecome of the princes,
his sons I On this he was informed that after he had banished
them they settled in the neighbourhood of the Himalaya, took
their half-sisters for wives, and multiplied exceedingly.

The king, being much snrprised on heMing this, exclaimed,
"Shakya! Shakya I is it possible I is it pos'ible ! " And tbi,
is t.he origin of the Shakya name.

Thus ends tbe narration of Mongalyan.. Shakya, tbe
Bhagavan, approved of it, and recommended it to hie fol
lowers.

"\TII.

MODE OF ExPRESSING NUMERALS IN TIBETAN.

Here the same sy,tem prevails as in Sanskrit. The
printed Tibetan text bas the dates in figure above, and
then they are written in the body of the text, in symbolical
words, 80 as to secq,re them against the danger of alteration.
This sy.tom, in ract, gives the ""me .afegu..ro llg&inst incerti
tude of figures tbat the mode of writing values and snms at
length in European documents is intended to secure.

There are many astronomical and astrological treati,es to
be found in Tibet, which have not been embodied into tbe
Kabgynr or Stangyur collections. Of thcse the most cele
bratcd was written by a Vieeroy at Las,a in the latter balf of
the ,eventeenth century A.D. In all ....ork. of this de.cription
symbolical names are used instead of numerals; a5, for instance,
lag, hand, for + 2; - me, fire, far - 3; x chhu, water, for
x 4 j -:- so, a tooth, for -:- 32. .

Besides the nine units a.nd the zero, the following numerals
have special expressions, namely, 10, Il, I2 J 13, 14, IS, 16,
18, 24, 25, 27, and 32.

When dictating to an as.i.tant in symbolical name.....hat
to write in characters, the pandit commences the opera.tion
from right to left, thus, if you &ay NyiflUl" sun, that means
= 12; mkhah, void, mea.ns = 0; mt8Jw, a lake = 4, the
copyist ....rites 4012. Th. very same method has bccn adopted
in thc Shastras.
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As exsmples the following are cited :-

zla, the moOR, stands for Number ,.
lag, tJu hand, "

ror
" ••

me,jire, "
for

" 3·
ehhu, water,

"
ror

" ...
mdah, an arrow,

"
ror

"
).

dWl, time,
"

ror
"

6.
ri, a kill,

"
ror

" 7·
8brul,a~t,

"
for

"
8.

srin·po, cl goblin,
"

ror
" 9·

phro!!,,> a «>mer (ortbe world),
"

ror
"

,a.
Dragpo, the bra.. (Rudra),

"
ror

"
11.

Nrima, sun,
"

ror
"

12.

hdod-pa, lust, deBire,
"

ror
" 13·

yid, tltt mind,
"

ror
" '4·

tahes, nyin-zhag, the 15th day of the
wnar month,

"
ror

"
,).

l~a1po, a king,
"

ror
"

16.
nyes-pa., a bkmw.,

"
ror

" '8.
Ilgyalva, a 1J-udd.h.a,

"
ror

" '4-
de-Dyid, same ~1f, "

ror
" '5·

sw-ma, a 3tarJ

"
ror

" 27·
eo, a tooth,

"
ror

" 3"
for zero, mkhah, void space, or: thig, DJ spot or fta4n, or :

Stongpa, tkt vQ(;uum, a zero.

It may be ~tting to add here a few notes on the systems of
reckoning timerin use among the Tibetans, which the author
noticed at page 147 of the appendix to his Grammar.

The Tibetane derived their astronomical and astrological
knowledge, not from India only, but also from the Chinese
people.

The mode of reckoning, according to the Indian system, is
called by them" Ka.rCiis," that derived from China, "Nakyis."
On both these systems are to b. found numerous works in
the Tibetan language.

The most common mode of r.ckoning time, esp.cially in
calcnlating the years of the present generation, or of deter
mining the age of an individual, is that by the cycle of twelve
years, in which each year is desiguated by the name of an
animal, in this manner :-
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Tibetan. Engli8h. Tibetan. Engl.ish.
I. byi-Io the mouse-year. 7. rta-lo the horae-yeM.
2. glang-lo 11 ox-year. 8. lug·lo II sheep-year.
3. 8t&g-lo 1I tiger-year. 9. "fIre·lo 11 ape-year.
4- yos.lo 11 hare-year. 10. bya·lo " bird-year.
S. hbrug·l0 "dragon-year. JI. khyi-Io It dog-year.
6. ,brnl-lo 11 serpent-year. lZ. phag.lo I' hog-year.

But in books, in correspondence, and in every transaction of
greater importance, the use of the cycle of sixty years has been
adopted; and this system is twofold, the Indian and the Ohinese.

The years of the Indian cycle, prevalent south of the Ner
mada river, exactly coincide with the Tibetan era, the Sanskrit
names having been translated literally, but the Tibetans count
the commencement of their first cycle from A.D. 1026; the
Indians, on the contrary, date theirs from the Kalyyuga, and
sometimes from the reign of Salivahana.

The Tibetans, like the Chinese, divide each year into lunar
months, calling them first, second, third month, &0. During the
period of each lunar cycle, which corresponds to nineteen solar
Jears, they insert seven intercalary months, generally one in
every third yearJ to make them agree with the solar years.
In this manner the calculation exactly corresponds with the
luni-solar system of the Hindus.

Tbe Indian system differs from the Chinese in the mode of
naming years. The Chinese nomenclature is made up by the
names of five elements, and made ten by affixing the male and
female termination to eachJ and this series is repeated six
times; therefore 6 x 10 = 60.

The second series is made up of twelve zodiacal constella
tions, and is repeated five times,S x 12 :: 60, thus making
the cycle of sixty yeam

The names of the five elements are as follows :--
ChInese.

I. kya.
~'-yi.
3. ping.
4- ting.
S. vau.
6. kyi
7· king
8. zin.
9. zhln.

10. kuhi.

Tibetan.
shing pba.
Bbing lOO.
me pbo.
memo.
Ba pho.
sa. mOo
lchags phD.
lchags-mo.
ehhu po.
ehu·mo.

English.
wood, m&8culine.
wood, feminine.
fire, masculine.
fire, feminine.
earth, masculine.
earth, feminine.
iron, masculine.
iron, feminine.
water, masculine.
wa.ter, feminine.
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The names of the twelve animals of the zodiac are these-

Cbine6e.
1. Tat
2. Tehihu.
3. Yin.
4- Mahu.
5. Sbin (Tabin !).
6. Zi.
7. Hn [n).
8. Wubi.
9. Sbing.

10. Yehu
H. Zubi.
12. lIahi.

Tl"""".
byi
glang.

"ag.
yoo.
hbrug.
,bruJ.
..ta.
lug.
.pro
by..
khyi.
phag.

Englillh.
Mouse.
Ox.
Tiger.
Hare.
Dragon.
Serpent.
HOrBe•

Sheep.
Ape.
Bird.
Dog.
Hog.

Thus the first cycle, consisting of ten years, is repeated six
times.

The second cycle of twelve years is repeated five times, to
mako up the whole cycle of sixty years.

The list of the names of animals for each of the sixty years
in a cycle, arranged in Chinese, Sanskrit, Tibetan, and Eng~

lish, is given in the text. See op. cit., p. '5'-'54

VIII.

EXTRACTS FROM TmETAN WORKS TRANSLATED.

1. Tibetan Beau-ideal of a Wife. (Kahgyur, MDo Kha,
p. 106-7·)

The required qualities in a maiden who may aspire to be
united in marriage with Shakya are thus defined by himself:

U No ordinary woman is suitable to my taste and habits,
none who is incorrect in her behaviour, who has bad qualities,
or who does not spesk tbe truth. But such one alone will be
pleasing and fit for me, who, exhilarating my mind, is chaste,
,young, of good complexion, and ofa pure fatni1.r and descent."

He indited a catalogue of these qualifications in verse, and
said :-
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"If thero shall be fonnd any girl wi.h the virtnes I have
described, since I like not an unrestrained woman, let her be
given to me in marriage. She who is ytmng, well-proportioned,
and elegant, y~t not boastful of her beanty; who is affectionate
towards her brother, sister, and mother; who, always rejoicing
in giving alms, knoweth the proper manner how to bestow
them on the priests and Brahmans; if there be found any
snch damsel, father! let her be bronght to me. One who,
being without arrogance, pride, and passion, has left off art~

fice, envy, and deceit, and is of an upright na.ture; who even
in her dreams hath not lusted after any other ma.n; who
resteth content with her own hnsband, and is always snb
missive and chaste; who is firm and not wavering, who is
not proud or hanghty, bnt full of hnmility like a female slare;
who has DO excessive fondness of the vanity of sound, 8ID.ell,
taste (music, perfumes, and exquisite viands), nor for wine;
who is void of cupidity, who has not a covetous heart, but is
content with her own possessions; who, being upright, goeth
not astray) is not fluctuating; is modest in her dress, and
does not indulge in laugbing and boasting; who is diligent
in her moral duties without being righteous overmuch. Who
is very clean and pure in her body, her speech, and her mind;
who is not drowsy nor dull, proud nor stupid, but of good
judgment, doth everything with due reflection; who bath for
her father and mother~in-law equal reverence as for a spiritual
teacher; who tresteth her servants both male and female with
constant mildness; who is as well versed as any courtesan in
the rites and ceremonies described in the Shastras; who goeth
last to sleep and riseth earliest from her couch; who Inaketh
every eudea.vour with mildne6S, like a mother, without a.ffecta.~

tion. If there be any such maiden to be fonnd, father! give
her unto me as a wife."

Afterwards the King Shuddhodana directs his Brahman
minister to go into the great city of Kapilava.tu, and to in
quire there in every house after a girl possessed with these
good qnalities, showing at the same time Sbakya's letter, and
uttering two verses of the following meaning :_H Ering hither
that maiden who has the required qualities, whether she be of
the royal tribe or of the Brahman caste, of the gentry or of
the plehei.n class. My son regardeth not tribe nor family
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extraction; his delight i8 in good qualities, troth and virtue
alone."

The objections of the Buddhists to the seclu.ion of women
may be gathered from the following imagiuary conversation
of Shakya's wife (extracted from Kahgyur, Do, Kha, vol. i, p.
120, I 2I). Sa-tsho-ma (Gopa), the wife ofShakya, upou hearing
of her being upbraided by the domestics for not concealing
her face when in company with others, expresses herself in
some verses against the veil, the mea.ning of which is as
follows :-

H Sitting, standing, a.nd walking, those that are venerable
ars ple.asing wheu uot concealsd. A bright gem will give
more lustre if put on the top of the staudard.

"The venerable are pleasing when they go; they are agree
able also when they come. They are so, whether they stand
or whether they are sittiug. In every manuer the venerable
are pleasing.

" They who put olf all vices are venerable. Fools committing
vices, how much soever they be adorned, are never pleasing.

"The veuerable are always like a bowl full of milk and curd.
It is a gr...t happiness to .ee human nature capable of 8uch
purity.

" For such as have restrained their body, have suppressed
the several defects of it, have refrained their speech and never
used deceitful language, and having subdued the flesh are
held in restra.int by a. pure conscience j for such, to what pur
pose is the veiling of the face j

"Moreover the great Lord (God), who is wise in knowing
the hearts of others, yea, also the whole company of the gods,
know my thoughts, my good morals, my virtues, my vows,
chastity. Therefore why should I conceal my face j"

Shuddhod.na, the father of Shakya, her father-in-law, w.s
much pleased with these expressions, and presented her with

, several precious things. He uttered at the same time a sloka,
the meaning of which i. this :-

"My son heing .dorned with such qualities as he has, and
my·daughter-in.law having such virtuous qualifications as she
describes: to see two such pure penQUS united,.is like when
butter and ghee are mixed together. u

A. breathing in accordance with the virtuons sentiments of
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the above favourable specimen of the Tibetan sacred works,
we may here extract a curions correspondence (but whether
imaginary or real we will not pretend to say), stated to have
taken place between a princess of Ceylon and the Buddhist
Saint. This letter is very generally known and admired
throughout Tibet, being introduced in every collection of
epistolary forms for the instruction of youth.

Ratnavali's Letter to Shakya.

RatnavaIi, a young princess of Ceylon, the daughter of King
Singala, having been informed by some merchants from
Central India of Buddha and of his doctrine, was much pleased
with it; and as those merchants were about to return home,
she sent some presents to Shakya (Chom-dan-<las), with a
letter of the following contents :-

If Reverenced by Suras, Asura.s, and men! really delivered
from birth, sickness, aud fear! Lord, who art greatly celebrated
by thy far-extending renown from the sage's ambrosial portion,
kindly grant me religious instruction and wisdom."

Shakya received this letter, and sent to the princess a picture
of Buddha on cotton cloth, with some verses written above
and below the image, containing the terms upon which refuge
is obtained with Buddha, Dharma, and Sangha, and a few
fundamental articles of the faith, together with two stanzas
recommending Buddhism. The two stanzas are these :-

I. .AriBe, commence a new COU1'8e of life,
Turn to the religion of Buddha j

Conquer the host of the lord of death, the passionS,
As an elephant subdues everything under his feet in a

muddy lake.

2. Whoever has lived a pure lire.,
According to the precept of this law,
Shall be free from transmigration,
And shall put an end to all his miseries.

In Tw.tan, accm-ding to the pronnnciation of the Lam... of Sikki",.

1. Tsampar chashing jungwar cha,
Sangye tenla 8uppar chll ;
Dampii chimna longcben zhin,
Chida deDi zbonpar cha.
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2. Kanshik rnptu payo par
Chiidlll dela dogyur pa
Tyeove khorua rappan sa
Dugnal tJJ.amar cJ.lopar gyur.

The compendium of the doctrine of Bnddha in one slob;-

In Tibetan.

Digpa chiyan minja. tc
Gcba piinsum tsopa tsall
Rangi sempa yon811 dul
Tbeni 6angye tempo. yin.

In En!llish.

No vice is to be committed j

Virtue must be perfectly practised;
Subdue entirely your desires.
This is the doctrine of Buddha.

IX.

INTERPRETATION OF THE TIBETAN INSCRIPTION ON A

BHOTIAN BANNER TAKEN IN ASSAM.

The following is the description of this trophy ;-
It is a bit of plank, mounted on a staff, painted red, with an

image of Buddha on one side and a Tibetan inscription on the
other. The nemangiri Rajah always had it carried before
him with great solemnity and under the special cha.rge of a
large guard of honour, who, however, in the affair of Subang~

Kotta ran away without it, and it fell into our hands. A copy
of the inscription was forwarded to Csoma for translation.
With the exception of the salutation at the beginning and the
conclusion and a few terms in the middle, the whole is in the

. Tibetan language. Th. purport of it was to oMain the favour
and protection of several inferior divinities for the person and
family for whom the ceremony had been performed and this
magic emblem set up.

It may be that this flagstaff was carried before the Tibetan
N
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chief in his march and so used as an ensign in war; but it is
more probable that it may have belonged originally to the
house-top or terrace of the Prince of Bhotan; because the
houses of grea.t personages in that country are generally
decorated with such ensigns of victory.

The inscription, as already mentioned, is an invocation to
several deities, and concludes thus: "Ye all! look on this
emblem of Ru, the regent or governor (by whom, namely, it
w.. set up). Ye divine principal Rakshakas, rulers of the
world, I beseech you, that you will make this patron, the
bestower of charitable gifts, obtain the fruit of his work and
actions, who is very faithful to the doctrine of Shakya. May
he, with his household and family, prosper more and more, and
abound in life, fortune, honour, wealth-like the increasing
face of the moon."

The text is given in the' original with a literal translation.

x.

NOTE ON THE WHITE SATIN EMBROIDERED SCARFS OF

THE TIBETAN PRIESTS.

(Translated by Csoma at Mayor Lloyd's request.)

These scarfs are almost indispensable in all religious offer·
ings, and when distinguished strangers are presented at court,
the master of ceremonies throws one of them across the
$houlders of the visitor.

An inferior, on approaching a superior in rank, presents a
white silk scarf, and when dismissed has in return one thrown
over his neck. Equals exchange scarfs on meeting, bending
towards each other. No intercourse whatever takes place
without the intervention of a scarf. It always accompanies
every letter sent by a messenger. Two colours are used for
the manufacture, which is done in China; white and red.
The latter is rather confined to the lower orders, the white is
respectful in proportion to the purity and fineness of its
material. There are various degrees in both.
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This is the Ti1:>etan text of the inscription in Roman.
Characters :-

N yin~mo bde-lcgs mts'ban bde-legs
Nyin-mahi gung yang bde-legs ahing
Nyin mts-han rag-tu brda-lega-pahi
Dkon-chag gsum-gyi bkrashis shog.

Translation.

Blessed the day, blessed the night,
The mid-day also being blessed;
May the day and night always return (to us),
The special favour of the three holy ones.

XI.

NOTICES ON DIFFERENT SYSTEMS OF BUDDHISM EXTRACTED

FROM TIBETAN AUTHORITIES.

Sangye_ is the generic name for expressing the Supreme
Being or the Supreme Intelligence in the Buddhistic system.
This word signifies u the most perfect Being," that is, pure and
clean and free from all imperfections and abounding in all good
qualities.

There are three distinctions with respect to the essence, the
substance, or the body of Bnddha, namely-

1. Dharma-Kaya. This is the primary essence of all things,
and is designated by the na'mes of; Adi Buddha, Samanta
Buddha, the Swabh.va, or the seif -prodnced, self - existing.
Dharmadhatn, the root of all things, the Jina of Jinas; the
origin of all things, existing without the three epochs, that
is, without beginning, duration, and end.

2. Sambhoa-Kayo. To this class or distinction belong the
attendants of the Dharma-Kaya (the Adi Bnddha); theyare
the Dhyani Buddhas, the chief of whom is Vairochana the
Illuminator.

3. Nirmankaya. To this distinction or cia,s belong the
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several incarnations of Buddha. Immense is the number of
incarnations in past ages. The present age is called the happy
one, and the number of incarnations is to amount to one
thousand. The first four incarnations have already appeared,
the rest are to follow. In the modern Bnddhistic system
Shakya is the last incarnate Bnddha.

The systems of Bnddhism' known in Tibet are the following
four, each having "again a number of subdivisions.

The first is called Vaibashika, with four subdivisions, ~aken
from the names of Shakya's four principal disciples. The
followers of this system stand on the lowest degree of merit.
They accept everything that is contained in the Scriptures,
believe everything, and will not dispute.

The second system or school is Sutratika, followers of the
Slitras, with two subdivisions. The one will prove everything
by scriptural authority, the other by argument.

The third system or school is the Yogacharya, with nine sub
divisions. Arya Sangha ~as_ its founder, in the seventh cen
tury A.D.

The fourth is the Madhyamika school; they keep the middle
faith. This is the trne philosophical school, formulated 700

years after Shakya's death, by Nagarjuna.
The two first systems are dogmatical; the two latter are

philosophical, and are studied by the learned few.
There is anotller classification of Shakya's followers, namely,

the Tri-yanam or the three vehicles; because all Buddhistic
Scriptures are destined for the lowest, the middle, and the
highest capacities. Some authors use the name of Lam-rim,
classifying men under three degrees of intellectual capacity,
according t<? this:

I. Men of a common capacity must believe that there is 0.

God, that there is a future life, and that all will obtain, accord
ing to their deeds in this life, a reward hereafter.
~ :1. Men of a middle degree of intellectual or moral capacity,
in addition to the above doctrines, must understand that
every compound thing is perishable; that there is no reality
in things; that every imperfection causes suffering, and that de
liverance from SUffering, and eventually from bodily existence,
is final beatitude.

•. Men of the highest capacities will know that between the
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body and the supreme soul nothing exists by itself, nor can
we prove whether the supreme BOul will continue for ever, or
absolutely cease; because everything exists by a casual COll

catenation.
Concerning the Course of Life.

Those of common capacity are content with the observance
of the Ten Commandments.

Those of the middle degree also endeavour to excel in
morality, meditation, and wisdom.

Those of the highest capacities practise, besides the above,
the six transcendental virtues as well.

Regarding Salvation.

Those of the first degree, seeing the miseries of those who,
by virtue of the metempsychosis, suffer in the bad places of
transmigration as beasts, &c., desire to be born agaiD among
men, or among angels (asuras), or among gods.

Those of the second class are not content with the lot of the
former, and wish to be entirely delivered from all bodily
existence.

The highest class, regarding existence, under.whatever form,
aB SUffering, crave for final emancipation, and by arriving at
the supreme perfection, are enabled to assist others out of
their miseries.

Several philosophical sects are mentioned, but the general
principles of pra.ctical Buddhism are these :-

r. To take refuge only with Buddh..
2. To endeavour to arrive at the highest degree of perfec

tion, and to be united with the Supreme Intelligence.
3. To adore Buddha.
4. To bring such offerings to Buddha's image as are pleasing

to any of the six: senses. Such offerings are: flowers,
garlands, incense, perfume, eatables and drinkables
raw or prepared, cloths for garments or ornamentation,
curtains, etc.

5. To practise music or singing, and to utter praises to
Buddha, extolling his persoD, or his love and mercy
towards all.

6. To confess one's sins with a contrite heart, to ask for
giveness, and to repent sincerely.
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7- To rejoice in the moral merits of all living beings.
8. To pray to those Buddhas who are now in the world,

that they should teach religion, and not leave the earth
but remain here for many Ka}pas~ i.e., ages, to come.

XII.

ENUMERATION OF HISTORICAL AND ORAMlIIATICAL WORKS

TO DE MET WITH IN TIBET.

The historical works are enumerated under seven classes :
I. Lrrf}Y'us. - Annals, chronicles, history; fourteen works

are classed under this head.
2. Tam·Gyut.-Traditiou, oral history.
3. Gh'Los-junl/. - Origin and progress of Buddhism;

several works are na.med.
4. Tokzlwt-Means a judicious saying; memoir, biography

containing many historical fragments and legends;
description of the fabulous couutry Shambbala.

5. Ndm-thdr.-Emancipation, biograpbical and legendary.
lfany historical works are noticed under this head
referring to ShakyJ. and to many of his di~ciples,

how they were emancipated and acquired preter
natural faculties. In the Dulva there are notices
of several prince!, citizens, and illustrious persons.

6. Grunl/.-A fable, fabulons history, contains the history
of Kesar, a fabulous king.

7. Stan-~is.-Chronology or astronomical calculation of some
events occurring ion the sacred volumes.

The Grammatical W01'k8.
The Sanskrit grammatica.l works were known to a.ncient

Tibetans, and were partially translated into their tongue.
The names of such works have been. given in the last

volume of Stangyur. The principal ones are Pdni-vyakarana
in two thousand slokas.

Maha-bluina, a commentary on the previous work, in one
hundred thousand slokas.
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A commentary on c1umdrapd, by Pandita Ratna Mali, in
twelve thousand slokas, and many others are named be
sides. There are likewise in Tioet several works teaching
how to read the Sanskrit texts, the Mantras, &c.

The most ancient grammatical work extant in the Tibetan
tongue is that by Samhhota of the seventh ccntury. Names
of many authors are given; but there are yet other gram
matical works of which no special mention is made in the
essay under review.

XIII.

REMARKS ON AMULETS IN USE BY TilE TRANS-HIMALAYAN

BUDDIIIST8.

The two scrolls procured at Rampur, near Kotgarh, by
Surgcon W. O. Oarte of the 69th Regiment N.r., were
forwarded to the Asiatic Society of Calcutta, where, at the
request of the secretary, an explanation of t~em was fur~

nished by the librarian, Mr. Alexander Csoma, who stated
that they contained abstracts of some larger Tantrika. or
r~ligious works in Tibetan, interspersed with Mantras in
Sanskrit.

The first SC/l'oll, eight feet and a half loug, is covered with
figures to the extent of two feet. The rest of the paper bears
printed text, containing 244 lines in Tibetan, each line being
three and a half inches long. The figures are roughly tra.ced,
representing a victorious king, a tortoise with nine spots on
the belly, showing the lucky and the unlucky periods, accord
ing as the moou is affected by the planets in her path. After
wards come the twelve animals representing the twelve years
of a cycle; then the zodiacal signs, the planets, sun and moon,
&0., then the representations of the four, eight, and ten
corners of the world. There is also seen the picture of a king
with his minister, a horse, an elephant, a soldier, an eye t &0.,
then the head of a bird, and also certain Ohinese symholical
figures, which appear to have been used uuder the Han
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dynasty 200 years before Christ. The Tibetans still us. them
extensively. After these symbolical representations follows
the text, containing abridgments of five different Tantrika
works.

The first is the salutation to the "Circle oC Timet" the
Kalachakraya. Then come the regents of the year, month,
day, and hour, and those of the planets and stars. The Nagas,
imps, &c., Me requested to be favourable to the person who
wears these symbols and to the mystical prayers, that he may
succeed in all his undertakings. All classes of divinities are
requested not to hinder him in any of his occupations, but
to give assistance that he may increase in prosperity.

The abstra.ct of the second Tantrika. work contains in San
skrit short addresses to Shakya, Vagishwari, Manipadme, and
others.

The third contains a sloka and a half in Tibetan to Manju
Sri, the god of wisdom.

The fourth is called the venerable Sutra dispelling the dark
ness. The salutation is addressed to the God of Wisdom, to
the ten Buddhas in the ten corners of the world. To each is
addressed a short prayer thus: "If I go towards that corner
over which you preside, alter having obtained my aim, grant
that I may quickly return."

The fifth is styled the Sutra of eight lights. The saluta.
tion is addressed to Buddha, to religion, and to the holy
priests. There are several prayers in Sanskrit, asking to
avert any unlucky year, month, day, and hour, and to coun
teract the influence of a malignant planet or' star. Other
mantraa are written down, having the object of preventing
any unlucky accident in the morning or in the afternoon, &c.

The second scroll, four feet eight inches long, contains twelve
figures of animals representing the cycle of twelve years.
The text covers 121 lines, each three inches in length. There
are, besides, rough sketches of a. tortoise with the nine mys
tical spots in a square, and the twelve a.nimals of a cycle of
twelve years.

This is the sum of the general contents of these two scrolls.
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XIV.

REVlEW OF A TIBETAN MEDICAL WORK.

20'

The .principal work on medicine in the Tibetan language is
called rGyud bZhi, in four paris. Its authorship is attributed
to Sbakya himself. The materials of the Tibetan treatise are
derived from Sanskrit works. The learned Lama who made
the analysis gave the following account of it to Csoma.

In the time of King Khri.srong Dehutsan, in the eighth or
ninth century after Christ, a Tibetan interpreter, during his
residence in Kashmir, with the assistance of a pandit who
was himself a physician, made the translation into his native
tongue, and presented the work to the said king. The
treatise was subsequently revised and augmented by other
learned men, and generally accepted as an authority. It is
stated th.t besides this there .re about forty other works on
medieine in Tibet, not COllnting the five volumes emOOdioo in
the great encyelopredia the Staugyur.

The priucipal medical school of Tibet is in Chak·phuri, a
monastery near Lassa. Two smaller ones, called Chak-Zur

~ artj in the interior of the country.

A. The First Part

is called the root or basis of the medical treatise, and is divided
into six chapters.

I. 'fhe first chapter descrihes how, in a forest abounding
in medicinal plants, Shakya transformed himself into a chief
·physician, and there, in a magnificent palace, delivered his
instructions, ha.ving for his pupils the gods, the sages, and a.
large number of orthodox men and also heretics.

n. In the second ch.pter Shakya speaks thu3 :-
Friends! be it known to you that. every human creature

who wishes to remain in health, and such also as desire to
cure disease and to prolong life, must be instructed in the
science of medicine. So also he that seeks after morality,
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virtue, wealth or hAppinesS', and seeks to be delivered from
the miseries of sickness, as also such a one a8 wishes to be
honoured and respected by others, must be tanght the art of
healing. He must be instructed on the fonr parts of the
medical science, which are as follows :-

The theory, the explanation, the instruction, and the
manual operation requisite for the practice. He must like4
wise be specially instrUded in the eight branches of healing,
namely:-

1. The treatment of the body as a whole.
2. The treatment of diseases of childhood.
3. Of diseases of women,
+ Of diseases caused by evil spirits (mental diseases).
5- Of wounds inflicted with a knife or spear.
6. Of venomous or poisonous infections.
7. Of the infirmities of old age.
8. How to increa.se the power of manhood.

The number of chapters in the whole treatise amounts
to 156.

IlL In the third chapter the hnman constitntion is illns
trated by a simile taken from the Indian fig-tree; thus, there
are to be considered three roots or trunks, nine stems)
forty-seven branches, 224 leaves, two blossoms, and three
fruits.

The seven fnndamental supports of the body are described as
those on which life depends, namely: the chyle, the blood,
the Hesh, the fat, bone, the marrow, and the semen.

The excretions are three: fooces, urine, and sweat.
The principal causes of disease are these three: lust, anger,

and ignorance.
The accessory causes are four: a. the seasons, hot or

cold; b. evil spirits; c. abuse of food; d. indiscreet or bad
conduct.

The parts of the body capable of being affected by disease
are said to be six: the skin, the flesh, the veins, the bones, the
internal viscera, and the a.limentary canal.

There are three hnmonrs: the phlegm, the bile, and the
wind.

The fourth chapter treats of symptoms of diseases. Ex·
amination of the t?DgUC, and urine. Feeling of the pulse.
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Inquiry into the origin of the disease, and its progress; what
food has a.greed or disa.greed ~ what pain is felt 1 The
physician's twenty-nine questions, which are to be put to the
patient, regarding food, exercise, previous history of the dis
ease, &c., are here detailed.

The fifth chapter enumerates the means of curing diseases,
and these are to be considered-

a. With respect to food.
b. The patient's mode of life, sueh as exercise, &c.
c. The therapeutics adapted to the three offending humours,

viz., the phlegm, the bile, and the wind, which are fully
discuBsed.

The varieties of medicines are such as assuage pain, or
purge the bowels, or cause vomiting, Then there are reme
dies for flatulence, for anointing the body, embrocatioDS, &c.
Against bile, phlebotomy and bathing in cold water; against
phlegm, warm applications are prescribed.

The sixth chapter contains recapitulation of subjects con
tained in the last three chapters.

Carrying on the metaphor of the Indian' fig-tree, the two
blossoms are, health and longevity; the three fruits, good
morals, wealth, and happiness.

B. In the See01u1 Part

four things are considered as to treatment of maladies,
namely:-

I. What is to be treated 1
2. What are the proper remedies 1
3. In what manner the remedies are to be applied 1
4- By whom are they to be applied 1
The means of curing disease are enumerated thus: diet,

exercise, medicine, and surgical operations. A chapter on the
conception and the growth of the embryo is added, one
chapter on bones, and another on nerves. Then the humours
are fully considered. And the last chapter describes the
requisite qualities of a physician, namely, that he Bhonld be
well acquainted with the theory and practice of medicine, and
be an unselfish, an upright, and a good-hearted man.
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c. The Third Part

treats on separa.te diseases, and the following points are con
sidered under .ach head :-

a, Primary causeEl'; b. accessory causes and effc<its; c. sub
divisions; d. symptoms; e. manner of treating dl$ease.

The following is the list of maladies: swellings, dropsies
pulmonary diseases, including phthisis, fevers, wounds, ~(
inflammation; epidemic diseases, smallpox, ulcers, catarrh
diseases of the eyes, of the ear, of the nose, of the mouth
of lips, tongue, palate, of the throa.t and teeth, with sevefa.
distinctions under each; dis€ases of the neck, of th~ chest, thl
heart, liver, spleen, kidneys, stomach, bowels; diseases peculia"
to women; hremorrhoids, erysipelas. Then follows the treat
roeot of wounds, siIDple and poisoned. Diseases of old age aD

treated of, and the subject of virility is discussed.

D. The Fourth Pari

contains deta.il~ of the practice of medicine, such a~ examina
tioD of the pulse and urine; varieties of medicamenta, mixture~
pills, syrups, and powders. Nomenclature of medicinal plant~

Description of purgatives, emetics, extracts, or elixirs.
The conclusion is this :-
Though there be 1200 ways of examining the heat and th

cold, &c., in any given disease, they are all summed up in th,
following: examine the tongue and the urine, feel the pulsE
and inquire into the history of the case. The remedies ar
said to be J zoo in number; but they are- reduced into th
following four ckt.sses :-

a. Medicament; b. manual operation; c. diet; d. exercise.
Medicaments either assua.ge pain Of are depuratory. Manua

operations are either gentle or violent. Food is either wholE
some or noxious. Exercise is either violent or gentle.

There are said to be 360 practical ways of curing disease
but they may be reduced to these three :

I. Exa.mination of the pa.tient.
2. Rules of treatment.
3. The manner of applying remedies.

Hints are given how a physician can keep himself safe frol
any malignant or infectious disease.
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xv.

A BRIEF NOTICE OF SUlllJASHITA RATNA NIDnr OF

SASKYA PANDITA.

This paper was TOady in 1833, but owing to the difficulties
in the way of bringing out the Tibetan text with the tra.nsla~

tion, it was not published till eleven years after Caoma's
death, and then it was accQmplished through the kind assist
ance of Dr. A. Campbel!.

This work was composed by the celebrated Sa-skya Pandita,
who flourished in the thirteenth century of our era, in the
time of Gengiz Khan and his Successors. The author resided
in the Sa.skya Monastery in Middle Tibet, in the province of
Ts.'ang, and was the uncle of a Great Lama. Many important
Sanskrit books, brought thither from India, are still to be
found in the monastery. The work begins thus :-

To the ten commandments 1 are to be added the following
rules, which were enacted by a religions king of Tibet named
Srong.b,tsanll (apostolic king, defender offaith, Dharma Raja).
These rules are :-

I. Reverence God j this is the first.
2. Exercise true religion; this is the second.
3. Respect the learned.
4. Pay honour to your parents.
5. Show respect unto superiors and to the aged.
6. Show good.heartedness to a friend.
7. Be useful to your fellow-countrymen.
8. Be eqnitable and impartial.
9. Imitate excellent men.
10. Know how to enjoy rightly your worldly goods and

wealth.
Il. Return kindness for kindness.

1 The ten commBoDdmenta of Buddha are these :_
[. Not to kill 2. Not to steaJ. 3. Not to cQInmit adultery. 4- Not

to tell falsehood. 5. Not to use a.busive language. 6. Not to speak non
sense. 7. Not to Bla.nder. 8. Not to be covetous. 9. Not to bear malice.
[Q. Not to be stubborn in So wrong principle.
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12. Avoid fraud in measures and weights.
'3' Be always impartial and withont envy.
14. Do not listen to the advice of woman.
'5. Be affable in speaking, and be prudent in discourse.
16. Be of high principles and of a generous mind.
These are the .sixteen rules. Subashita Ratna Nidhinama

Shastra is the title of the work iu Sanskrit.

Salutation to Manju Sri.

To the question: What is a "precious treasure of elegant
sayings1" the following answer is given;-

It is the exhibition of judicious reflections upon all sorts of
worldly affairs and npon the conduct of holy meu, withont
offending against good morals~ The following are the
chapters :-

I. Reflections on the wise, with ten aphorisms.
n. On the excellent, the virtuons, and the good, with

thirty-three sayings.
Ill. On the fool, the mean, and the wicked, with twenty

three aphorisms.
IV. On the mixed character of the wise and the foolish,

with twenty-eight aphorisms.
V. On evil practices, with nineteen sayings.
VI. On good manners of men, with forty sayings..
VII. On unbecoming manners, with twenty-nine sayings.
VIII. On general conduct of men, with forty-four sayings.
IX. On the effect of religion on good morals, with twenty-

three sayings, some of which are very striking, and we cite
the following as examples :-

The wealth of a man who is contented with little, is inex
}laustible; he who seeks always a"nd is never satisfied, will
have a continual rain of sorrow.

As children are loved by their parents, to the same degree
they are not respected in return by their children.

He that is acquainted with the manners of the world,
will exercise true religion. He tha.t prac.tises good morals is
the living biography of a saint, &c.

Thi. work contains 454 sl6kas in the original, but only 234
are given in this paper.
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A DICTIONARY OF SANSKRIT AND TIBETAN WORDS,

PHRASES, AND TECHNICAL TERMS.

We give the following resnme and index kindly fnrnished
by Dr. Rajendrola.la Mitra, of an extensive and most impor
tant work, which has already been referred to in these pages,
but the existence of which is known at present to only a few J

because since Csoma's decease Tibetan learning in India
seems to have received no special attention. With some
adaptation to the requirements of the present day and with
the addition of a special index, this compilation, if rescued, as
it deserves to be, from its manuscript condition, will form a
most valnable help to the study of Buddhist writings, to
which so many eminent and learned men in Europe are devot
ing their earnest attention. The MS. is in the library of the
Asiatic Society of Bengal

Not. by Dr. Rajendrolala Mitra, dated 14th February 1883.

"The volume is a foolscap folio of 686 pages, with 20 pages
of index and some blank pages, in a good state of preservation.
Some sheets of the paper bear the water-mark of " Snelgrove,
1828," others of 1830' The writing, therefore, was not under
taken until 1831, when Csoma de Koros was in Calcutta, and
he must have ta.ken some time to complete it. The whole is
in the handwriting of Csoma. From the general appearance of
neatness and absence of erasures, corrections, and interlinea
tions, it is evident that the volume is a fair copy. The matter is
arranged in four columns, the first containing the serial num
ber, next the Sanskrit word in English letters, then the
Tibetan eqnivalent in Tibetan character, and lastly the English
meaning. The words are grouped in classes, as shown in
the index. The arrangements being according to classes
and not alphabetical, it is difficult to nse the volume for
reference."
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This is the index of the work, showing the several heads or
titles under which Sanskrit a.nd Tibetan words, proper names,
phrases, technical terms, &c. &c., were collected or compiled
by ancient learned Indian pandits and Tibetan Lotsavas
(interpreter') or translators.

Note.-The number of titles shows the regular series in the
original (thongh it has not been marked there); and the
number of page indicates where the chapter under that head
or title commences in this compilation.

HEADS OR TITLES OF CHAPTERS.

No. FAGS

I. Names (epithets, attributes, &c. &c.) of Buddha (and also
of Shakya). I

2. Na.mes of different Tathll.ga.tas (or Buddhas) . 6
3. Names of the mansions of Buddha (Bl1ddha bhumi), of

the five bodies or aggregates of those that are equal and
of the unequalled (of Adi Buddha and the five Dhyani
Bllddhss), and the names of the three person8 or
bodies of BUddha (substance8) • 7

4. Names of the ten powers of Tathagata (or Buddha) 8
5. Names of those four things in which a Tathagata ia bold 495
6. Names of the eighteen pure religions articles of Buddha 496
7. Names of the thirty-two kinds of mercy of Tathagata. 499
8. Names of the three kinds of clear recollection 505
9. Na.mes of four things in which a Tathagata is inculpable 506

10. Name!! of the four kinds of diacriminative knowledKQ. 507
I I. Name!! of the five kindB of eminent (special) knowledge 508
12. Names originating with the occasion of the six special

knowledges 508
IJ. Names of the three miraculous transformations 514
14. Naroes of the thirty-two characteristic signs of the great

man (Maha Purusha) 181
15- Names of the eighty point!! of beauty (on the body of a

Tatbagata). 184
16. Names {If the excellence of Tathagatll according to the

Sutnw 171
17. Names of the sixty branches (parts) of melody or har- 166

mony. 167
18. Names of deep meditations (or ecstsaies) according to

the Sherchin or Prajna paramita system 21)0
19- General terms or names for a Bodhiaatwa 10
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No.

20. Names of different Bodhiaatwas
21. Names of the deep medita.tions (ecstaRies) of a :Bodhisatw8
22. Names of the twelve dhamnis (superhuman powers) of a

Bodhilmtwa
23. N amea of the ten powers of a Bodhisatwa
2+ Names of tbofle ten things which are in the power of a

Bodhieatwa.
25. Names of those four things of which a Bodhisatwa is not

afraid
26. Names of the eighteen unmixed (pure) laws of a Bod

hisatwa
27. Names of the qualifications (or good qualities, perfections)

of Bodhisatwas, according to the Sutra.s
28. Names of the manaion!'l (Bhumis) or the several degrees

of perfection of the Bodhisatwas
29- Names of the ten kinds of religious practices.
30. Names of tbe ten transcendental (cardinal) virtue8
31. Names of those four things by which moral merit is

acquired
32. Names of the three kinds of acquirement
33- Names of the eighteen kinds of voidness or abstractednes8

(Shunyata)
34. Names of the four kinds of recollection.
35. Names of those foux things that must be entirely

avoided
36. Names of four supernatural modes or means .
37- Names of the five organs
38. Names of the five faculties or powers
39. Names of the seven branches of perfect wisdom
40. Names of the eight branches of the sublime way
41. Names or the different degrees of self-sainted pe1'8ons (as

are the Riahis or hermits) (Prentyak Buddhas) .
42. Names of the several degrees of perfection of the hearers

or disciples of Buddha or Tathagnta .
43. Names of divers hearen or disciples (of Sakhya)
44 Names of the qualificatious of (Sakhya's) hearers or dis.

ciples.
45. Name~ of the twelve klnds of rigid ql1alifica.tions _
46. Names of the several Bhumis (degrees of perfection) of

the Hearers or dhciples (of Bllddha) .
47. Names of six things that ought to be remembered.
48. Names of unpleasant or disagreeable things.
49. Names of the several degrees of respiration (exhalation

and inhalation)· . .
·0

2°9
rpA.(a:

515
17

18
19
19

20

'4
26

29
74
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No.

50. Names of the four excellent truths divided into sixteen
minor truths • .

51. Names of the sixteen kinds of patience or forbearance in
making reflections on or thinking of patience

52. Names of the ten kinds of knowledge .
53. Four kinds of ways (or moments of actions) .
54-I Na.mes of the different kinds of vehicles (or principles)
54. NaIDes of the distinctions of mental organs (powers or

faculties) .
55. Names of the :five kinds of Buddhistic perfection
56. Enumeration of the several kinds ofBuddhistic scriptures
57. Names relating to the turning of the wheel of the law

(by Shakya)
58. Names (or list) of religious tracts (current among the

Buddhists) •
59. Names of several terms relating to the doctrine of

Buddha, and the manner and form of delivering it to
the Learers •

60. Names of the four kinds of meditation, &c.
61. Names of ecstasies.
62. Names of the four immense things (in a Buddha) .
63. Names of the eight kinds of liberation or emancipation.
64. Names of the eight kinds of superior knowledge or con-

ception
65. Names of the twelve accomplished or perfect sentiments
66. Narnes of the three doors of liberation or emancipation
67. Names of those four things on which one may rely
68. Names of the three kinds of wit or knowledge
69. Namea of the five classes of science
70. Names of four moral maxims.
71. Names of the seven precious (01' good) things.
72. Names of the most excellent six things •
73. Names of the six. kinds of benediction .
74- Names of the nine good actions accompanied by great

pleasure or delight
75. Names of those six. bad things from which one should

come out •• .
76. Names of the four circles or kinds of goods and men
77. Names of rigid practices of abstinenee, &c.
78. Names of abstract meditation on God, and the qualifica

tions or perfections to be obtained by it •
79. Names of the four kinds of thriving, that is, speaking,

teaching, and prophesying
80:. Names of the three kinds of criteria or definitions

PAGE

535

577
579
540
36

541

54 1

542

162

549
552

555
556

560
567
569
569
'5 '
37

57°
57 1

572
573

573

575
577
577

580
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No. PAGE

81. Names of the four kinds of thinking 583
82. Names of the nine kinds of ironical thought or con-

ception 583
83. Names of being at rest and of seeing more, that is, the

high degrees of fixed meditation 584
8+ Names of the ten immoral actions 192
85- Names of the ten virtuous actions J 92
86. Names of those things by which ODe may acquire moral

merit. '. 193
87. Names of true or real meaning of the Holy and True

One. 194
88. Names of deliverance from pain • 196
89. Names of the several kinds of refuge and protection 197
90- Names of the l3everal kinds of respect to be paid to a

religious guide, &c. . 198
91. Names of assiduity and diligent application 201

92. Names of the aggregate (the body), its regions and sen-
sation, &c. 204

93. Names of the division of the corporeal objects 204
94. Names of the division of the aggregate of sensation 211

95. Names of the division of the aggregate of consciousnesa
or perception . 2 I I

96. Names of notions or ideas formed of animate and of in~

animate existences or beings 2 I I

97. Names of the division of the aggregate, of equation,
and of perfect knowledge. 219

98. Names of the twelve senses or the vehicles of perfection 219
99. Names of the eighteen regions (of senses) 220

lOO. Names of the twenty-two organs. 222

101. Names of the several terms used on the occasion of ex·
plaining the aggregate, its regions, and the senses 224

102. Names of affection. passion, lust, desire, and longing 585
103. Names of the three kinds of sorrow or trouble 588
104- Names of the eight kinds of sorrow 588
IOS. Names of the twelve branches of causal concatenation

or dependent contingency 39
106. Names of the six cauaes 589
107. Names of the four accessory ca.uses or effecta 590
108. Names of the five fruits, viz., consequences, eifects S90
log: Names of the four plauB or ways of coming forth or

being born 59[
110. Names of the four kinds of food • 591
111. Names of the nine places or abodes of animate ex~

iBtences 591
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I I 2. Names of the eight undesirable things. 593
I 13. Names of the consequences of moral actions or works,

of their coming to maturity 594
IJ4- Names of the :five boundless (most atrocious) acts 596
115- Names of other five crimea approaching to the former. 597
I 16. Names of the five sorts of dregs ot' degenerations. 597
I I]. NameB of eight common maxims or sayings. 598
118. Names of all sorts of good qualities 599
119. Names of imperfections or defects 608
120. Names expressive of the chief Head of the pure, the

liberated, or the emancipated . 614
121. Names of being purified, liberated, or emancipated

(purification or emancipation) . 616
122. Names of relinquishing an imperfections and of becom-

ing free 618
123. Names expressive of prai$eJ blame, celebrity or renown 623
124. Names of opposite or contrary things . 626
125. Names expressive of great, small, high, lowJ and similar

adjectives 629
126. Names of the several degrees of acquaintance or famili.

arity 632
127- Names of virtue and bleHsings 634
128. NanU!8 expressive ol speaking or hearing any religious

tract; names expressive of noise, sound, expression
or utterance 636

129. Names of several examples illustrative of illusion or
unreality 641

130. Names of charity or alms-giving, and of oblations and
llacrifices • 644

13J. Names of the several kinds of advantage and utility. 647
132. Names of several terms expressive of the intellect, the

UDderstanding, the discrimination . 648
J 33. NaIDes expressive of the enumeration of the several

sorta of learned men 649
134. Names of the enumeration of synonymous terms for

profound or deep learning 65 I
135- Names of the enumeration of synonymous terms for joy

or pleasure 652
136. Names expressive of anger of the several degrees of rnis.

chief or injury 654
137. Names of the four kinds of moral mell. 656
138. Nnmes expressive of the life in this world and in the

next; death and transmigration 656
139. Names expressive of solitude and retirement 658
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140. Names of the four kinds of abiding, or the mantler of
living

141. Names of the several degrees of shocks in an earthquake
142. Names of brilliancy, light, or lustre
143. Names of great and sman powers . ' .
144. Names of the four great fabulous continents
145. Names of the several degrees of elevation of the three

regions of the world.
146. Names of the gods in the region of cupidity (or in the

realm of Cupid)
147. Names of the mansion of the 1St degree of meditation.
148." ,,2d degree of meditation.
]49-" ,,3d degree of meditation .
150." II 4th degree of meditation
IS!. Names of the pure (or llOly) mansion .
152. Names of the incorporeal mansions
153. Names of the gods inhabiting this or that world .
154. Names of the nine planets •
155. Names of the twenty moving stars (Nakshatras)
] 56. Names of gods, Nagas, &c. .
157. Names of the Naga kings or princes
158. Names of common or ordinary Nagas
159. Names of the Yakaha. king, or of the prince of the

y.bh...
160. Names of the prince of the Gandhal'al3 •
161. Names of the :five gods, the Daityas, Titans, giants,

Asuras
162. Names of Vishnu's bird, the Garuda, the prince of the

winged creation
163. Name8 of the Prince of the Kinnaras •
164- Names of the prince of the Mahoragas .
165. Names of the Prince of the Kumbhandas
166. Names of the great Rishis .
167. Names of the ancient Buddhistic learned men in

India
168. Names of curious philosophical systems and sects
169. Names of the six Tirthika teachers (in Tibetan, Mu

stegs-pa-chen) .
170. Names of the series of the universal monarchs
171. Names of the excellent qualities, and of the seven pre

cious things of an unive1'8a.l monarch
172. Names of the sons or children of whom each universal

monarch had a whole thousand
173. Names of the four divisions of troops .

213

278
279
280

280

280

281
281
317
322

322

32 4
32 5
33 1

335
336

337

338
339
340
342

40

42
44

47
47

660
662
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]74. Names of ordinary kings 52
175. Names of the Pandavas 53
] 76. Names of the several classes or ranks, dignities, occupa-

tions, and professions among men 53
177. Names of different castes or tribes 66
178. Names of parentage, consanguinity, &c. 68
179. Names of the several members and limbs of the body. 71
180. Names of the several degrees of the formation of the

embryo and of several ages of men . 79
181,· Names of old age and sickness 81
]82. Names of places, countries, cities, towns, &c., mentioned

in Buddhistic works 82
]83. Names of mountains, fabulous and real 85
184. Synonymous names for sea or ocean, rivers, &c. 86
185. Names oftl'ees 135
186. Names of terms originating with the Tantrika system 110

187. Names of signs for prognostication 662
188. Names of dialectical and sophistical tenus . 664, 254
189. Names of terms originating with the Nyaya doctrine 262
190. JJ "Sankhya doctrine 264
191. JJ n Mimansa 267
J92." 11 Vaishishika school 268
193. Tenus of different dialectical systems . 271,667
194. Names of all sorts of theories 271
J95. Names of fourteen theses that have not as yet been de·

monstrated or proved 272
196. Names of several terms expressive of the soul according

to the Tirthika teachers . 274
197. Names of twenty positions relating to annihilation 667
1g8. Names of grammatical terms 670
199. Inflections of a Sanskrit noun in the seven cases of all

the three numbers • 672
200. Names of the bad transmigrations or places of punish-

ment after death 343
201. Names of several evil spirits (S. Freta. tib. Yidags, a

ghost) 343
202. Names of all sorts of beasts into which bad or wicked

men are supposed to transmigrate 344
203. Nallies of several Tartara, of the divisions of the hot

Tartarus • 354
204. Names of the several divisions of the cold Tartarus 354
205. Names of the eighteen classes of science 37
206. Names of mechanical arts and handicl'afts 356
207. Names of all aorta of musical instruments 359
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395

680

397
400

401

406

39
362

94
100

384
285
286
385
390
393

No.
208. Names of the several tunes or parts of harmony
209. Names of the several kinds of dances, and the manuEll'

of dancing
210. Names of the literature and religious practices of the

Brahmans.
211. Names of the six occupations of a Brahman.
212. Names of all sorts of words and phrases for such as wish

to understand the Sanskrit language 362-382
213. Names of the dwelling.place or residence of the gods;

names of the best, &c.
2[4. Names of all aorts of indeclinable words
215. Names of castles, forts, and all sorts of dwclling-

places
216. Names of the implements belonging to a cart archariat
217. Names of all sorts of corn and pulse
218. Names of festivals or solemn days
2 I 9. Names of curds, butter, and several kinds of food
220. Names of drugs for curing diseases
221. Names of clothes or garments
222. Names of utensils, instruments, &c.
223. Names of pigments, paint, colours for painting and for

dyeing stuffs
224. Names of precious things, as gems or jewels; gold,

sjlver,. &c.
225. Names of conchs or shells
226. Names of several sorts of ornaments
227. Names of all sorts of armour and weapon
228. Names of all sorts of implements and ornamentations

used on the occasion of oblations or sacrifices
229. Names of all sorts of flowers
230. Names of the several parts of flowers •
231. Names of the excellence of some flowers
232. Names of the incenses and perfumes .
233. Names of all sorts of words, phrases (for the use of those

who wish to understand the Sanskrit text) :229-253
234. The names of numerals, the definite and indefinite

numbers, aecording to the Phal.chin division of the
Kahgyur

235. Names occurring in the Sherchin Treatise of the Kah
gyur

236. Names originating with the Lalita Vistara, in the second
. vol. of the mDo class of the Kahgyur

237. Names occurring in the mkong-mdsod or Sanskrit
Abhidharma, of the Staugyur .
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No. PAGE

238. Names of the common numerals, of the inhabitants of
the world. 42)

239. Names of all sorts of quantities and measures of dig..
tanees ftom ilJl atom to a Yojanam; a measure of
4000 fathoms . 426

240. Names of the proportion of strength in a decimal pro-
gression • 428

241. Names of time, and its subdivi.8ions and seasons • )01
242. Names of the carnera and cardinal points or quarters,

and intermediate corners of the world 107
243. Names of the ten advantages derived fromleaming and

discipline . 429
243. Names of the five claBSes of transgression, and of those

of an indefinite character. 430
244. Names of the four defccte, or of the four great trans-

gressions • 43l
245. Names of thirteen transgressions by which one is ren·

dered a residue or dregs of the priests 431
246. Names of thirty transgreBllioDS, committed by accepting

and using unlawful things, the wearing or carrying
of which should be avoided 432

247. Names of the ninety transgressions 435
248. Names of those four transgressions that must be con-

fessed to obtain forgiveness 445
249. Names of many things to be learned and observed 446
250. Names of seven terms for reconciling and settling dis&

putes or quarrels 460
251. Names of puniilhment, chastisement, and correction 460
252. Names of entreating, addressing, petitioning, praying

the priesthood, and of perfonning some ceremonies
on certain occasions. 362

253. Names of taking refuge with the three Holy Ones 465
254. Names of the eight fundamental articles to be learned

and observed by those who enter into the religious
order 466

255. Names of those four moral maxims that are repeated to
him who will be made a Gelong (8. shramana) 122

256. Names of all sorts of religious persons. 122
257. Names of several terms occurring in the Dulva, in the

text entitled U The adopting of the religious order,
or the taking of the religious character 11 • 126

258. Names of the thirteen implements or utensils (of a re·
ligious person) . 468

259. Names of utensils or implements of a Gelong 469
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No. I"AOIt

260. Names of those twelve persona who perform .several
assigned duties on behalf of others 477

26,. Names of the four classes of the Buddhists, together
with their eighteen subdivisions 479

262. The seventeen subjects 01' mattera of the Dulva . 481
263. Names of the five sorta of water fit to be drunk by the

priests 483
264- Names of reproaching or rebuking a Buddhist priest

(8. Shramana; Tib. Gelong), or any other religi-
oua person 484

265. Names of a Bihar, (sacred edifice), and several other
places and things belonging to it 486

266. Names of the material or stuff of which garments are
Dlade 487

267. Some words and phrases taken or collected from the
Dulva 137

268. Names of those six persoDs among the disciples of
Sakya, who were known under the name of the six
Tribunes (in Sanskrit, Shadvargikah) 150

269. Names of the four kinds of nurse!! 151
270. Names of diseases J09
271. All sorts of distempers, diseasC$, or sickness 490

XVII.

A COMPARATIVE VOCABULAltY OF SANSKRIT, HINDI,

HUNGAUIAN, &0., WORDS A.ND NAMES.

A Fragment.

NOT only in several memoranda of his friends, but in the
preface of his Tibetan Dictionary, and also in the letters
which Csoma. addressed to Captain Kennedy in 1825, we find
that the learned Hungarian had. noticed, not merely a certain
linguistic affinity between the Sanskrit and Hindi with the
Hungarian tongue, but he discovered the existence of words and
names, in the countries of South~East of Europe, which seem
to point in that direction. Csoma has repeatedly given
expression to such an opinion, the importance of which did
not escape the notice of men like Wilson, Prinsep, Torrens,
Clllllpbell, and others. Yet, with the view to pnblication, he
seeDled always disinclined putting snch meDloranda on record,
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because he had hoped, no doubt, that after arriving at Lassa he
would be able to present to the public something more tan
gible and co~pletethan what he could gather merely from
resources collected in India.

The ardent hope of his life, that of visiting Lassa and the
country beyond, was destined, however, never to be gratified.

A few pages of manuscript annotations in Csoma's own
handwriting are now in the possessio}} of the Academy of
Sciences of Hungary. These annotations are presented
to the reader, however, it may be confessed, with some
diffidence. Desirous to do justice to Csoma's memory, we
wish to guard against the supposition that he would ever
have permitted this apparently unimportant vocabulary to
appear as we find it, because the most cursory e::pminatioIi of
it amply testifies that these memoranda are but casual anno
tations of words as they struck him in the course of his rea.d
ing; still even so they will be considered as precious relics by
those who look with interest on Csoma's life and labours, as
the plank of a sunken vessel would be that a wave chanced
to throw upon a friendly shore.

With these preliminary remarks, and only under conditions
just described, do we feel justified in bringing to light this
hitherto unknown collection.

Atll "Inn H. fatiw atya.
allnada ~S. he who gives food euni ad6.
annadA.nam ~!tii{lil' S. tke giving food enni adas.
ashita ..fInr s. eaten ett, evett.
ash ~s. to eat enni.

asha.nam 'OI1!:iI' s. food ozsonya-.
argha ...,-.l s. price, value af, bees.
astam "lJlii S. sunset (ing este.
(?) astamatt, 'tt (flit 11 getting towards everj,- esteledik.
amutra ~S. there amott.

agni "1ft! S. fire (tuz egoi.)

alasa "'ITOJlf s. lazy oluszekony.

aswara ~S. having de.fici,enr'Voice sz6talan.

ardati ~nrS. hurts art.
alati _firS. prevents eWz, megeloz.
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arth. ...~S. price ertek.
art.hajna ~ UtUlerstanding ~rtelem .
sham ......r S. I, yes ~n.a.m.

artbayate ~S. asks kerd.z.
Am 'lIT1f S. indeed am.

arha -.ri's. value, price arJ bees.
arhati ~S. val'U~8 becsiil.

artham ...~s. for -ut.
e.g., gnrvarlham, gurucrt.

arthaka ~S. wealth enek, gazdagsUg.
arthavat ~~trif.s. wealthy ~rteke8. gazdag.
ll.lB8ya ..T_S. $leepy, apathetic aJuBzekony, alll·
(1) akar he will akar. [exam.

ati ...mrS. above, upper feletto.

lA 'lIT S. ltaking, 0cc:"pyin,q, ~ foglal6.conquenng

1Adi·la, succesiful'/ e!okelo, gyozelmes(1) Alii. ~fw~ (?) great chii'h con· fogl.lo.
qlU!/rOT

a~la. ~S. jirmJ solid alland6.

angikA ~ et shirt timeg, ing.

argala 'll,j~ S. a bolt horgo16, rekesz.
ativriddha. ...r" l!!1k S. very old megvenUlt.

8sti ~s. i, van, vagyon.

nft.sti -.rrf1il S. i~ not nincsen.

tejas
twillh
tAta
trAta
trAyate
tMayati

twam
thAI, thAlA,

thAlI

taJati
tAlayati

lalapay.t;

-w~ S. fire, energy
f5f'l[ S. light, fire
-.mr s. fatlwr

-.mr S. preterved

~ S. preservM
i'i ( \i5 €Ifil S. pushe,a
of S. thou

I "IT'if, "IT'lIT, I ~."\ l'.Il"'it H. a u"

!-.rm
s. }t't I ijJ €4ffi B. to b;{ull. com· ~

i'tiitQ4jFti{! S P~B

tiiz, £Cny.
tiiz.

atya.
roegtartott.
megtart.

taszit.

te.

t:l1.

~
telni
tlilteni.

toltetni.
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tasyati
staryate
trA., trnyate,

trApayate
rAgs

rama

rakta.m

mktapa

rakta.vija

rajaH

APPENDIX.

~ S. pushes, tOSSC8

....nr s. spreads

! ""IT,~, ! to hold
\ ""lTlP<if S. \

,Tlf S. anger
'l:.11l S. joy

ti S. blood

~'q' S. blood-sucker, a leech

(lfti1df S. pomegranate

~~S. ahines

t.as2it.

terjed, terjesz-
[kcdik.

tartani.

harag.

ijrtim.

ver.
verszop6 [magu..

vetes Mlli, veree

ragyog.

loka

losh~a.

lanU

.m.r s.
"Oiil1r s.
~S.

world

rmt

a girl

vilag.
rozsd&.

Iya.nka.

bir6

har'"
batya

batyam.
buja, bujalkodo.

beka.
blikkfa.

beszed.

bajnok

bika.

ghLl.s 'q"JlJ' H. grM8 gaz, m.
bol m H. apeak thou sz61j.

boln! ~ H. to speak Bz61ni.

bulAnll. ''iiITiI1 H. to call 8z6litni.
bnlwA.nlt ~~ H. to cause to call 8z6littatni.

(1) b51ya 'fr1!ll the family csallld.
N.B.-Magyar family names: Rala, Buda, Bodala, Barta, Balya,

Bod, Bede, Dinde, Vajna, Bcder, Vida, Bardocz, Bihar,
Hari. Coorja, santa, Ruja, Szekely.

bandhu ~ S. afriffl,d

bhr&t~ <mrT S. brothor

bhrata me 1:ITifT i S. my brotller

bhogy~ .mmS. a whor.

bheka m. S. a frog

briksha,vriksha. T'tf S. a tree

bh&shita ~tftrcr s. a discourse
bhayll.nak ~ H. champi&n (terrific)

brikha, v-risha 1iI,;." H. n S. a bull

vichfiraka, ~~'" \' 'uatlUJ ge
bichA.rak S. and H.

balgati ~ S. to tramp (to jump) ballagni.

{
younger brother of Rfi,ma, son of Dus'~.

Bharata >n:<r S. mania and Sakuntala.

-Magyar words: Barat, Barta, Hartoa.
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of the moon, I

Budha. 'I" S.
bOles.

regent of tile planet• Buda.

~S.
Afercury

bh!lshe Italk be8zlBek.
balavAn ~S. It) an idol bJU\'an~r.

oka ~ S. and H. one egy.

idam
'"' S.

thz's ez.

binsl\ ft<n S. injury kiu2'.lis.

hinsati f;i'lflr S. injurcIJ kinoz, kinzani.

hansa ~S. a gander gantzi

ha.ya 'fTWS. laughter kaczagO.s.

hazitr 1'If'"!~ H. fon< thou,ami ezer.
1J"il'i S.

Himavat ~s. Himiilaya range haVM.

himA,gama f;romnj S. cold sea3o'/t te1i idoszak.

hikkati f~s. hicccmghs csuklik (cBuk-

hdl]& ~S. a barbarian hun. [lani).

hll.nkAJ"a ~s.
1uttering the sound ihun nyelven

of a h'l2n beszclni [bedni.

Una (Hun!) -..r;r S. to decrease megfogyni,keves-

basati ~S. laughs kaczag.

halabhrit ~0Jl'1f S. name of Balarama eke-tart6., .
chaBhaka ~ S. a wp C!Il~BZe

chakra. ~ S. a whed kerek.
chakra j emus, circulus, cherk, in Russ'ian,o t''n Magyar .. kerek.

kerck, kor. ken, keriilet, keritni, keriilni, kerites.
chho.tra1 ~ S. a parasol satOl', ernyo.

cbhala ~ S. deceit esaMs.
<:hamil ~ S. multitude; an army csomv, sokaalig
ehtkayati ..(lCfif.4nt s. touches, tickles csiklanu.

ehyAvayati "'ij," i!'#f" & 8cor~ csMol.
chinoti ~11' S. assembles. V.D. gyiil.

ehayayati ~'IlFif S. assembles, v.a.. gyiijt.
chapayati 'tt q€jfa S. assembles, v.c. gytijtet.

cheta. che4a. ~6~ ~~ S. servant cseled.
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garta ~nf S. hole in tlte ground godo,.
galhate m;;rii S. blame8 gyalAz.
gohannam >ft<n. S. cow-dung ganej.
ghagghati \!pm s. derides kacza~.

ghAf.ayan 'IT"inl"'r S. killer katona.
(Isb) lob\<' (i-r!l ii S. ffil", uralkodik
isha fj(S. name ofSiva Siv& isten neve.

I,hlta ~S. ffUjJeriority 1nralkodll" le[·
sobbseg.

tshitri, toshitA 1"ifmr, !o=er tulajdonos, UT.. 'ifmrT s.
Sikandar f4:J4i "<:( H. Alexander Sa.ndoT.

i~f i~~e "f'<r, TI S. praises, greets iidvti20l

I,te
l~S' ~ go",lJayati inmrS. jar.

!yate ilrif s.
yati "'Ilfll" S. walk8 jar.
yA, yAti 'IT, 'tTfu s. to go jar.
itastatas ~:S. here and there ide's tova

trayati inITifs. lets go jdrtat.

iti UnS. thus igy.

irshya ill1 S. envy irigyse~.

fsh~ iis. rul", (to be a god) ,uralkodni, Isten,

ish~ 'OS. (the desi'redl God boon. [lennL

yazdAn cll..!)! P. Goa laten.

urn, vrihat '!I"1l, ~S. great, a giant Ur, hataIma..

mvtah& '<'iJ'tfw. S. proprietor 6rias.

vahanam ~S. drawing, caT1'yin-g vinni, vonnt

vasanam, vastra~, 1fl« S. the cloth, linen Vas.zoD.

varal)a. ~S. defence 6Jf.alom.

Jegllz: Yarns..

va.dayati q IC(Cifa s. accuses v&dol.

vachaknd "I"'fI[ S. g088f,Jnng fecseg6.
•

.wlll~ "'ITiIT H. 1belonging to a pla« } b IIov vaJ6.
or cQuntry
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vyAdha. "IN S. aktmtw -u.z.
YJika 1!111" S. a wolf farkaa.
(1) utsa _1 street ntcza.
uraa ~S. great nagyUl'.

"varyya. 'Il!l S. tlw rJ1MJf vajda.
(1) varabala ~S. P"W<:rfal (1) verbOltz.
jalna. ~~H, to ignite, V.u. gyUJ.ni.
jalAn4 ~H. to tgnitel v.a. gyujtani.
jalw4n4 6i'iPiijlil. H. to burn. v.c. gyujtatni.
jwalati -nrS. shines, burns fenylik, gyuL
jwalana ~S. lighting roeggyUl.

jayati ~S. 1e01UjU6r" iB vieto'lriouIJ . gyoz, gyozelmes.

jays. ~S. name of Yudishthira GyozO, Geyza.
yavana lI'I'il' S. a stranger joveveny.
yudh '!'l: S. tD<lI" had, Mhon!.

na<ja "if'i!' S. a reed wId.
naq.vat ~S. abounding in reeds nlI.das.
na 'il"S.,H. no,not ne,nem.
Dapi 'if1flf S. not ..,.,. Dem eppen.
nAma iIT1I S, is it not I name!
naeha. ...-.r S. nor, neither Dem is•

nanu .>r>r s. is it not 1 neme!

nirarthaka ~s. unmeant"ng erthetetlen.

mAyate, milti

muehka

~mnr S. measures mer.
~ s. a atrong man·, a thief eroaember,tolvaj.

N,B.-muszka.
szarvas, vad.

vadAsz.

va.daszat.

vadasz.
MOro szijrii, nyUL

goblet~s.

1!:3f S. deer

~S, 'Ports

~«r S. a chtue

'l~ S. a hunter
....-~qaS. fine kaired, a kare-. '" .

Ia ma,,'no, (Graeula lsza'ko.
1i'fill H. reltgwsa) J

N.B.-majom, majmolni'
kancs6.

mriga
mrigayati

mrigayA

mrigayu

mriduromavat

m~yilnA
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kupatha 1i'f"l s. 1a MII!! tract, a !MrplIt, hegyes.diffioult path
kinehit ~s. little IDeai.
1=a 'In:: 8. arm, hand kST, kcz.
kukkuja ~",s. a cock kakas.
kash~ya 'Ir'IT'l S. bitter keserii.
Hpa 'f'J S. a u'ell kut
kililsa f;r.;mr S. a boil keles.
kiki ~S. a btllciay kek szajk6.

kukara ~s. 1'"':: a crooked! gijrbe kan!

kakkati. 'lilIif1l'S. derides kaczag, gunyoI.
(?) kikkati to cough kohogni.
korh 'flT H . lepr081j k6r.
kim m.;S. who ki.
kshomam ..miS. silk sel,rem.
kapha ",""S. phlegm, spittle kop.
kaI]>1ha 'Iflt<: S. camphor kamfoT.

kalasha 'Ii1lfI( S. a goblet kulacs.

khara-nakhara ."it." S. darp-naz"lui k~rom. kormos.
khyOd (Tibetan) Y01~ keml, kegyelmed.
kMhchit ~S. wlw? what? kicsoda. 1 micso-

kiahora ~S. a youth lOs UT. (da!

kiTtita ~S. celebrated hirdetett (me-g-

klrtti 1lftf,,' S. fame hir. (kiirlOlt).

khatam >niB. a pond godor.

killka m '11TH. whose kie.

Iris ko m'liTH. to who'Trt, kinek.

kula ~S. afamity csaJad.

sakula ~s.
1be/unging to the Iugyanazoncsallld.

.aul.e fwrnily bOl vaM, szekely !

pal)8J dbana 'q'1l(", 'lrof S. money. cotn J penz.

paehati '1{'ifnr s.
~ to cook, to boil

~ IOni.
pachayati q'il~fil S. fijzni.

pachayat ~S. ftlzetni

patati -.nrFir S. carries viszen. 13ZIU.

patayati ~S. makes over (to) sd.lit.
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utasit.

sza.littat.

ut.
utazik.
utaztat~

~s.

"IfT~ S.•
1n'S.

pn.taka

pachaka

pa~

pal~la

pitayati ~"ifS. delivers

patha -q"'1 S. . road

pathati 'q""Iffif S. travels

pathayati ~ S. causes to travel

pauthati 'l"If1r S. f.s/wws the way
panthayati q .... .,fi1 S.

pathin 1If'fl[ S. f 1uta,
t1'UlVcller

pathika ~ S. utaw.

pathila "qf"l!J"ijf S. wayfarn" utaz6.

pathika santati ~-rrf7rs, a caravan utit8.rsasag.

Iafootman fpndika U".. S. gyalogos.
a pedestrian

padAsanatn ~T1i'ii S. footstool Iabszek, zsamoly.

pachaka ~ S. a cook sZllkaes.

pachaka std q oq Cfi@1 S. afemale cook fOzij a.sszony.
(?) PArthus ~: S. a rebd partlito, pltrtos.

N.B.-Parthi exules Seytharum (JUBtiniallus).
'q""iifTliJ S. straw, stubble polyva, 8zalma.

Ithat whichfallRGr f . 'k ak1I"lI'"iI' S. a nu el:n • pat .
descends, a torrent
earthen v('8sel fazek.

Iclothed in yeuo,w-l
. h h' (1) pnndtlr.

z,¥ W 'tte .

cloth posztO.

filiirshaka 1ftthI; S. a helmet sisak.
sula ~S. OGon szU16tt, sziilni.

.ft ~S. parturition sziilcs.

Muchika ~s. a tailor HZ&b6.

sAchi 1jf;r S. a needle tu (ta.l8.n SZOC8 ?).

(aft) savanam (li:) "'""'" s. to bring forth sziilni.

snhrita n;rS. a·lover szereto.

•ftla lj(1f S. born s:mlte, Bziill:i1t.

shaka!& ~S. a cart, carriage 5Zeker.

..hhA .mS.
Ia gathering Qj l·tOba.people, a room

.p
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shobhA liTlfrS. beauty I!Izepseg.

s&nkata ~S. 11.arrow l:lmk.
sevati , .rms. servea ...lgM.
smhati ~S. bring8forllt !ti',Ul.

Bkhadate ~S. tear6 szukad.
(1) sabd&ti to destrmJ, to defeat leszu.bdalni.

shwasati ....mrS. breathes AZU8Z0g.

sahate ~~S. ' bears szliI.

8llU ~H. one hundred ::lztiz.

sa ~S. h. :}.z.

1onewithanarmy, ~
""hala v~s. ~'; foy-ce or (!) smbolC8.

shikhA ~s.
{a stack or coveredt

heap } (fedel) ""ztag.

(1) sakti island .ziget.
sukrita. ~S. ",irtuoU8 erenyes.

tmhrida. ~S. lover, tender, !8zeret.o.
I!oura.ta WW S. compasaW'Ilnte

st'trya ~S. tfte sun nap.

sllrya.vartta lj;~S. own-flower Il&praforgo

sevaka .r'fllf S. servant szolga.

sa)a.V.1l}a ~S. sulted Bzalonna.

dwl\ram mS. a cQurtyard ndvar.

dhal'&ti ~s. h.lds tart.

dad4ti ~lFir S. giveR, contributes ada.kozik.

dasha. ~S. ten tiz.

dhri VS. to hold, to retain tartani.

zaj, mOl'l.l.j.
Danube.

N,R,-Examine these roots for all derivatives j e.g" "dhTita·ri.sh
tm." the holder of a. kingdom, a sQvereign, a ruler, or
szagtart6.

N. B. -dhal', in Hungarian; tart; tartaD~ tarto.zni, tart6zkodni.
tartlls. tartomany, tal'tozO, tartatik, &c.
~K a sound

(!) Duna
du.wani
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(l) lip foJ'l to $/rid. IOpni.
(Conjugat.e this verb.)

1.oms-pAds li.ftnr~ S. King of Anga, BhauguJP()1'6 iJJ it.
capital.

N.B.-Arp:l.d.

Csoma affixed a remarkable note at the end of this paper,
in the following words: Mauriam dedi, formam lwJ>etis,q.-ite
gforio,m si placet!
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